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ABSTRACT

A substantial quantity of published scholarly studies on Chinese culture,
philosophy, and education are available to the reading public, yet few have researched
Chinese children and their childhood education in the context of their real life
experiences. This is astudy of childhood education and socialization during the Cultural
Revolution based on the lived experiences of Chinese children. The methodology used
in this study begins with the interview and conversation with the participants.
interviews are transcribed into written data.

Taped

The collected data are then analyzed and

presented in 120 selected lived childhood stories. The finding in this study contributes
to an understanding of childhood education and socialization during the Cultural
Revolution in China.
This study explores the meaning and the significance of the lived Chinese
childhood

experience during the

Cultural Revolution through the collection of

participants' childhood stories. The first part of the thesis provides athorough literature
review of Chinese childhood education from the perspectives of Confucian philosophy
as well as Mao Zedong's ideology on education. This review establishes the foundation
for the interpretation of the lived childhood experiences.
There were three key procedures in the development of this research. First, the
researcher conducted athorough study of what history, tradition and the social realities
have brought to the participants as children during the Cultural Revolution. Second, the
researcher listened to what the participants' said about their childhoods during that period
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of upheaval. As the final step, in an on-going process, the researcher explored the data
by comparing her personal reflection and knowledge of the Cultural Revolution
experience.
The study concludes that there were continuities and changes of traditions in
childhood education during the Cultural Revolution.

The dynamics of tradition,

revolution, and childhood education interplayed and changed according to the context
during the Cultural Revolution. The participants' childhood stories reveal that childhood
education and socialization during the Cultural Revolution was politically motivated and
adult-oriented.

Although the Cultural Revolution has been documented as the worst

upheaval in modem Chinese history by many writers, it was viewed as a new-found
opportunity for adventure and even enjoyment by some of the participants in this study.
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Chapter One
Introduction

1.1 Introduction to the Study
China is acountry with along tradition of 5,000 years of civilization. It is also
a country that was involved in many revolutionary movements before and since the
Chinese Communist Party came to power in 1949.

Education of young children has

always been acentral concern in China in ancient times and during the recent period.
In traditional China, moral teaching has been an integral part of the formal and informal
curricula of children's education.

In Communist China, moral as well as ideological

education, is carried on with great fervour. Political learning and socialization form an
important part of childhood education in contemporary China.
China's Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution (hereafter referred to as, the
Cultural Revolution) began in 1966 and ended in 1976.

It was one of the most

significant political events in modern Chinese history. The Cultural Revolution resulted
in aunique experience for the children who grew up in it. These childhood experieiices
laid the foundation for their perceptions of the social realities of their childhood. Such
experiences represent a unique socialization process in child development theory and
practice.
The purpose of this study is to explore the meaning and the significance of
China's urban childhood education during the Cultural Revolution through recollections
and reflections of childhood experiences of that period. The major research questions
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to be explored in this study are: What was it like to be achild growing up in the Cultural
Revolution? How were young children educated and socialized during the upheaval of
that period? How did children's experiences, as students and revolutionary little "Red
Guards", impact their socialization processes? In seeking the essence of the participants'
lived childhood experiences, this study will gain a better understanding of Chinese
childhood education and socialization during the critical period of the change.
This thesis is divided into two major parts. First, this study reviews the history
and the philosophy of Chinese childhood education.

Both traditional and Communist

(Maoist) philosophy of education will be investigated through a broad review of
literature.

Second, this study examines lived childhood experience of the participants

during the Cultural Revolution. This section is composed of 120 childhood stories. An
analysis of the stories will be based on the theoretical framework of Chinese history,
tradition, philosophy and political ideology discussed in the first part of the thesis and
on the researcher's own understanding and interpretation of Chinese childhood education
and socialization during that period.

1.2 The Researcher's Background and Rationale
1. Personal Background
I(the researcher) grew up in aChinese "upper middle class" family in Beijing.
My father worked as agovernment official and my mother an electronic engineer. There
are four sisters in my family. When Iwas ayoung child, Iexperienced the devastation
of the Cultural Revolution.

My family suffered greatly in that national tragedy.

My
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father was arrested as a "counter-revolutionary".

As a consequence, my sisters and I

were treated badly in school and in the neighbourhood. We did not even have enough
food to eat because my father's salary was suspended. In 1969, my family was sent to
afarm for re-education in the countryside. We lived in aremote mountain village for
three years with no electricity, and no running water. Most importantly, my schooling
was discontinued during that period. My family moved back to Beijing in 1973, and I
managed to continue my secondary schooling.

In 1976, Igraduated from secondary

school and was sent back to the countryside in response to Chairman Mao's directive.
After the end of the Cultural Revolution and the fall of the "Gang of Four", the
national higher education examination was revived. In 1978, Ipassed that examination
and entered Beijing Normal University where Ireceived aB.Ed. degree in 1982. After
graduation, Iworked as a child education staff officer in The All-China Women's
Federation and was involved in developing national policies on childcare services and the
protection of the rights of women and children.

During 1982 and 1983 Itravelled

around the country to investigate children's welfare and education.

Then Imoved to

Guangzhou and became alecturer in the Department of Education, South China Normal
University.
In 1987, Iwent to Scotland seeking further education and studied at the University
of Glasgow. My research focused on comparative studies of early childhood education
of China and Britain.

Ispecified philosophy of early childhood education, curriculum

and the status of children. Iwas awarded aMaster of Philosophy degree in Comparative
Education in 1989.

1came to Canada in 1990 and began my Ph.D. program at the
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University of Calgary.

2. Rationale of Research
In the winter of 1991 I took two independent study courses on research of
childhood reflections and comparative education.

These two courses focused on the

methodology of comparative education through reflection and interpretation of my
childhood which occurred during the Cultural Revolution.
radical change to my research orientation.

This exercise resulted in a

Idecided to shift my research focus from

comparative childhood education between the West and the East in general, to the lived
Chinese childhood experiences during the Chinese Cultural Revolution.
This change involved three significant stages.

The first stage involved reading

and collecting of information on comparative education and research methodology.

In

the second stage, the study undertook areview of the literature on Chinese children and
childhood education and socialization. Research was limited in this area and most of the
researchers were Westerners or Western educated persons (Sidel, 1973; Kessen, 1975;
Liljestrom, 1982; Chin, 1989; Saari, 1990).

In the research on Chinese children,

childhood education and socialization, a gap appeared between what the "outside"
researchers saw and what Iexperienced as anative Chinese who lived her childhood in
Mainland China. This discovery led to the purpose of this study: to research the lived
Chinese childhood experiences.
In the third stage Iprepared the proposal for my research on the meaning and
significance of Chinese childhood education during the Cultural Revolution.

While
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writing the proposal, three questions were raised: (1) What motivated my research? (2)
How important is my research? and (3) How will Iproceed? These questions led me to
discuss how cultural bias influences research.
Regarding the first question of motivation, this research began as a personal
quest.

My childhood occurred during the Chinese Cultural Revolution.

There were

many emotions experienced, including hate, love, sadness, happiness, frustration as well
as confusion.

Ilearned to get involved in the political movements of the time, to be

obedient and submissive to the authorities. Ialso learned to exercise self-control during
the Cultural Revolution. These childhood experiences have had asignificant impact on
my life.

However, childhood experiences of the Cultural Revolution such as these are

rarely cited and documented in research literature.
The importance of this research focuses on the validity of the current comparative
research studies on China's childhood education.

Most of the childhood comparative

studies are from Western cultural perspectives.

Western researchers have studied

Chinese childhood education during the 1970's and 1980's (Sidel, 1972; Kessen, 1975;
Liljestrom, 1982; Chin, 1989).
Cultural Revolution.

Few research studies focused on the period of the

However, these studies provided information about Chinese

children through the "cultural eye-view" of Western researchers. Therefore, there is a
need for aChinese cultural eye-view of research on the experiences of Chinese childhood
during the Cultural Revolution.
Cultural bias is one of the critical issues in social science research.

As Dogan

and Pelassy (1984, p.9) indicate, every researcher is conditioned by his or her own
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cultural experience and arrives at particular conscious or subconscious worldviews. This
limits one's perceptual capacity as well as limits one's definition of the situation.
Cultural bias,

impacts upon each individual researcher, colouring their way of

understanding the reality of the world. Thus, the outside researcher's views limit one's
perception and definition of the research problem.
engaged

in

cross-cultural

studies

may

This illustrates why individuals

produce

results

which

may

lead

to

misunderstanding and misinterpretation.
Researchers also argue that it is more difficult to understand cultures other than
their own. When researchers look at their own system and try to compare it with others
(Husen & Postlethwaite, 1985) misunderstanding often occurs. Several issues are arise
here.

First, there are constraints imposed by propriety and ethics on an insider,

revealing to others, the secrets of their own society. Another drawback that may arise,
as aresult of being an insider, relates to the highly salient data which may be overlooked
due to it's familiarity.

As an old Chinese saying goes, one cannot see the real picture

of the mountains because one is in it. Strangers may notice events which stand out due
to their expectations which they bring with them from their own cultural background.
In short, since cultural influence and identity are present in each researcher,
cultural bias is one of the major difficulties to be overcome in research, not only as an
outside researcher but also as an inside researcher.
bias.

Neither of them can avoid cultural

Kitagawa (1968, p.12) indicated that one's identification with either an insider's

or outsider's view is regarded as one of the dilemmas in research.

Therefore, there is

aneed for adifferent perspective in research, especially in comparative and cross-cultural
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studies. A combined perspective of the insider's and outsider's used in the current study
involves aresearcher who holds aChinese insider's view together with some insights of
the Western culture, language, and educational research perspectives.

Since this

researcher, educated in Mainland China, has been conducting research in the West, the
combination of Eastern and Western research experiences of the researcher provides the
foundation for the third perspective of this study.

1.3 Literature Review on Chinese Childhood Education and Socialization
The literature on Chinese childhood education and socialization includes diverse
sources, with variations in theoretical perspective and methodological approach including
scope, depth, and quality of analysis.

The aim of this review is to assess the current

state of knowledge in the field, and to examine the issues and gaps in knowledge.
Researchers and writers who contributed to the literature on Chinese childhood
education and socialization appear to fall into four groups, each identifiable in terms of
its intellectual discipline (Ho,
anthropologists

and

1986).

sociologists.

The first group is comprised of cultural

They

rely

on

informants,

biographical

and

autobiographical materials (Chiang, 1940; Wong,' 1950, Liang & Shapiro, 1983; Zhai,
1992), content analysis of cultural productions, observations, and field studies of specific
subcultural groups.
practices.

Such sources have provided detailed accounts of child-rearing

The work under the direction of Ruth Bunzel in Columbia University

Research on Contemporary Cultures Project marked a milestone in anthropological
investigations, and represented an early effort to provide information on Chinese child-
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rearing practices which was systematically gathered (Bunzel, 1950). Other investigators
and researchers, such as Wolf (1970) and Wu (1966), used methods based on direct
observations in specific Chinese communities.

Chin's 1989 study, Children of China,

interviewed more than 100 Chinese children and attempted to bridge the gap between the
theoretical understanding and real life experiences of Chinese childhood socialization.
The second group includes the political scientists who have attempted to apply the
political-cultural approach to the study of China.

The thesis underlying this approach

focuses on the political processes in institutions characteristic of anation which is under
the pervasive influence of acertain deeply rooted culture. In particular, astress was on
that childhood political socialization can possibly result in later adult political behaviour.
The assumption is that a child, accustomed to these early experiences, will be
predisposed to feel and act in predictable ways during adulthood.

The writings of

political scientists who have used this approach add a different dimension to the
understanding of childhood socialization. Notable among these are Solomon (1971) and
Wilson (1970, 1974, 1981).
The third group consists of educational researchers and comparative educators
who are interested in Chinese early childhood educational systems and practices. Sidel
(1972), Kessen (1975), and Liljestrom (1982) played an important role in this approach.
Their research centred on the differences and similarities of early childhood education
between Mainland China and Western countries. The researchers presented descriptions
of Chinese children and their early schooling based on their observations in China. The
studies posed many issues, the most important of which dealt with the question of the
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interpretation of the researcher's

observations:

How

do

researchers

derive an

interpretation of Chinese culture, which is decidedly different from their own?
Finally, the fourth group is represented by Chinese psychologists or foreign
psychologists with cross-cultural interests.

The major concerns of this group of

researchers include the comparisons of personalities and behaviours between Chinese
children and others.

A large proportion of these studies has been done in the United

States, using samples of Chinese students from overseas (Scofield & Sun, 1960),
immigrants, or Chinese Americans (Kriger & Kroes, 1972; Niem & Collard, 1972).
Typically, the psychologists have used techniques of measurement capable of yielding
data for quantitative analysis.
Several conclusions may be made from the above review of the literature
regarding the current status of research on Chinese childhood education and socialization
(Ho, 1986):
(1).

Individual investigators or groups of investigators often work quite

independently, each apparently uninformed about the work of others.

Furthermore,

published studies too often seem to be the result of many individual but unrelated efforts.
Thus, despite a sizeable amount of published work, these studies do not comprise a
coherent body of knowledge, with later investigations being built upon the refinement of
earlier ones and the avoidance of their failures.

Interdisciplinary and language barriers

have largely contributed to the lack of co-ordinated efforts.

The first of these may be

overcome if investigators take the time to become acquainted with research conducted by
those outside their own discipline.

And second, the review of research literature is
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unidirectional, that is, many Chinese investigators normally read publications in foreign
languages, whereas few foreign investigators normally read Chinese publications and thus
most foreign researchers must rely on the translator's interpretation.
(2). The second conclusion relates to the interdisciplinary, language and cultural
barriers.

In many instances foreign researchers, particularly psychologists, are

handicapped by their lack of knowledge of Chinese society and culture.

For example,

the investigators predicted that Chinese mothers would have higher scores than Jewish
and Protestant mothers on the Rejection Scale of the Parental Attitude Research
Instrument:

Because of the fact that she places ahigher value on strictness and control
of behaviour, [the Chinese mother] is likely to approve the expression of
hostility and rejection towards the child. The Chinese mother is likely to
use verbal or gestural rejection, since these are considered effective for
the purpose of disciplining the child and training him to bring honour to
his family and to himself (Kriger & Kroes, 1972, p.206).

A number of questionable assertions as well as unstated assumptions are embodied
in this quotation, amounting to an unsubstantiated jump in making the prediction. Not
surprisingly, the results obtained did not confirm the prediction.

Unfortunately, it

remains afact that there are few Western psychologists who are "truly" knowledgeable
about Chinese society and culture.
When the researchers asked questions about the Chinese children and education,
it was often noticed that the questions are Western in nature. For example, it is typical
of them to ask questions about aggression, conflicts, sex roles, and toilet training. These
aspects of the research method of inquiry can be seen as a picture of the Western
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researchers' own predetermined images and understandings of the Chinese culture and
children.
(3). When cross-cultural comparisons are made, the group with which Chinese
are compared is often American.

Some dramatic differences have been found between

the two groups in the ways in which children are educated and socialized.

Americans

have been the most intensively studied national group, to the point where they have
almost come to be taken as a standard reference group against which other national
groups are compared.

The point should be made, however, that the American pattern

may be more atypical than typical in aworld-wide perspective.
(4). Finally, researchers need to address two issues which are of central concern:
variance versus invariance across geopolitical locations, and continuity versus change
over aperiod of time.

Although conceptually these two issues are distinct, in practice

it is quite impossible to discuss one without dealing with the other. Continuities with and
departures from the traditional pattern of socialization in Chinese society differ radically,
depending on the geopolitical location. There are undeniable variations in socialization
between Chinese in mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and overseas, and those who
represent divergent departures from the traditional pattern. These variations stem from
radical differences in the political-cultural context in which Chinese find themselves. For
this reason, a clear delineation of the traditional socialization pattern is not only of
interest in itself but also of strategic importance. It would provide us with astable frame
of reference against which the extent, momentum, and direction of change as well as
variations across geopolitical locations, can be gauged. It is worth mentioning that the
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lack of research on childhood education and socialization in the geographical location of
mainland China remains aserious gap.
In summary, the study of Chinese childhood education and socialization has been
a topic of interest among foreign researchers.

Their works have contributed to the

understanding of Chinese children and their education. The Chinese language, cultural
tradition, the changing political environment as well as the economic conditions have
made the study of Chinese children and education difficult for researchers. These factors
also caused difficulties for the Mainland Chinese researchers to conduct the study in their
own country.

Political factors has had aprofound impact on the study of children and

their education. This was one of the reasons why there was limited research done in the
area in Mainland China.

The present study was an attempt to bridge the gap between

the Western perspective of Chinese children and childhood education and the Mainland
Chinese understanding of their children and education.

1.4 Methodology of the Study
1. Introduction to Methodology
This study is a qualitative investigation of Chinese children's lived experience
during the Cultural Revolution. The word "qualitative' refers to adirect concern with
experience as it is 'lived' or 'felt' or 'undergone" (Sherman and Webb, 1988, p.7).
Lived experience is defined, in its most basic form, as involving our immediate, prereflective consciousness of life. As Dilthey (1985) writes:
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A lived experience does not confront me as something perceived or
represented; it is not given to me, but the reality of lived experience is
there-for-me because Ihave areflective awareness of it, because Ipossess
it immediately as belonging to me in some sense. Only in thought does
it become objective. (p.223)

There are several characteristics of this study. First, the research method of the
study was incorporated in Van Manen's idea that human science research involves: 1)
investigating experience as we live it rather than as we conceptualize it; 2) describing the
experience from the inside: the feelings, the mood, the emotions, etc; 3) focusing on a
particular example or incident of the object of experience; and 4) reflecting on the
essential themes which characterize aphenomenon (Van Manen, 1990,

pp.30-i).

This

study focused on a particular group of participants, Chinese students in Canada, who
experienced growing up during the Cultural Revolution.

Their lived childhood

experience became the subject of the study.
Second,

the

study

of lived

experience

is

phenomenological

Phenomenological research is regarded as the study of the lifeworid

-

in

nature.

the world as one

immediately experiences it rather than as one conceptualizes and categorizes it (Husserl,
1970; Schutz & Luckmann, 1973; Van Manen, 1990). The purpose of this study was
asystematic attempt to uncover and describe the meaning, structure and essence of the
lived childhood experiences during the Cultural Revolution.

The study describes

perceptions and experiences of the participants, what they did, their feelings and
descriptions about their lived childhood. Therefore, questions such as "what did it mean?
and "What was it like?", were asked frequently in the study.

Since the essence of the

questions was "the opening up and keeping open of possibilities" (Gadamer, 1975,
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p.266), the research questions designed to be open-ended and unstructured in nature.
The questions were understood and lived mutually by both the participants and the
researcher herself.
Third, indepth meaning and significance of lived childhood experiences of the
participants was the main goal in this study.

There are three key strategies in the

development of this study.
(1) the researcher conducted athorough study of what history, tradition and social
realities brought to the participants as children. This process formed the main framework
of this study, based on indepth cultural, historical and political literature review.
(2) the researcher listened to what the participants said about their childhood
experiences during the Cultural Revolution.

This was the starting point for collecting

lived childhood stories of the participants.
(3) as an on-going process, the researcher continually explored participants' lived
childhood experiences through personal reflection and knowledge of the experience.
Looking for the overarching, themes in the patterns in Chapter Six involved moving back
and forth between what was deduced from the stories and the researcher's reflection on
experience.

Glaser and Strauss (1967) describe this back and forth process that yields

researcher knowledge when they say that the researcher trusts what he knows because:

They are his perceptions, his personal experiences, and his own hard won
analyses. A field worker knows that he knows, not only because he has been in
the field and because he has carefully discovered and generated hypotheses, but
also because 'in his bones' he feels the worth of his final analysis. He has been
living with partial analysis for many months, testing them each step of the way,
until he has built his theory. What is more, if he has participated in the social
life of his subject, then he has been living by his analysis, testing them not only
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by observation and interview but also by daily living. (Glaser and Strauss, 1967,
p.225)

Finally, the end product of the study was mainly descriptive. Guba and Lincoln
(1981, p.119) write that descriptive study means "interpreting the meaning of...
demographic and descriptive data in terms of cultural norms and mores, community
values, deep-seated attitudes and notions, and the like".

Van Manen (1990, p.25)

indicates that phenomenology is, on the one hand, description of the lived experience,
and on the other hand, interpretation of the meaning of the lived experience.

In this

study, the researcher attempted to present arich and deep description and interpretation
of the lived experiences of children during the period of the Chinese Cultural Revolution.
This interpretation was based on the understanding of not only Chinese culture and
tradition, but also the Communist revolutionary movement. Therefore, the purpose of
the study is not just descriptive, but also interpretive of the lived childhood experience.

2. Selection of Participants
Selecting participants in this study was based on "purposive sampling" Which
allows for choosing participants who can contribute to the researcher's understanding
(Patton, 1980; Chein, 1981).

Since this study was to discover, understand, and gain

insights of the participants' lived experience, sample subjects were selected from which
rich data could be generated.

The participants selected, based on this criteria, were

expected to have something to contribute, experiences worth talking about, and opinions
of interest to the researcher.
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Nine Chinese individuals were invited to participate in this study: These included
individuals whose childhood occurred during the Cultural Revolution, graduated from
Chinese universities, and are studying or have studied at Canadian Universities.

Other

criteria for selecting participants were that they lived their childhood in the urban areas
of Mainland China and subsequently moved to Canada between 1985-1990.
participants ranged between the ages 30 to 40 years.

The

They were also selected on the

basis of their willingness and interest to speak openly about their Cultural Revolution
experiences.

3.

Method of Collecting Lived Childhood Experiences
Patton (1980) indicates that "the purpose of interviewing is to find out what is in

and on someone else's mind." (p.196). Since investigating past experiences and events
are impossible to replicate, interviewing the nine participants was chosen as the primary
method in the study.
The nature of qualitative study requires that the researcher establish a"dialogue"
and trust with the participants (Fredrich, 1986; Swearingen, 1990). Trust is integral and
vital to this study.
researcher.

This was established early between the participants and the

The participants and the researcher established trust not only because both

are Chinese and had similar childhood experiences during the Cultural Revolution, but
also because it was believed mutually that the lived childhood experiences would make
an important contribution to research.

All the participants, including the researcher,

spoke the same language, Mandarin.

Language played an important role in the
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interpretation of the meaning in this study. It helped the participants and the researcher
to understand each other from aMainland Chinese cultural perspective. The researcher
tried to get as close as possible to the participants, partly by means of direct personal
conversation and interview, and partly through "subjective factors", such as their
thoughts, language, feelings, and desires. The researcher assumed respect with regard
to the participant's knowledge and experiences, and at the same time, attempted to take
aneutral stand with regard to the content of what was being said. The trust, respect, and
neutrality were fundamental and basic to acquiring true meaning and understanding of
the data in the study.
The interview approach used in this study was open-ended and conversational in
nature (Patton, 1990, p.285).

There is no predetermined set of questions and the

interview is essentially exploratory (Merriam,

1988, p.74.).

There were general

categories for the questions (see Appendix A). One of the goals of the open-ended and
unstructured interview was to learn enough about the situation, get into participants'
inner worlds, and to formulate questions for subsequent interviews.
The interviews conducted in this study involved two steps: first, once initial
contact was made, apreliminary meeting was arranged with each participant to discuss
the nature of the research in detail (see Appendix B).
primary means of gathering data.

Second, interviews were the

The process of the interview was also treated as an

opportunity for dialogue and communication with participants.

Individual interviews

were conducted with participants in Chinese language (Mandarin).

All conversations

with the participants were tape-recorded. This practice ensured that everything said was
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preserved for analysis.

The recorded data and names of participants were dealt with

confidentially. Discussion with the participants took place when possible themes recurred
from the data.

The length of interviews lasted from three to seven hours.

The

transcriptions were done in Chinese first, and then translated into English by the
researcher.
Since the researcher was the primary instrument for data collection, she would
get the data that was filtered through her particular theoretical position and biases.
Deciding what is important, what should or should not be attended to when collecting and
analyzing data, is almost always up to the researcher. However, working with the data
also involved consulting with the participants regarding: (1) what has been recorded
previously in the course of the investigation; and (2) usage of both Chinese and English.
The individual participants and the researcher discussed the significant stories and
determined the accurate interpretation of the descriptions of the participants' childhood
experiences.

4. Data Analysis
Analysis in this study was an ongoing activity.

All the information collected

about the participants' lived experiences were brought together, such as interview notes,
transcripts, reports, records, the researcher's own documents, reflective memos and the
edited lived stories. This on-going process was to create "an organizational data base"
(Yin, 1984, p.26).

Thus, the data analysis began with the first interview, the first

observation, and the first reading of the document.

Emerging insights, hunches, and
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tentative themes directed the next phase of the data collection, which in turn led to
refinements and the reformulation of the subsequent questions. Concluding the first step
towards the data analysis was the data translation from Chinese to English.
Data analysis contained two inter-related processes in this study: data presentation
and data interpretation.

(1). Storytelling as data presentation format:
Lived childhood experiences of the participants were organized and presented in
storytelling format in the study. There are three reasons why story format was chosen
as the primary method of data presentation. First, storytelling provides depth of meaning
through expression. Reason and Hawkins (1988) indicate that all modes of inquiry start
with experience. Explanation and expression are two of the modes for making meaning
from experience.

By using personal lived stories to the original research subjects, a

movement between explanation and expression would be experienced.

The movement

would create adialectic of clarity and depth which contribute profoundly to the research
and to more full human inquiry.
Second, stories also provide access to nonlinguistic ways of knowing. This stems
from the context of meaning making which is rooted in experience. When we have an
experience, we identify its content either conceptually or sensorially. Kolb (1984) refers
this aspect of learning from experience as "prehension", and Heron (1988) calls it
"construl". This reasoning implies that astory in the midst of an analytical discussion
sometimes clarifies and helps us "find" language appropriate to certain experiences, when
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otherwise the concept of the experience might have remained at "the inarticulate level of
nonlinguistic knowing" (Group for Collaborative Inquiry, 1991, p.8) or only understood
sensorially.
Finally, storytelling enhances connected knowing. This implies that the knower
is involved in the context from which the known is generated, as explained by Belenky
in Womens' Ways of Knowing (1986):

"Authority in connected knowing rests not on power or status or
certification but on commonality of experience". (p. 118)

Epistemological theories suggest that connected knowing is functionally equal to
rational, analytic or separate knowing. Belenky (1986) distinguishes connected knowing
from separate knowing. The theme of separate knowing suggests that knowledge comes
in separation from the object and mostly over it, while the theme of connected knowing
is a theme of understanding, intimacy and equality between self and object.

With

connected knowing, truth emerges through care and personal relations; while with
separate knowing, truth is established through impersonal procedures and a sense of
judgment.

Storytelling is regarded as the language of connected knowing or "this

language of relationships". With connected knowing, oriented toward relationships, the
researcher asks: 'What is the participant trying to say to me?'

While with separate

knowing, the researcher asks: 'What techniques are there to analyze the participant?'
The two ways of knowing can be very complementary.
These three reasons laid the foundation for the determination of the selected
format for the data presentation in the thesis writing. As aresult, more than 200 pages,
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single-spaced, transcripts of the participants' recollected childhood experience were
gathered. After careful selection and reorganization, 120 lived childhood stories of the
nine participants were presented in Chapter Five.

(2) Interpretation of lived stories
Interpretation of data was defined as exploration and understanding of lived
experience in this study.
stories tell, in other words

Since lived experiences were presented in stories, what the
-

the essence of the stories, became the primary task of data

analysis. Van Manen (1990) writes that

To do human science research is to be involved in the crafting of atext.
In order to come to grips with the structure of the meaning of the text, it
is helpful to think of the phenomenon described in the text as
approachable in terms of meaning units, structures of meaning, or themes.
Reflecting on lived experience then becomes reflectively analyzing the
structural or thematic aspects of that experience. (p.78)

The themes were derived from the data analysis of the study. It was considered
as aprocess of recovering the themes that are embodied and dramatized in the evolving
meanings of the lived experience.

Thus, making sense of a lived experience by

interpreting it's meaning was seen to be more accurately aprocess of insightful discovery
or disclosure.
The lived childhood stories were powerful in terms of their meanings and essence.
A computer was used to sort the data. The stories were read over and over. From these
individual stories, broad themes emerged.

At first, the broad themes were simply put

into groups, such as parents and me, kindergarten, the Cultural Revolution, ghost stories,
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and early reading.

Then, more specific themes emerged, for example, "family and

tradition", which included three sub-themes of continuity and change in the family,
family expectations of children, and children's punishments.
As the analysis continued, clarification of the research questions became necessary
in the light of the emerging themes.

This researcher tried to see how the data could

modify, challenge, or elaborate known findings.

The themes continued to be grouped

by specific themes. The composition within these groups continued to shift as the stories
were reviewed, research questions were re-examined, and attempts to clarify the
differences between the participants' interpretation and the researcher's.

The themes

presented in Chapter Six were aresult of the continuous change during the processes of
analysis.

1.5

Limitations of the Study
The nature of this study is subject to the following limitations:

1. Number of the Sample.
The samples in this study was not based on the quantity of the participants but on
the quality of the participants' lived experiences.

Therefore, although the nine case

studies may be considered as a limited sampling, the quality of the recollected lived
childhood experience of the participants was expected to be rich and deep in content for
analysis. Recurring themes of the participants' experiences emerged from the data of the
nine participant interviews. Having considered the quality, richness and the volume of
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the recollected lived childhood experiences, the researcher decided to .limit the sample
to nine participants.

2. Accountability of the Participants.
The study relied on the recollection of the participants. Therefore, the data may
be limited to the participants' perceptions in response to the research questions and
memories of their lived childhood experience. The researcher was not only aware of this
issue but also made an effort to look at the data from different perspectives. The recent
Chinese literature of the Cultural Revolution provided abackground for the experiences
of the participants relating to their perceptions and memories.

In addition, the

researcher's personal experiences during the Cultural Revolution were taken into account.

3. Criteria of the Selection of the Participants
The criteria of the selection of the participants resulted in a certain kind of
participants in this study. The participants of the study were/are graduate students in the
Western Canadian universities, and they all came from urban educated families of the
mainland China. Therefore, this is avery selected group of participants and may not be
representative of the entire population of people who experienced childhood during the
Cultural Revolution.

4. Barriers of Storytelling as A Research Method
The study employed description (storytelling) as a major format for the data
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presentation. The lived experiences of participants were organized and presented in the
story format. The story format can provide meaningful and detailed information based
on which Chinese childhood education during the Cultural Revolution could be
understood. However, story format may result in two barriers in research: time and "a
leap of faith" (Group for Collaborative Inquiry, 1991, p.9). The former barrier, time,
is self explanatory.

Storytelling takes time. The latter barrier refers to aleap in faith

from the "public, rational, analytical voice" to the expressive experience (Group for
Collaborative Inquiry, 1991, p.9).

In order to overcome the problems, the researcher

not only had to establish trust but also employed acareful procedure for data collection,
selection and analysis.
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Chapter Two
Historical Background

2.1 Traditional Chinese Philosophy and Education
The ideas which will be examined in this section are those set down in writing
over two thousand years ago and which have formed the underlying structure of Chinese
culture and education over thousands of years.
At the centre of the Chinese tradition are the writings from the Confucian canon.
They are usually grouped as The Five Classics (Wu Jing
(Si Shu M4

).

!

)and

The Four Books

Although tradition ascribes the authorship or editorship of these books

to Confucius, the books are in fact acollection of writings from widely different times.
The Five Classics are the Book of Changes (Yi Jing

hn

(*

),

the Book of Poetry or Odes (Shi Jing

Book of Rites (Li Ji c?)
(Chun Oiu <OW

).

),

),

the Book of History (Shi

),

the Ritual, especially the

and another historical work, Spring and Autumn Annals

The Four Books include two chapters from the Book of Rites (Li

jfl, The Great Learning (Da Xue Ø)
Analects (Lun Yu (

(J)

)and

)and

The Mean (Zhorg Yong (1J)

), Th e

The Mencius (Mengzi i)). The last two consist of

sayings by Confucius and Mencius, recorded by their students. The Four Books were
grouped together by the Song Dynasty scholar, Zhu Xi (A.D. 1130-1200), and were for
six centuries (A.D. 1313-1905) used as school primers, to be recited and memorized, and
utilized as the basis for the civil service examinations (De Bary, 1960; Price, 1970).
Other important philosophical works included the Daoist works, The Norm of
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Morality (Dao De Jing <iJOND

), and The Zhuangzi ((> ), and that of another

early opponent of the Confucians, The Mozi( (T)

)(Price, 1970). The Daoists,

whose great contribution to the tradition lay in their concern with understanding Nature
(Needham, 1954, vol.2), together with the Buddhist writings which began to appear in
the first century, paved the way for the great synthetic school in the Song Dynasty, the
Neo-Confucians (Li Xue). This school, and especially that of Zhu Xi (A.D. 1130-1200),
exerted aprofound influence right down to the present century.
The discussion here will be confined to those topics which particularly relate to
education, and later to Mao Zedong's educational thought, and to those ideas which
"because of their frequent appearance in widely separated times and contexts, may be
regarded fairly as basic in Chinese philosophical thinking" (Wright, 1953, p.19).

1. The Nature of Man
It is necessary to mention that in traditional Chinese philosophy, the term Man
or ren k refers to human beings including both male and female. There is adistinction
between the definitions of man or nan ren

9A

and woman or nu ren

tA

in

Chinese. Therefore, the term Man used in this section refers to people in general. The
nature of man in Chinese traditional philosophy consisted of two components: human
nature

-

good or bad, and the quality of an ideal man.

(1). Human nature

-

good or bad

The Chinese tradition has been interested in the issue of the relationship of nature
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and nurture.

As in Europe, it has been divided on the question of whether man is by

nature good or bad. The majority of Chinese thinkers have come down in favour of his
being rather more good than bad.
Confucius said: "By nature, men are nearly alike, by practice, they get to be wide
apart" (Analects, 17.2). At the same time he classified people according to their nature
and attitude to study:

Those who are born with the possession of knowledge are the highest
class of men. Those who learn, and so, readily, get possession of
knowledge, are the next. Those who are dull and stupid, and yet compass
the learning, are another class next to these. As to those who are dull and
stupid and yet do not learn-they are the lowest of the people (Legge,
1893, tr.: Analects, 16.9).

Mencius stated it more explicitly: man is by nature good.

The question is

discussed at length in Book 6 of The Mencius: "From the feelings proper to it, it is
constituted for the practice of what is good.
nature is good" said Mencius.
imputed to their natural power."

This is what Imean in saying that the

"If men do what is not good, the blame cannot be
Later he adds: "In good years the children of the

people are most of them good, while in bad years the most of them abandon themselves
to evil.

It is not owing to any difference of their natural powers conferred by Heaven

that they are thus different. The abandonment is owing to the circumstances through
which they allow their minds to be immersed and drowned in evil." (Legge, 1895, tr.:
The Mencius, 6.1.7).
There were opposite views about the human nature as Xun Zi (298-238 B.C.)
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expressed:

Man's nature is evil; goodness is the result of conscious activity,.., any
man who follows his nature and indulges his emotions will inevitably
become involved in wrangling and strife, will violate the forms and rules
of society, and will end as a criminal. Therefore, man must first be
transformed by the instructions of ateacher and guided by ritual principles
(Watson, 1963a, tr.: The Xunzi <'> p.157).
,

In short, no matter what views the Chinese early thinkers held, most of them,
optimistic or pessimistic about man's natural goodness, all believed in the efficacy of
education.

Education was given a central place in their philosophy in terms of the

change of human's nature.

(2). The quality of an ideal man
When one looked at the nature of Man in ancient times, it was necessary to look
at the discussion of the quality of an ideal man, or the perfectibility of man, which was
regarded as acentral element of human nature of Man.
A marked feature of Chinese morals is its prescriptive, rather than descriptive
emphasis (Price, 1970). From early times to the present day Communist rule there have
been models of the ideal man: Junzi

;zhenren lEA ;shengren

A or sage; and

revolutionary. Their qualities have been listed and the assumption seems to have been
that prescription is at least astep in the direction of practice.
Confucius profoundly influenced all subsequent thinking on this question.

He

took the old term junzi, which had meant aman with noble character, and redefined it
in terms of moral superiority which could be acquired by all men. The character of the
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junzi was the possession of ren t avirtue in which the individual and the society were
,

harmonized: "The man of perfect virtue (renzhe

), wishing to be established

himself, seeks also to enlarge others" (Analects, 6.28.2).

Ren was further defined in

terms of conscientiousness (thong ) )and altruism (shu

D.

). The latter is awell-

known precept: "What you do not want done to yourself, do not do to others" (Analects,
15.23).
The Analects and The Mencius contain numerous references to the qualities of the

junzi.

"The junzi in everything considers righteousness to be essential.

He performed

it according to the rules of propriety. He brought it forth in humility. He completed it
with sincerity" (Anälects, 15.17). "In his conduct of himself, he was humble; in serving
his superiors, he was respectful; in nourishing the people, he was kind; in ordering the
people, he was just" (Analects, 5.15). "To take example from others, to practice virtue,
is to help them in the same practice. Therefore, there is no attribute of the junzi greater
than his helping men to practice virtue" (Mencius, 2.18). While the state is conceived
in authoritarian terms, the ruler is expected to be humane, and always considerate of the
people's interests. Confucius emphasized the importance of uprightness (zhengthi lEE:
"Man is born for uprightness.

If a man were to lose his uprightness and yet live, his

escape from death is the effect of mere good fortune" (Analects, 6.17).

Mencius

emphasized asimilar quality, sincerity (cheng U ): "Sincerity is the way of Heaven.
Never has there been one possessed of complete sincerity, who did not move others.
Never has there been one who had not sincerity who was able to move others" (Mencius,
4.1.12).
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For the Daoists, who turned their backs on the struggle for office, the zheng-ren
was aman of honour in harmony with Dao il

-

the Way.

"He who knows what it is

that Heaven does, and knows what it is that man does, has reached the peak" says Th e
Zhuangzi (Watson, tr. 1964, p.73). It continues on: "The zhengren of ancient times did
not rebel against want, did not grow proud in plenty, and did not plan his affairs. Being
like this, he could commit an error and not regret it, could meet with success and not
make ashow. His knowledge was able to climb all the way up to the Way (Dao) like
this" (ibid). Fung Yu-lan, afamous Chinese philosopher, commenting on the Laozi says:

One should know the laws of nature and conduct one's activities in
accordance with them... The man who lives prudently must be meek,
humble and easily content. To be meek is the way to preserve your
strength and so be strong. Humility is the direct opposite of arrogance,
so that if arrogance is a sign that a man's advancement has reached its
extreme limit, humility is a contrary sign that the limit is far from
reached. To be content safeguards one from going too far, and therefore
from reaching the extreme. Laozi said: "To know how to be content is
to avoid humiliation; to know where to stop is to avoid injury (Fung,
1948, pp.99-100).

The Buddhists, with the emphasis on the avoidance of inevitable sorrow through
the abandonment of desires, shared agreat many attitudes with the Daoists. A famous
Mahayanist text prescribes: "Renounce absolutely the good things of this world; bear
difficulties with patience; always have the desire to devote yourself to the good of others;
aim always at the most' perfect-with others, be gentle, compassionate, disinterested,
generous..." (Wieger, 1927, p.4.29; Price, 1970, p.4.5). But always with the Buddhists
the aim was spiritual salvation.

Emphasis was on the other-worldly, whereas the main

stream of Chinese thought was concerned with the rules of conduct in and for the world
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of men.
In the Song Dynasty (A.D. 1126-1280) the Neo-Confucians returned to the same
themes on anew basis. For them the sage (shengren) was one who acted in accordance
with the universal pattern, with Ii 4

,

or principle.

Zhou Dun-yi (A.D. 1017-1073)

wrote: "The sages ordered their lives by the Mean, by the Correct, by Love and
Righteousness. Thus it was that 'the virtue of the sages was in harmony with that of
heaven and earth" (Needham, 1954-65, vol. 12, p.462). It was commonly believed that
with the right education anyone could be asage: "The essential training should be the
way of choosing the good and cultivating the self until the whole world is transformed
and brought to perfection so that all the people from the ordinary person up can become
Sages (Chan, 1967, p.219).
When the Neo-Confucians developed their ideas about the qualities which the sage
should possess they stressed two points which later Mao Zedong also stressed:
unselfishness and devotion to the people's welfare. The Notes of the Masters or The Jin
Shi Lu has many passages stating how selfishness prevents a person from acting in
accordance with principle: "Basically there should be no selfish desires but only
accordance with principle" (Chan, 1967, p.128).

Zhu Xi wrote: "Whenever one can

reach the point of completely eliminating his selfish desires so that the Principle of
Nature will operate, there is humanity" (Chan, 1967, p.139).
This profound belief in the perfectibility of the common man was so characteristic
of the Chinese tradition, which leads one to consider what Fung Yulan believes to be
China's great contribution to world philosophy: method of self-cultivation (Fung, 1937).
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It was first set out in The Great Learning (Da Xue):

The ancients who wished to illustrate illustrious virtue throughout the
kingdom, first order well their own states. Wishing to order well their
states, they first regulated their families. Wishing to regulate their
families, they first cultivated their persons. Wishing to cultivate their
persons, they first rectified their hearts. Wishing to rectify their hearts,
they first sought to be sincere in their thoughts. Wishing to be sincere in
their thoughts, they first extended to the utmost their knowledge. Such
extensions of knowledge lay in the investigation of things (Fung, 1937,
p. 3).

Although differing sharply from the Confucians in aims and methods, the Daoists
were also concerned with self-cultivation, or "self-transformation" (Chan, 1963, p.178).
The Laozi

deals at length with the qualities of those who understand the Dao,

men of superior virtue, and sages, and (in chapter 37) suggest that by power of example
rulers will be able to transform the people: "if kings and barons can keep it (the power
of example), all things will transform spontaneously" (Chan, 1963, p.158). The Laozi
also has the same chain, from individual through the family to the wider world, as Th e
Great Learning (ibid).

Virtue cultivated at each link has a great extension, but the

explicit dependence of one stage on another is missing. The emphasis of self-cultivation
seems to be more on allowing each to follow its own nature.
The Zhuangzi has anumber of passages which deal with self-cultivation, among
them the supposed conversation between Yan Hui and Confucius, (Watson, tr. 1964).
Yan

Hui

described

how

his

work

is

"improving"

by

forgetting

benevolence,

righteousness, rites and music, categories believed by the Confucians.

He ended by

saying: "I smash up my limbs and body, drive out perception and intellect, cast off form,
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do away with understanding, and make myself identical with the Great Thoroughfare.
This is what Imean by sitting down and forgetting everything." The Huai Nan Zi or
(?1

discusses perfecting human nature by controlling the emotions and by:

"imitation of the principle" (Wieger, 1927, p.294). Wang Bi, aneo-Daoist, emphasizing
the universality of the Dao, says: "one may know the world without going out of doors
or looking through the windows.

If we know the general principle of things, we can

know through thinking even if we do not travel" (Chan, 1963, p.324.).
The Buddhists went even further than the more mystical of the Daoists, and their
form of self-cultivation consisted of an attempt to kill desire in order to escape from an
endless cycle of birth and death.

Techniques varied from one school to another but

usually consisted of meditation and inward soul-searching uncharacteristic of the main
streams of Chinese thought (Price, 1970).

2. The Nature of Society
The traditional view of society is dominated by the Confucian concept of filial
piety: "A youth, when at home should be filial, and abroad, respectful to his elders"
(Analects, 1.6).

"Filial piety and fraternal submission

-

are they not the root of all

benevolent actions?" (Analects, 1.2). "While aman's father is alive, look at the bent of
his will; when his father is dead, look at his conduct. If for three years he does not alter
from the way of his father, he may be called filial" (Analects, 1.11). Government, selfcultivation and education were all linked with filial piety:
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Hence the sovereign may not neglect the cultivation of his own character.
Wishing to cultivate his character, he may not neglect to serve his parents.
In order to serve his parents, he may not neglect to acquire aknowledge
of men. In order to know men he may not dispense with aknowledge of
Heaven. The duties of universal obligation are five, and the virtues
wherewith they are practised are three. The duties are those between
sovereign and minister, between father and son, between husband and
wife, between elder brother and younger, and those belonging to the
intercourse of friends. Those five are the duties of universal obligation.
Knowledge, magnanimity, and energy, these three, are the virtues
universally binding (Legge, 1893, tr.: Doctrine of the Mean, 20.7 and 8).

It is seen clearly in this view that society was to be structured hierarchically based
on the role that individuals were assigned to play. The Three Cardinal Guides were used
to guide people's behaviour: "ruler guides subject, father guides son, and husband guides
wife" (Analects, 1.7.11).

The ruler, the aged, and the male are given a determined

authoritative position in Chinese society.

The duty of the young and the female is to

serve. This patriarchal view of society as the dominant ideology has played an important
role through thousands of years of Chinese history.

3. The Nature of Knowledge
In the long history of Chinese thought the dominant Confucian trend has
concerned itself with knowledge as knowledge of human society, of moral and political
problems. Within this sphere there has been an almost equal emphasis on knowledge and
action considered as an end of knowledge rather than its source. With the exception of
certain outstanding thinkers, the result has been an over-dependence on book-learning and
on observation and reflection, rather than active experiment (Chan, 1963).
In The Mencius the essential knowledge, of love for parents and one's elder
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brother, is regarded as intuitive: "The ability possessed by men without having been
acquired by learning is intuitive of thought, is their intuitive knowledge" (Mencius,
7.1.15). Confucius sought such knowledge among the ancients: "The Master said, 'I am
not one who was born in the possession of knowledge: Iam one who is fond of antiquity,
and earnest in seeking it there'" (Analects, 7.19).
To this knowledge of the "distinctions between princes and grooms" (Needham,
vol.2, p.87) the Daoists opposed the true knowledge of the Dao, and of Nature. Chapter
65 of the Dao Dc Jing or The Norm of Morality is one of anumber of passages which
can be used to illustrate their attitude:

In olden times the best practitioners of the Dao
Did not use it to awaken the people to 'knowledge',
But to restore them to 'simplicity'.
People with much 'knowledge' are difficult to govern,
So to increase the people's 'knowledge' is to destroy the country.
(Lau, 1963, tr.: Dao De Jing, ch.65).

In contrast to education being acentral place in traditional China, this idea was
adopted and modified by Mao during the Cultural Revolution.
Much of the discussion in China about the nature of knowledge has centred
around asentence in the Da Xue or The Great Learning: "such extension of knowledge
lay in the investigation of things" (Legge, 1893, tr.: The Da Xue, Text, paragraph 4).
A key term for knowing was gewu
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,

i.e. to investigate things. There have been

at least as many as seventy-two different interpretations of it since it was used in the Han
Dynasty (206 B.C.-A.D.220) (Price, 1970). All of them were ethical, and almost all of
them stressed that knowledge is to be achieved by the mind without the aid of external
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things (Chan, 1963). Cheng Yi (A.D. 1033-1108) and Zhu Xi (A.D. 1130-1200), while
retaining the ethical approach, turned to the investigation of principle Ii, "everything in
our daily reading of books and handling of affairs" (Chan, 1963,

p.610).

Zhu Xi

explained: "To investigate principle to the utmost means to seek to know the reason
according to which they should be, that is all" (Chan, 1963, p.611). Needham notes the
flowering of the pure and applied science which accompanied this kind of thinking in the
Song Dynasty (A.D.960-1279) (Needham, 1954, vol.2).
The importance of practice in knowledge was emphasized by many Chinese
thinkers.

Zhu Xi clearly stated: "Knowledge and action always require each other.

It

is like aperson who cannot walk without legs although he has eyes, and who cannot see
without eyes although he has legs.

With respect to order, knowledge comes first, and

with respect to importance, action is more important" (Chan, 1963, p.609).

He also

pointed out: "As one knows more clearly, he acts more earnestly, and as he acts more
earnestly, he knows more clearly" (Chan, 1963, p.609).

Still clearer is: "when one

knows something but has not yet acted on it, his knowledge is still shallow. After he has
experienced it, his knowledge will be increasingly clear, and its character will be
different from what it was before" (ibid, p.609).

This point was taken up by Wang

Yangming (A.D. 1472-1529), who warned that knowledge and action could be separated
by selfish desires.

He said that people "must have actually practised filial piety and

brotherly respect before they can be said to know them.

Or take one's knowledge of

pain. Only after one has experienced pain can one know pain (Chan, 1963, p.699). Yan
Yuan, attacking the scholastic degeneration of the Neo-Confucians of the Ming Dynasty
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(A.D. 1368-1644), made the same point again: "Even if he reads abook on the rules of
propriety hundreds of times.., he cannot be considered to know them at all. He simply
has to kneel down, bow,

...

and go through all these himself before he knows what the

rules of propriety really are.
perfectly" (Chan, 1963,

p.708).

Those who know propriety in this way know them
Mao Zedong made the same point, using the old

example of learning the taste of the pear by tasting the pear (Mao, 1966b).
An aspect of the subject which is treated in the tradition, but which Mao perhaps
somewhat neglected is the effect of various kinds of prejudice.

In the Da Xue or Th e

Great Learning this is mentioned in Chapters 7and 8 in connection with cultivating the
person and rectifying the mind.

The emotions, such as passion, terror, or family love

are seen as causes of prejudice.
Another interesting comment on the problem is quoted by Needham, from awork
by the Song Dynasty scholar, Lin Jingxi. It refers to the Daoist concept of "the empty
mind" (xuxin A,b ):

Scholar of old time said that the mind is originally empty, and only
because of this can it respond to natural things without prejudice. Only
the empty mind can respond to the things of Nature. Though everything
resonates with the mind, the mind should be as if it has never resonated,
and things should not remain in it. But once the mind has received
(impressions of) natural things, they tend to remain and not to disappear,
thus leaving traces in the mind. It should be like ariver gorge with swans
flying overhead; the river has no desire to retain the swan, yet the swan's
passage is traced out by its shadow without any omission. (Needham,
1954-1965, vol.2, p.89).

Xu xin was also translated as open-minded, and modesty. It was regarded as one
of the qualities to be agood man. This concept is more often seen in Mao's works. He
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suggested listening to people's criticism with an open-mind.

Modesty helps one to go

forward, whereas conceit makes one lag behind (Mao, 1966).
Finally it is important to note that in linking knowledge and action the Chinese
have always considered, as Mao did in Communist China, that the latter is anecessary
consequence of the former. As Wang Yangming (A.D. 1472-1529) clearly put it: "There
have never been people who know but do not act. Those who are supposed to know but
do not act simply do not yet know" (Chan, 1963, p.669).

4. On Education
Because of its position in society, it was the Confucian school which from ancient
times concerned itself with education. Early Confucian writings contain discussions of
the aims of education, and of systems which may have been practised in the Western
Zhou Dynasty (1030-480 B.C.). What is important is not whether these systems actually
existed, but that for two thousand years they were accepted by Chinese scholars both as
having existed, and as being norms which subsequent societies should follow (Gait, 1951,
p.69).
In all these writings, whether of the ancient period, or those of the NeoConfucians of the Song, the aim of education was clearly stated as moral-political.

In

the Li Ji or Book of Rites it is written that when the ruler wishes "to transform the
people and to perfect their manners and customs, must he not start from the lessons of
the school? On this account the ancient kings, when establishing states and governing
the people, made instruction and schools aprimary object" (Legge, tr. 1967:

LU!, vol.2,
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p.82). A passage from The Mozi emphasizes the connection between successful rule and
education.

The emperor is able to govern successfully "only because he can unify all

ideas of the whole realm" (Gait, 1951, p.114).

"And the rule of the realm depends on

all minds being unified with that of the emperor, and so in harmony with heaven also"
(ibid). The moral-political nature of the teaching is brought out in the description of the
duties of the minister of instruction. He "prepared the teachings in order to stimulate the
virtue of the people.

He arranged the eight regulations of government in order to

maintain order among the people. He unified the doctrines of morality in order to ensure
common customs" (Gait, 1951, p.102; Li ii, vol.1, p.239). Gait emphasizes that first the
emperor was himself carefully educated, and then became the official head of the
educational system, participating in its administration and inspection (Gait, 1951, p.115).
Two questions will show the importance attached to passing on moral-political
education to the common people. Again it should be borne in mind that these statements
may not record what actually took place, but rather is an ideal towards which Chinese
society approached at different times.

The first is from Zhou Li (Rites for Zhou

Dynasty): "The county magistrate controlled the education and government in his own
county. On the first day of the first month he assembled the people of the county, read
the laws to them, inquired into their conduct, and exhorted them" (Gait, 1951, p.144).
The second is from the

Li Ior Book of Rites: "The township teacher controlled

the regulations and government in his own township.

On the first day of every month

he assembled the people, read the laws of the kingdom, and made arecord of the people
who had progressed in learning fiiiality, fraternity, friendliness, and family affection"
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(Gait, 1951, p.144.).
Teaching by example is one of the methods that Chinese educators have constantly
stressed. Confucius said: "Among three people whom Iwalk with, one of them is my
teacher".

The Li Ji records how at the university they used "the good influence of

example to parties observing one another" (quoted in Gait, 1951, p.137).

The Neo-

Confucians quoted the same idea: "Discussion and study among friends is not as effective
and beneficial as to observe each other and emulate each other's goodness" (Chan, 1967,
p.51).

Zhang Zai (A.D. 1020-1077) commented: "In one's words there should be

something to teach others.

In one's activities there should be something to serve as a

model for others" (ibid, p.76).

At the same time the need to learn, even from one's

inferiors is stressed: "Many people think that they are mature and experienced and
therefore are not willing to learn from their inferiors. Consequently they remain ignorant
all their lives" (Chan, 1967, p.84.).
Another idea which has had profound influence in the practice of contemporary
China is the role of music in traditional education.

Confucius said: "It is by the Odes

that the mind is aroused... It is from music that the finish is received" (Analects,

p.21

1).

Cheng Hao (A.D. 1032-1085) complained that the Odes were obscure and not understood
by the people of his day.

He said: "I want to write some poems generally instructing

boys to attend to the duties of sprinkling, sweeping, answering questions, and serving
elders, and let them sing these morning and evening.

This should be of some help"

(Chan, 1967, p.263). Cheng Yi (A.D.1033-1108) emphasized the importance of early
training: "When aperson is young, he is not master of his own knowledge of thought.
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Proverbs and sound doctrines should be spread before him every day. Although he does
not yet understand, let their fragrance and sound surround him so his ears and mind can
be filled with them. In time he will get used to them as if he had originally had them"
(Chan, 1967, p.261).
Finally, from early times the Confucians expressed an idea which is very much
part of the current educational scene.

Dong Zhong Shu (179-104 B.C.) said: "Rectify

moral principles and do not seek profit.
results" (Chan, 1967, p.57).

Illuminate the Way and do not calculate on

Cheng Yi commented on a saying in the Analects: "In

ancient times men learned for their own sake, that is, in order to become recognized by
others" (Chan, 1967, p.47).

Bearing in mind that self-cultivation was cultivation for

others, these attacks on seeking profit are basically the same as those made during the
Cultural Revolution of 1966, and the education advocated was fundamentally one of an
attitude of service to the people.

5. On Religion
The role of religions in China can be seen as the domain of the common people.
It is important to understand that religions have not played the same official, state role
as in Europe, and that no one religion has ever dominated in the same way.

Also the

various elements which make up religion in the European sense have been differently
distributed in China. Morals, both personal, and the theory of good government, have
been highly developed at both state and family level, both as a secular art, and in
connection with the ancient ancestor cult, and the various religions (Price, 1970).
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The indigenous folk religion is aconfused mixture drawn from many sources, a
system of village superstition and magical practices (Price, 1970). The oldest and most
widespread form is that of the ancestor cult, with its belief in survival after death in
another realm, and the possibility of mutual communication and influence between living
and dead.

On top of this there is a host of ghosts, spirits, and demons, all of them

potential sources of evil, requiring propitiation.

Mahayana Buddhism contributed the

Budhisattvas, superhuman beings who are popularly believed to be able to relieve
suffering. Numerous other gods are connected with Daoism in the religious form which
it assumed after A.D. 143. This vast pantheon is organized into aheavenly bureaucracy
which parallels the earthly one.

It contains aJade Emperor, his family, including the

Queen Mother Wang, and ahost of Ministers and minor figures. The various posts in
the heavenly bureaucracy are filled with figures mythical and historical, and posts change
hands both in time and regionally.
A number of foreign religions have been brought to China, but only Buddhism
made a deep impression. .The exact date of the entry of Buddhism into China is
unknown.

It probably entered along the Silk Routes from central Asia during the first

century. Between the end of the Han Dynasty (A. D.220) and the beginning of the Song
Dynasty (A.D. 960) it flourished, producing many translations and religious writings, and
numerous fine works of art.

At a lower level, it fused with the Daoist religion to

produce "a mongrel religion in which innumerable local variations maintained themselves
in the lower strata of society till modern times" (Zurcher, in Dawson, 1964, p.66).
Buddhism survived its greatest persecution at the end of the Tang dynasty in A.D. 845,
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but "in the totality of Chinese culture, [religion] has always been amore or less marginal
phenomenon" (Zurcher, in Dawson, 1964, p.58).
Christianity entered China on several occasions, first as Nestorianism in the Tang
Dynasty (A.D.618-907).

Roman Catholicism came in the sixteenth century, when the

learning of such great figures as Matteo Ricci made a favourable impression on the
Chinese scholar-bureaucrats.

Protestantism forced open the door in the nineteenth

century (Price, 1970). Both religions made abig impact in the educational field but both
suffered from the association with other features of foreign intervention in China.

By

1951 all foreign Christian institutions had been taken over by Chinese Communist
authorities, and Christianity was completely separated from education.
While we are considering religions we must look for amoment at anti-religion
movements in China. There have been isolated examples of persecution and oppression
in the past, but very few compared with Europe (Price, 1970).

Mao Zedong showed

clearly his anti-religious beliefs in his writing, Investigation of the Peasant Movement in
Hunan.

He wrote: "The supernatural system (religious authority) is one of the three

systems of authority which a Chinese was subjected to, one of the 'four ropes binding
the Chinese people". (The others are political, clan, and, especially for women, male
authority) (Mao, 1965, vol.1, p.44). During the Cultural Revolution of 1966, in the
Communist Party theoretical journal, Red Flag, there were never articles which
mentioned religion.

The Journal advocated only attacking the "remaining viruses of

feudalism, Capitalism [and] the evil roots of revisionism" (Chinese Communist Party,
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1966). Central propaganda has been against more solid "ghosts and monsters" within the
earthly bureaucracy, and in favour of increasing material production.

Considerable

efforts have been made to preserve those religious objects which represented genuine
cultural treasures.

2.2 Mao Zedong and His Ideology on Education
Mao Zedong (1893-1976) was educated in Confucian Classics and practised as a
teacher in his youth. Later, he studied Marxism and Leninism and put them into practice
in the Chinese context.

He was a Communist revolutionary and the founder of the

People's Republic of China.

His understanding of Chinese culture and society laid the

foundation for the development of contemporary Chinese educational theory and practice.
The following discussions are the central issues related to Mao's ideology on education:

1. The Nature of Revolutionary Man
Mao did not agree with the idea of auniversal human nature but regarded man
as a product of his social class, with his ideas and habits strongly determined by his
origin. He wrote: "Is there such athing as human nature? Of course there is. But there
is only human nature in concrete, no human nature in the abstract.

In aclass society

there is only human nature that bears the stamp of aclass: human nature that transcends
classes does not exist" (Mao, 1957, p.3). But at the same time Mao believed in man's
ability to rise above these limitations and be changed as aresult of education, ideological
work and social practice.

He did not believe in absolute,

innate qualities or
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characteristics, but rather in the possibility of molding the "good man".

Some of the

good qualities that Mao advocated for communists included: absolute selflessness, aspirit
of serving the people, persistence, modesty, and willingness to learn from others (Price,
1970).
Mao believed that the key characteristics of a revolutionary
people, and putting the needs of others before that of self.

were serving the

Mao put this idea into his

famous writings, "the-three old articles": In Memory of Dr. Bethune, Serving the People
and Yu Gong Moved the Mountains. The first article is about aforeigner, the Canadian
doctor, Norman Bethune, who died of blood poisoning while tending the Red Army
wounded in 1939, who was held up as amodel of "utter devotion to others" with "no
thought of self".

The second article advocates the importance of persistence, patience

in working with all one's energy for the revolutionary cause.

A young soldier of

revolutionary army who served people with his whole heart was set up as an example.
The third article is an ancient tale of old Yu Gong, who with the aid of his sons, began
to dig down the two mountains which obscured the view from his house. Mao suggested
that "A communist should always and everywhere adhere to principle and wage atireless
struggle against all incorrect ideas and actions" (Mao, 1965, vol.2, p.33).
Another key characteristic of being arevolutionary is modesty and the ability to
learn from others.

Communists should at all times "learn from the masses as well as

teach them" (Mao, 1965, vol. 2, p.198), "Every Communist working among the masses
should be their friend and not a boss over them" (ibid), "Communists must listen
attentively to the views of people outside the Party and let them have their say" (Mao,
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1966a, p.274.).
Mao also subscribed to the Marxist idea of the all-round, fully developed
individuals, as expressed in the following statement from 1957:

Our educational policy must enable everyone who receives an education
to develop morally, intellectually, and physically and become a welleducated worker imbued with socialist consciousness (Mao, in Hu, 1974,
p.106).

Because few men had these qualities, Mao explicitly admitted, he therefore
spelled out the methods by which they could be inculcated and maintained.

Everyone,

he stressed, needed periodical re-education, because, as circumstances changed, people
did not always change with them, but needed education to adapt their ideas to what was
new.
In the Chinese Communist revolution, many terms used had underlying meanings
of this re-education process, such as, zheng feng
(remoulding), sixiang gaizao

sevitia

(rectification), gaizao

(ideological remoulding).

This re-education

which the Chinese Communist Party carried out from time to time was actually apolitical
movement. Its purpose, Mao pointed out, was political: "to educate Party members so
that apolitical and scientific spirit pervades their thinking" (Mao, 1965, vol.2,

p.1

12).

He suggested using the method of criticism and self-criticism in order to elucidate past
errors and clarify future work.

Under the title of thought reform, or ideological

remoulding the process of rectification has been carried out from time to time since the
Communist revolution of 1949.
development of this idea.

The Cultural Revolution was the utmost in the
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There were some interesting observations on the relationship between Confucian
and Maoist views on man, on leadership, and on the use of peaceful coercion as a
mechanism of leadership.

For example, both of them agree that Men are inherently

educable, and education can be used as aprocess in which correct ideas are internalized.
The Confucian emphasis of moral authority to educate vs. the Maoist emphasis of
political authority to educate.

Regarding their views on leadership, they share the

assumption that education is the key to changing actions and solving political and social
problems; and peaceful coercion is accepted as amechanism of leadership.
Munro (1977) summarized this issue:

Confucius and Communists both speak of the perfectibility of man because
both believe educational factors to be more important in determining
whether people actually will become moral exemplars. There are minor
differences in innate variables: no original sin, no different 'callings', no
major physiological fetters. This is an important element of continuity
between past and present (p.24).

Munro also saw important differences in the two theoretical systems: in the
Confucian system:

The teacher's job is predetermined to train the innate moral sense, leading
it to intuit (i.e. accept) the Confucian moral code. The Chinese Marxist
idea of malleability does not a prior lead the teacher to any particular
approach; contemporary educational practices are not restricted by the
student's antecedent attributes. The material is far more pliable, for better
or for worse. The parameters of malleability are enormous (Munro,
1977, p.25).
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2. The Nature of Society
As a Marxist, Mao saw society as divided into conflicting classes, constantly
engaged in struggle against each other. According to Mao, the class divisions were:
(1) landlords: including their political representatives, the warlords,
officials, "local tyrants and evil gentry";
(2) bourgeoisie:
bourgeoisie;

including the official bourgeoisie and the national

(3) the petty bourgeoisie: including intellectuals and students, small
tradesmen, handicraftsmen, and professional people;
(4) peasantry: divided into rich, middle, and poor;
(5) the proletariat: including industrial workers, artisans and shop
assistants, and farm labourers; and
(6) the vagrants, or lumpen-proletariat: unemployed, criminal groups,
those who lived on superstitious practices, and their secret societies (Mao,
1965, vol.2).

In Mao's opinion, among the above classes only the proletariat were a
revolutionary class.

The remaining classes were either anti-revolutionary, such as the

landlords and bourgeoisie, or classes which needed reform. Therefore, society, for Mao,
was constantly changing but class struggle went on, even though the landlords have been
"liquidated as aclass" and a "people's democratic dictatorship" was established.
Closely bound up with Mao's view of society was his political policy, described
as "the mass line". This was based on his belief that the masses are collectively rational.
Mao wrote in 1945, the history of Chinese Communist revolution "tell[s] us that the right
task, policy and style of work invariably conform with the demands of the masses at a
given time and place" (Mao, 1966a, p.132). Writing about the suppression of counter-
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revolutionaries in the middle 1950's Mao wrote:

even with the mass line mistakes may still occur in our work, but they
will be fewer and easier to correct. The masses gain experience through
struggle. From what is done correctly they learn how things should be
done. From what is done wrongly they learn useful lessons as to how
mistakes should be avoided. (Mao, 1966b, pp.98-9)

The mass line was Mao's concept of democracy, which he described as
democratic centralism. He suggested that policy should begin with what people felt they
needed at the moment, and not with something thought up from above. If the masses did
not see what society as a whole objectively required, the leaders must be patient and
resort to education and explanation. Mao was confident that reason would prevail.

"If

we reason earnestly and properly, it will be effective" he wrote in another place (Mao,
1965, vol.2, p.56).

On the other hand, Mao said clearly: "If, in the interests of the

people, we persist in doing what is right and correct what is wrong, our ranks will surely
thrive" (Mao, 1965, vol.3, p.22'7).

The Cultural Revolution was regarded as agreat

mass movement by Mao.

3. The Nature of Knowledge
Mao's theory of knowledge was that of dialectical materialism (Mao, 1966b). In
a short uncompleted essay of the same title he stated: "Materialism recognizes the
independent existence of matter as detached from spirit and considers spirit as secondary
and subordinate" (Schram, 1963, p.122). Mao considered that Marxism is adialectical
theory of the unity of knowledge and doing. To work out this relationship was regarded
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as the root of all education. The most important aspect of social practice for Marxists
is, said Mao, material production (Mao, 1966b).

But it also included class struggle,

political life, scientific and artistic pursuits, and indeed all of man's activities.

By the

1960s Mao had reduced these to three struggles: production struggle; class struggle; and
scientific experiment. These he regarded as the three kinds of social practice from which
alone correct ideas could come (Mao, 1966b). In fact, class struggle was the priority in
Mao's struggle theory.
Mao stressed that knowledge is arrived at in two stages: first comes astage of
perception when separate aspects of things, and their external relations, are seen. For
Mao no concepts were involved at this stage of thinking.

All is sense perception.

"Between concepts and sense perceptions there is not only a quantitative but also a
qualitative difference" (Mao, 1966b, p.5).

The second stage comes when man uses

concepts to form judgements and inferences.

Knowledge has now passed from the

"perceptional stage" to the stage of "rational knowledge".

There is little indication in

all this that Mao understood the effect of previously-held concepts on our processes of
sense perception.

Such aformulation may therefore put serious limitations on Chinese

psychological studies, ultimately affecting education adversely.

It is not sufficient for

Mao to comment that while the perceptual and rational are qualitatively different they are
united on the basis of practice: "Our practice proves that what is perceived cannot at
once be comprehended and that only what is comprehended can be more deeply
perceived" (Mao, 1966b, pp.6-7).
Mao went on to indicate that to observe and think is not enough. Ideas must be
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tested by further practice: "Generally speaking, those that succeed are correct and those
that fail are incorrect" (Mao, 1966b, p.135). Practice is thus both the source and the test
of our knowledge.

The struggle for truth, for "correct ideas", is aprotracted one in

which we learn by making mistakes. Sometimes correct ideas fail because the forces of
reaction are too strong.

But Mao was confident that persistence would win in the end

(Mao, 1966b, p.135).
For Mao, knowledge was never complete.
some knowledge.

Starting from practice man acquires

Returning from practice man improves his knowledge.

This is

repeated in "endless cycles". At any given stage man's knowledge is partial and relative.
Mao quoted Engels' comment on the contradiction between man's inherently unlimited
capacity for knowledge and, the limited knowledge possessed by any single man.
Furthermore, the external world is continually changing so that man's correct ideas of
today become incorrect tomorrow.
An essential component of the Marxist theory of knowledge is the concept of
contradiction (Price, 1970).

Mao developed this in his essay On Contradiction.

necessary to examine this concept for two reasons.

It is

First, it forms the theoretical core

of Mao's methodology, which he was trying to persuade people to adopt. Second, in so
far as he had been successful in this, it affected both the language and the interpretation
of the subject-matter of the various school disciplines.
Mao outlined the scope of the concept of contradiction as follows:

The law of contradiction in things, that is, the law of the unity of
opposites, is the fundamental law of nature and of society and therefore
also the fundamental law of thought. According to dialectical materialism,
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contradiction is present in all processes of objectively existing processes
from beginning to end (Mao, 1966b, pp.'71-2).

The concept is popularized in China in the slogan: "one divides into two" (yifen
wei er -Z ). This means that everything has two sides which are opposite to each
other.

In other words, there are good and bad things existing in one object.
The concept is also avery complex one which is intended to describe how change

is brought about in all kinds of processes.

It is on the one hand a method of

examination, a subjective tool, and on the other is a model of what is objectively
occurring.

Mao linked it with the concept of quantitative changes bringing about

qualitative change when they reach acertain value. He described two "states of motion
in all things", "that of relative rest and that of conspicuous change". While both of these
states contain two contradictory elements interacting in some form of "struggle", the first
stage is characterized by gradual quantitative changes, while the second stage is one of
"conspicuous [qualitative] change" (Mao,

1966b, p.67).

Mao stressed that "no

contradictory aspect can exist in isolation. Without its opposite aspect, each loses the
condition for its existence" (Mao, 1966b, p.61). He gave as examples the opposites, life
and death, above and below, misfortune and good fortune, and facility and difficulty.
In other words, knowledge is seen as related and connected in terms of its' content and
process.

4. On Education
Mao's first writing on education appeared as early as 1917. In an essay entitled
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A Study of Physical education, he strongly advocated more physical training for students.
His concern with physical training was related to the political aim of strengthening the
nation.

Mao criticized traditional educators for emphasizing moral and intellectual

education and neglecting physical training for students.

He wanted to strike abalance

and considered the three to be mutually dependent in education.

He wrote:

It is the body which contains knowledge and which houses virtue; it
contains knowledge like achariot and houses virtue like achamber. The
body then, is the chariot which contains knowledge and the chamber that
houses virtue. When children reach the appropriate age, they enter
primary school. During [the years of] primary school, most emphasis
should be placed on training and developing the body; increase of
knowledge and development of virtue are secondary. Nourishment and
care should be primary, instruction and training supplementary" (Day,
1975, p.22)

Mao Zedong had many comments on education.

Although most of them were

directed to Party members, or cadres, they are perhaps more interesting because Mao
was one of the few great political figures who had himself been aschool-teacher.
Like all serious thinkers on education, Mao did not regard it as something to be
confined within classroom walls, or practised only for alimited period of aperson's life.
Its purpose should be to enable people to develop morally, intellectually, and physically
so they would become "well-educated worker[s] imbued with socialist consciousness"
(Mao, 1966b,

p.1

10).

Mao appeared here to give equal emphasis to each aspect of

education, but elsewhere he took the more traditionally Chinese stand of putting moralpolitical education before all else.
While education was primarily conceived as moral-political, it was at the same
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time practical and social. An earlier section of this chapter has described the importance
which Mao attached to practice in people's struggle to gain knowledge. But practice was
also the end to which knowledge must be applied. Mao criticized those party members
who memorized passages from Marxist writings, without getting down to the job of
solving current problems of the Chinese revolution (Mao, 1965, vol.3). "It is necessary
to master Marxist theory and apply it, master it for the sole purpose of applying it"
(Mao, 1966a,

p.30'7).

Education was social because while books were to be consulted, it was in social
practice that people would correct their ideas and make them truly their own: "Reading
is learning, but applying is also learning and the more important kind of learning at that"
(Mao, 1966a, p.308).

Moreover, everyone must at the same time be a pupil and a

teacher. This was originally from Confucius, who advocated to learn from each other,
and was developed in the revolutionary armies: "Officers teach soldiers, soldiers teach
officers, and the soldiers teach each other" (ibid, p.168). It was also used in the literacy
movement.
its close.

The idea emerged more strongly again as the Cultural Revolution drew to
The workers and peasants came into the school and took the leadership of

schools.
A large part of Mao's comments on education referred to methods of study. Mao
stressed problem-solving and the subjective consciousness of the student. But they seem
to be in conflict with the massive pressure for conformity in China.

It remains to be

seen how this contradiction will work out, and how seriously those in charge of education
will attempt to apply this part of the "Chairman's Thoughts". Mao's clearest statement
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on the importance of problem-solving was contained in aspeech he made at the opening
of a Party school in 1942 (Mao, 1965, vol.3).

There he spoke at length about the

uselessness of reading Marxist works endlessly and not relating what was read to the
current problems of the Chinese revolution, Chinese history, and Chinese economics.
He recommended that the Party school should regard its students, not according to the
amount read, but according to the success with which the student could solve Chinese
problems. This appears in the Ouotations as: "It is necessary to master Marxist theory
and apply it. If you can apply the Marxist-Leninist viewpoint in elucidating one or two
practical problems, you should be commended and credited with some achievement. The
more problems you elucidate and the more comprehensively and profoundly you do so,
the greater will be your achievement" (Mao, 1966a,

p.309).

Mao's attitude to traditional Chinese studies, and to foreign learning is subject to
his criterion of application. Writing in 1940 on "a national, scientific and mass culture"
in his long essay, On New Democracy, Mao argued for critical assimilation of whatever
is useful to China. He described how it should be done: "We should not gulp any of this
foreign material down uncritically, but must treat it as we do our food- first chewing it,
then submitting it to the working of the stomach and intestines with their juices and
secretions, and separating it into nutriment to be absorbed and waste matter to be
discarded" (Mao, 1965, vol.2, p.380).

He made similar comments on managing the

"splendid old culture" which was created during the long period of Chinese feudal
society: "To reject its feudal dross and assimilate its democratic essence is a necessary
condition for developing our new national culture and increasing our national self-
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confidence" (Mao, 1965, vol.2,

p.380).

But he went on to warn: "As far as the masses

and the young students are concerned, the essential thing is to guide them to look
forward and not backward" (Mao, 1965, vol.2, p.380).

2.3 Mao and the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution 1966-1976
1. Mao Zedong and His Continued Revolution
Mao Zedong was one of the early founders and the longest serving Chairman of
the Chinese Communist Party. His ideology of asocialist nation was based on Marxism
and Leninism. An essential concept of Mao's Communism was "continued revolution'
(Mao, 1966).

According to Mao, China is a land of revolution.

passing phase.

Revolution is not a

His concept of continued revolution calls for constant vigilance and

periodic "rectification" and "remolding" campaigns to keep the revolutionary spirit at a
high peak.

Emotions must be engendered to support the various campaigns and to

sustain intensive effort. Thought and ideas must be guided in such away that the people
will actively support whatever the leaders project in the name of the revolution (Chen,
1974).
The constant theme of revolution was clearly reflected in the Cultural Revolution
of the mid-1960s. Apart from afierce power struggle that reasserted Mao's supremacy
against some close associates who had questioned his policies and ideological positions,
the Cultural Revolution was asweeping attack upon the thought and behaviour of the past
in order to clear the way for the appearance of the new revolutionary man.

Repeating

Mao's dictum that destruction was an essential phase of the revolution and following
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literally his instruction "to dare to destroy", the Red Guards represented the embodiment
of the revolutionary spirit; their slogan was to destroy the Four Olds: old habits, old
customs, old ideas, and old culture and establish the Four News: new habits, new
customs, new ideas, and new culture (Chen, 1974).
Mao Zedong launched this unprecedented revolutionary movement and considered
it away of creating "a new world".

He wrote:

The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution is a great revolution which
touches people to their very souls. This revolution will get to the essence
of the fundamentally political standpoint of people. Therefore, it will
determine the future road that one would go through in his/her life. The
Cultural Revolution will rewrite the whole history of Chinese revolution.
A new generation of stronger communists will be expected to be fostered
through this unprecedented political movement (Chinese Communist Party,
1967).

The Cultural Revolution, based on the policy of "creating a big upheaval
throughout the country" (Mao, 1966c), caused great suffering and was a national
calamity for the Chinese people. In the process, nearly every Chinese citizen suffered,
from the "lost generation" of young people deprived of adecade of education, to the
scholars tormented for owning knowledge and Western books, to the peasants unable to
raise apig out of fear of being labelled acapitalist (The Associated Press, 1990).
The Cultural Revolution destroyed the political, economic, and educational
systems in China as a whole.

Mao led a power struggle which resulted in serious

political conflicts throughout the country. Industrial production dropped drastically. It
was estimated that in the ten years of the Cultural Revolution the total national economic
loss was about 500 billion Chinese yuan (Wang, 1988). Yie Jianying, the vice chairman
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of the Chinese Communist Party, stated in 1978 that more than 100 million Chinese
people suffered cruel persecution during the Cultural Revolution (Wang, 1988).
The educational system was severely destroyed.

All schools were closed at the

beginning of the Cultural Revolution. One of the popular slogans at that time was "the
more knowledge one has, the more probable he/she will be regarded as antirevolutionary". As aresult, according to the 1982 national population census there were
over 200 million illiterate and semi-literate people in China (Wang, 1988).
During that ten-year period, traditional ethics such as Confucianism were refuted.
New morals and values such as equality and democracy were questioned and criticized.
Fighting, struggling, frustration, as well as confusion were part of Chinese existence.
The Cultural Revolution lasted for 10 years and ended with Mao's death in 1976.
It caused great calamity and tragedy in every Chinese person's life, especially in the lives
of children who grew up during that time.

2. The Cultural Revolution: Revolution as Education
The characteristics of the Cultural Revolution illustrates its close connections with
the general movement of societal education. In this dramatic episode, revolution as such
would become the quintessential agent of educational change.

It is, therefore, not

accidental that the Cultural Revolution emerged as the much expanded sequel to the
socialist education movement beginning in 1963. The mission of the transformation of
ideology and woridview, after all, was directly inherited from the Great Leap Forward
(1958), over and above any comprehensive changes in the infrastructure.

When
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revolution itself had assumed the guise of amass education movement, the formal system
of education itself was, of necessity, superseded, if not actually abandoned, amidst the
momentum of mass mobilization. Thus the motif of "revolution as education" dominated
this period.
In the authoritative Sixteen-Points of the Cultural Revolution, the question of
education was dealt within three related contexts (Yao, 1984). These were the education
of the masses, the reform of the educational system, and the socialist education
movement, which together defined the character and program of education during the
Cultural Revolution (Chan, 1992).

On the education of the masses, the Sixteen Points

stated plainly that the Cultural Revolution must be seen as essentially the self-education
of the masses, the precondition for their self-liberation. The aim, therefore, was "to let
the masses educate themselves in this great revolutionary movement and learn to
distinguish between right and wrong and between correct and incorrect ways of doing
things" (Ming Bao, 1967). Thus, direct mass participation and mobilization was central
to the movement. The masses were encouraged to struggle against and criticize incorrect
views, and to "expose all ghosts and monsters." This highly voluntaristic motif of the
Cultural Revolution intended to involve all of society in aserious effort of self-education.
Within the context of the Cultural Revolution, the earlier socialist education movement
was thus brought to ahigher level of intensity.

The Cultural Revolution could, it was

hoped, aid in realizing the original goal of the socialist education movement, to "clean
things up in the fields of politics, ideology, organization, and economy," in both the city
and the countryside (Ming BaO, 1976).
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The emphasis placed on the wider societal movement of political education
impinged directly on the aims of the education system, which was to be restructured in
accordance with the ethos of the wider milieu.

The Great leap Forward principles of

"education serving proletarian politics" and "combining work with study" continued to
apply during the Cultural Revolution. More specifically: "the period of schooling should
be shortened; courses should be fewer and better; the teaching materials should be
thoroughly transformed, in some cases beginning with simplifying complicated material".
As for the students: "in addition to their studies they should also learn industrial work,
farming and military affairs, and take part in the struggles of the Cultural Revolution"
(Ming Bao, 1976).
Even this radical program lagged behind the speed and intensity of the Cultural
Revolution. In fact, when the celebrated Sixteen Points were issued in August 1966, the
education system had already ceased to function. Schools were transformed into stages
for censuring counter-revolutionary teachers and students, and the organizational units
for the formation of student Red Guards. It was not until March 1967 that efforts were
made to resume a more regular school life, under the slogan of "Resume classes and
wage revolution" (fuke naogeming

).

The details of accommodating these

two contrasting demands were never clearly worked out, and many students continued
their somewhat aimless wanderings to other cities under the pretext of exchanging
revolutionary experiences. In asense, even with later efforts to contain the damage done
by the Cultural Revolution, the educational system has suffered handicaps that have
continued to plague China well into the present (Liang, 1987; Yan & Gao, 1986).
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Other breakdowns in the educational system included the suspension of regular
undergraduate studies for four years and graduate studies for twelve years. In addition,
examinations for all levels of students could not be held.

Instead, students were asked

to evaluate the performance of one another in a "democratic process of evaluation", the
main criteria of which would be political conscientiousness.
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Chapter Three
Traditional Chinese Childhood Education

In ancient China, at the time when the self-supporting economy was developed,
each family was considered as an independent unit for production and education.
Therefore, concern for family education developed.
China was actually family education.

Childhood education in ancient

It was the parents' duty to educate children,

passing on productive skills and life experiences, thus continuing many moral and social
customs. Many famous teachings on childhood (family) education from that time are still
quoted today. For example, Yan Zhitui from the Northern Qi Dynasty (A.D.550-577)
said: "It is the father's duty to educate children"; the classic book Sanzi Jing
or Three Character Classic recorded: "It is the father's fault if his children are not
educated" (Jing, 1991, pA.); another book Words of Pedants added: "It is more dreadful
not to educate children than not to have enough food.
utmost importance" (He, 1990, p.54).

Childhood education is of the

Strong public opinions on childhood family

education had already formed in ancient China.
Chinese people accumulated awealth of experience during this long-term practice
of family education.

The education given by parents and grandparents at home was

referred to as family precepts.

Books on family precepts were first published in the

period of the Three Kingdoms (A.D.220-280). Du Shu of the Wei State (A.D.220-265)
wrote on this subject, but unfortunately this book has been lost. The earliest published
book on family precepts preserved today is Yan Family Precepts written by Yan Zhitui
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of the Northern Qi State of the Northern and Southern Dynasties (A.D.420-581). It was
recorded that covering the Wei and un states and the Northern and Southern Dynasties
to the early years of the Republic of China (after 1911), altogether as many as 117 books
were published on family education (He, 1990).
From ancient books and letters on family precepts, one can see clearly the main
features in the childhood (family) education of ancient China.

3.1 Prenatal Education
Prenatal education was part of family education in Ancient China. The earliest
record of prenatal education was from Lienu Zhuan <tk)

or Famous Women in

History by Liu Xiang (77-6 B.C.). It was said that the mother of Emperor Wen of the
Western Zhou Dynasty (11th century B.C.) practised prenatal education for her son Wen
(He, 1990).

During her pregnancy, she refused to see and watch any bad things. She

avoided any obscene voices and did not say any bad words. She stood and sat straight.
She laughed without sound and kept anice mood all the time. Therefore, Wen became
an outstanding emperor in the Western Zhou Dynasty.

In Liu's book, he summarized

the methods of prenatal education: when pregnant, women must discipline themselves
with proper sleeping, sitting, and standing postures. They must not eat food with strange
smells or food that has been improperly cut; they must refuse to sit if abench is not set
properly; they must not look at or listen to salaciousness.
to poems or engage in proper conversations.

At night, they should listen

Liu said that only in this way mothers

would cultivate healthy fetuses. Prenatal education for royal families gradually became
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atradition in the Western Zhou Dynasty.
Confucianism became the dominant ideology during the Han Dynasty (206 B.C.A.D. 220). Confucians highly valued education and put an emphasis on early childhood
education.

Therefore, prenatal education, as the starting point of early childhood

education, was emphasized and developed during the Han Dynasty. Almost all the Han
philosophers mentioned prenatal education in their works (He, 1990).

One of the

common points in their discussion of prenatal education was its purpose. Jia Yi (200-168
B.C.) indicated that the purpose of prenatal education was to "set feudal ethical rites
uprightly" (Zhonghua shuju, 1938, p.106).
beginning.

He said that everything needed aperfect

If there was an infinitely small mistake made during the pregnancy, this

mistake would lead to a serious outcome in one's later life.

Liu Xiang (77-6 B.C.)

indicated that the purpose of prenatal education was to produce abeautiful, intelligent
and morally-oriented person.

He thought that the fetus could be influenced by its

mother's mistakes during pregnancy (He, 1990).
Zhang Hua (A.D.230-300), in Bowu Zhi,

jo

or The Diary of Natural

Science, recalled ancient methods of prenatal education. He mentioned having along life
as apurpose of prenatal education. Although Zhang agreed with most of ancient prenatal
education methods, he argued about how much of areal effect they had. He took as an
example that Confucius' father was not that great in moral and other aspects but sired
Confucius who was agreat philosopher in China (Zhonghua shuju, 1938, vol.2)
Prenatal education before the Sui Dynasty (A.D.581-618) was based on the
suggestions of politicians and philosophers in China. These people were supporters of
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saving the state by Ii, or feudal ethical rites. Prenatal education was regarded as one of
the ways to guarantee that the feudal rites were correctly set up from the first beginning
of alife. It was much more politically and morally oriented than scientifically verified.
It was not until the Tang Dynasty (A.D. 618-907) that studying prenatal education
shifted from the political sphere to the medical sphere. With the development of Chinese
medicine, doctors began to give emphasis to prenatal education in the study of physical
characteristics of pregnancy and especially the fetal stage. Sun Simiao (A.D.581-682),
a famous Chinese doctor, in his Qian Jin Fang

(A Thousand Prescriptions)

proposed a basic theory for fetal education: "outside picture and inner reaction".
Outside picture referred to the impression and feelings of all the objects around the
pregnant woman. Inner reaction meant that the fetus reacted to the feeling and influence
from the outside world through the mother.

In order to produce a filially pious,

intelligent, healthy and long living baby, it was suggested that the pregnant women recite
poetry, read suitable books, listen to music, and watch nice plays (He, 1990).
In short, there were several characteristics of ancient Chinese prenatal education.
First of all, the environmental influences on the fetus were highly emphasized.

Under

the theory of "outside picture and inner reaction", ancestors stressed the need to provide
the pregnant woman with anice environment in order to avoid any bad influence on the
fetus, for instance, to hang nice pictures on the wall, to read nice poetry to the mother
and fetus.
Secondly, apregnant woman's spiritual situation was given consideration. It was
suggested that during the pregnancy woman must keep their moods stable, quiet, and
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nice. They needed to control their feelings of happiness, anger, sadness, and excitement.
It was thought that if amother was frightened, the fetus would be frightened too.

If a

mother was overly angry or stressed, the fetus would be hurt. This idea has influenced
Chinese education for thousands of years.
Thirdly, attention was paid to foster good living habits for the pregnant woman.
For example, ancestors stressed the right positions of standing, sitting, and lying for the
pregnant woman. The diet for the pregnant woman was also studied.

Although some

restrictions for the mother, such as, correct sitting, standing straight, always looking
forward, and eating meat that was cut in a pleasing shape only, seemed to be too
absolute, to foster good living habits was considered as an excellent method of providing
ahealthy environment to the mother and the unborn baby as well.
Finally, prenatal education actually was the mother's education. The contents of
prenatal education were indirect influences on the fetus but were direct and obvious
influences on the mother.

It was thought that under this education, the mother would

develop her physical, moral, mental, and intellectual abilities. Therefore, she would be
able to provide anice environment for the child after he/she was born. In other words,
prenatal education was one of the ways of family education. If the mother was educated,
she would have an influence on not only the baby but also the whole family and
neighbourhood. From an ideological point of view, prenatal education was to create a
good beginning for one's later education and whole life.
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3.2 Traditional Early Childhood Family Education
Traditional early childhood education was conducted in the family.

It was

involved in the whole of family life. It had clear purposes and plans. The purposes for
early childhood education were to inculcate children with traditional ethical rites and to
foster in them good living habits and correct behaviours.

Several points of childhood

family education are outlined below:

1. Stress the Importance of Early Childhood Education
Confucius once said: A habit developed in one's childhood becomes innate; it is
not easy to change and will affect one in one's development (Zhao, 1992,

p.30).

Jia Yi

(220-168 B.C.) said: "To educate a child when he is innocent will procure the best
results". He also said, "Seize time to educate children as early as possible" (He, 1990,
pA.7).

As did those educators and thinkers, the general public of ancient China also

realized the importance of early childhood education. A proverb expounding asimple
but profound principle runs: "To discipline adaughter-in-law when she first marries into
the family; to educate achild when he is an infant" (Zhao, 1992, p.31).
Since there was no unified school system in ancient China, there was no clear
regulation of the starting age for schooling. Different families or private classrooms had
different rules for this matter. Others' children in the Palace went to school at 15 (He,
1990). In Li Ji, Nei Zhe (IE. PU1
0,children were suggested to go outside the family
to study at 10 year of age.

Zhu Xi (A.D. 1130-1200), in Da Xue, or The Great

Learning, suggested starting formal schooling at the age of eight.

This idea was
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supported by most scholars after the Song Dynasty (A.D. 907-960) in Ancient China. It
is necessary to point out that the ancients' concept of age was different from ours. They
considered that when the baby was born, he/she was one year old already. Whenever
the Chinese New Year passed, the child would be two years old. Therefore, the ancient
age was one to two years younger than the present.
school before five years of age.

Children were allowed to attend

In addition, there was athought that if the father was

not able to teach his children, the children needed to attend school as early as they could.
Although there were different rules for schooling age, the ancients stressed a
systematic plan for educating children, in which there was aplace for early childhood
family education.

There was detailed information recorded of the content of early

childhood family education in Li Ji, Nei Zhe. It contained some of the following points:

-

when the baby can eat, teach him/her eating with the right hand;

when the baby began to learn language, teach him/her greeting words
first. This was one of the important elements in ancient family education.

-

when the child was six years old, teach him numbers and directions.
This was the earliest knowledge education which was abasic element of
the ancient rites.
-

when the child was seven, boys and girls could not sit on the same seat
nor eat at the same table.

-

when the child was eight, he/she would receive the training of comity,
i.e. a child must let the elder go first, when he/she entered the door or
had ameal; achild must stand up and give greeting when he/she saw an
elder came into the room.

-

when the child was nine, teach him accounting dates. The ancient
Chinese calender used Arabic numbers as well as Chinese ways of
numbering. There were different names for each year which had aspecial
order, such as first Jiazi, and second Yicho, and so on. Dates were very

-
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important for ancient Chinese ceremonies.
when the child was ten, he should go to school to learn writing and
mathematics. He was supposed to live in school. Therefore, being ten
years old meant that the early childhood family education was over (He,
1990).
-

It is clear that the emphasis of ancient early childhood family education was to
foster children to obey the feudal ethical rites. There was stress placed on the difference
between boys and girls, and on respect for elders and betters.

2. Fostering A "Morally Proper" Living Habit
The Confucian rite (Ii) was the norm of people's thinking and behaviour in ancient
times.

What was the rite? Confucius indicated that the core of the rite was to

differentiate the person's status and to determine who was the superior and who the
inferior. Therefore, there were determined social differences between the emperor and
ministers; between husband and wife; between the old and young; and between upper
class and lower class (He, 1990).

The rite required everyone to obey his/her social

position in order to humanize the whole society.
morally proper, do not watch it.
not morally proper, do not say it.
p.20).

Confucius suggested: "If it is not

If it is not morally proper, do not listen to it. If it is
If it is not morally proper, do not do it" (He, 1990,

One's behaviour must follow the rite.
There were many rules for children to obey in ancient times, such as Tongzill
the rite for young children. The principal purpose of these rules was to make

children humble, respectful and cautious, as well as steady (He, 1990).

Lu Zuxian
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(A.D. 1237-128 1), aSouthern Song scholar, said: "The first thing to teach achild is to
be respectful and cautious" (Zhonghua shuju, 1938, vol. 1, p.22). Zhu Xi stressed: "A
student must be meek and subservient" (Guo, 1987, p.261).
On behaviour and manner, children were required to be right in aspects of sitting,
standing, walking, kneeling, daily routine, and eating habits. Weng Yanzhen (1988) has
recorded these requirements in detail. For example, when achild is sitting, he/she must
put the two feet together and sit straight. One must not rely on the back of the chair nor
raise his/her legs.

When achild is eating, he/she must not make any noise. One must

not look around nor pick good food for him/herself at the dining table. Children were
required to have anice table manner (He, 1990).
On the relationship between children and parents, there were detailed rules to
follow. For example, when the baby was able to move hands and feet, he/she should be
taught how to make an obeisance by cupping one hand in the other before his/her chest.
The child was required to. pay respect to its parents everyday in the morning and
evening.

Kowtow (bowing to the elders) was trained when the child started walking.

When it was Chinese New Year or other traditional festivals, children would Kowtow to
the parents and elders.
There were other rules for children to learn in order to have the right behaviour
and manner in dealing with relationships with others. For example, in The Child Must
Know, Zhu Xi introduced the rite of seeing parents and elders.

He wrote: "If parents

call, one must go quickly to see them", "When one stands in front of an elder, he/she
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must stand straight and respectfully listen to the elder", "When the elder teaches alesson
to the child, he/she must bow his/her head and listen without raising any questions". A
child was not allowed to interrupt the elders. A child had to speak to elders in asoft and
submissive voice (He, 1990, p.24).

In Li ii. Qu Li

:::)

,

there were similar

regulations for children. In short, to respect and obey parents and elders were
fundamental rules throughout social life in ancient China (Yin, 1989).
The ancients also emphasized good hygiene habits to foster children.

Zhu Xi

said: "As ahuman, one must keep his/her appearance clean and neat" (Yin, 1989,

pA.0).

In addition, the emphasis of ancient education was also that children should be
industrious in their study and work.

All children, whether from the rich or poor

families, had to follow these rules. The thought that children should be treated in arigid
manner in their early age was based on the belief that diligent children would be able to
carry on the family prosperity.
In summary, children were taught from avery young age in ancient China. The
content of education was full of feudal ethical rites. Some of the contents were tedious
formalities which may not be appropriate for young children.

Some restrictions, such

as the child was not allowed to laugh out and to run and jump in front of elders, put
pressure on the child, which limited child development.

The result of this kind of

education was that achild was made into aminiature adult. However, ancient childhood
education created asystematic way of educating children, which was one of the treasures
of ancient Chinese education, and has been continued and developed since the ancient
time.
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3. Moral Education
Moral education played an important role in traditional education.

Confucius

defined morality as the rules of right conduct, i.e. feudal ethical code of behaviour.
Moral education referred to teaching students feudal ethics of behaviour and thinking.
Confucius required his students to "behave towards Dao, based on the rites, and
according to humanity" (He, 1990, p.59). Moral education was regarded as the basis of
education, which went on throughout one's whole life, whereas knowledge and skill
training were regarded as matters for aperson's spare time.

Zhu Xi wrote that if we

taught ayoung child morality, he/she would have agood basis for acontinued respectful
and moral adult life.
The emphasis of early childhood moral education was on teaching children some
basic and necessary moral concepts and forming in them a good foundation of moral
habits and manners. These basic concepts can be categorized in the following points:
The first point was to foster a purpose for life for a child (zhi

).

It was

stressed that achild should learn to differentiate what was good and bad in situations.
Furthermore, achild should set up the correct life direction. There was an ancient way
of knowing the baby's aspirations.

It was said that when the baby was one year old,

he/she was presented with some objects: bow and arrow, paper and pen, needle and
thread, rulers, clothes, food, and money, as well as jewellery. These objects stood for
different aspirations for achild. The child was asked to take one from them. Whatever
achild chose was an indication of his/her future. Although this test could not indicate
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the future of achild, it provided evidence that Chinese ancients highly valued the child's
aspirations in the early years. The concept of filial piety and loyal to the country was
regarded as the core of the aspirations that children were expected to set up. When Yue
Fei, a famous patriot of the Song state (A.D.960-1279), was little, his mother carved
"loyal and serve the country with whole heart" on his back in order to encourage him to
be loyal to the Song Dynasty forever.

Lu Ji, a scholar of the Eastern Han Dynasty,

when he was six years old, saved three oranges as rewards from the emperor for
respecting his mother (He, 1990).

These stories of young aspiring children were

examples of moral education. Ancient Chinese believed that if achild was aspiring and
ambitious, he/she would be successful when growing up.
Secondly, educate a child to behave morally.

Wang Cong (27-97 A.D.), an

Eastern Han scholar, indicated: "If achild learns to be moral and ritual in early years,
he/she will be moral and ritual until his/her death". Therefore, moral education should
start as early as possible. It was recorded that in Chun Qiu or Spring and Autumn Time
(770-476 B.C.), young Sun Shuao, who was later to become the minister of Zhou, played
outside and saw asnake with two heads. He went home and cried to his mother: "I heard
that the person who saw atwo-head snake would die. Isaw atwo-head snake today and
maybe Iwill die soon."

Mother asked where was the snake then.

worried it would be seen by other people, Ikilled and buried it".
don't need to worry about it.

Sun said, "I was

Mother said,

"

You

Since you did agood thing for other people, the king of

the heaven will save you" (He, 1990). This story was used to encourage children to do
good things.
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Thirdly, foster achild to have trust and be honest. It was believed that no child
was a liar.

Having trust and being honest were the nature of a child.

Wan Quan, a

Tang scholar, suggested that one must use correct language and facts when responding
to children's questions. If one tells achild an untruth, the child will learn to be aliar.
Sometimes the child might make false statements; it was the responsibility of parents to
correct him/her.

It was recorded that when Sima Guang was five he wanted to eat

walnuts and couldn't open the shell. His sister came to help him, and he refused. Later
aservant did it for him. When his sister came back and found that the shell of walnuts
was gone, she asked who did it.

Guang said that he did it himself.

When the father

became aware of the lie, he criticized Guang seriously for his lying. Sima Guang learned
the lesson and never lied again (Yin, 1989).
Finally, teach achild to be modest and courteous. Ancients stressed respect for
parents and elders in young children.

It was suggested that achild should let the elder

do first and self second. If there were foods, achild should let others get the best, and
he/she should get the worst.

There were many stories about fostering children's habit

of being modest and courteous.

Kong Rong Gives Up the Big Pear, for example, was

about four-year old Kong Rong, who chose asmall pear to eat and let the elder brothers
have the big ones (He, 1990).

Kong Rong has been agood example of modesty and

courteousness for Chinese children since ancient times.

4. Early Knowledge Education
Ancients emphasized the transmission of knowledge for children. As mentioned
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above, they taught children numbers, directions and dates. They also paid attention to
child language development and learning from the environment. Wan Quan, in Yu Ying
Jia Mi <) or Family Methods of Child-rearing, stressed that parents must teach
children to use correct language because language was the most important tool to learn
feudal ethics.

It was also suggested that children learned language from their daily life

situations, for example, teaching children terms of dressing when the child is dressing
up, terms of meal taking when the child is eating (He, 1990).
Officials of traditional Chinese society were selected by the examination system.
Since passing the imperial examination was the only way to attain official status, children
were required to start learning from avery young age in order to achieve good marks
in the examination. Jia Huang of the Song Dynasty was five when he started reading.
He was asked to read books that were as tall as his height everyday. He was served only
vegetables for meals. His father told him that when he passed the imperial examination
he could eat meat. Under this great pressure Jia Huang became asuccessful candidate
in the highest imperial examination when he was 15 (Yin, 1989).
Since an elementary school system was not regularly established for children in
ancient times, it was common that the content of school education was taught to younger
children at home.

There were records which indicated that many children had learned

many characters and number concepts before schooling. Cui Xuegu of the Qing Dynasty
(mid 17th century) reported that children started reading when they were five or six (Yin,
1989).
As aresult of the emphasis on early childhood education in ancient times, there
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appeared gifted children in different periods. For example, there was Cao Cong during
Three Kingdoms (A.D.220-280). When Cao was five or six, he solved the difficulty of
weighing an elephant, which could not be solved by many adults. Cao suggested to put
the elephant on aboat, and to draw aline indicating the water mark on the body of boat.
Then, put rocks into the boat instead of the elephant until the water mark on the body
of the boat touched water. They would then weigh the rocks, which would be the equal
to the weight of the elephant (story from San Guo Zhi

Other cases reported

that gifted children were able to read and write by the age of three to six. Most of these
children were also very good at painting and poetry.

Those gifted children were

sometimes invited to be reading company for children from rich families.

5. Emphasizing Parents' Role in Family Education
Parents' examples were regarded as important at home, posing as models from
which children learn directly.

As Confucius said: "If parents behave well, children

follow their example without being told; if parents behave poorly, children refuse to be
disciplined" (He, 1990, p.59). Yan Zhitui said: "If you want to know the behaviour of
the son, look at his mother" (Guo, 1987, p.185). Children's moral development, greatly
influenced by the behaviour of their parents, shadows that of their parents. The common
people in ancient times knew the importance of setting an example for their children, as
is seen in proverbs such as "If the upper crossbeam is not correctly set, the lower one
will not be horizontal either", "If a father steals fruit, his son will commit arson and
murder", and "Before disciplining your son and grandson, first discipline yourself."
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Such expressions passed down from generation to generation, manifest the attention
parents paid to their own accomplishments, and what they said or did around their
children.

For example, in the Spring and Autumn Period (770-476 B.C.), the wife of

Zeng Shen lied to her young son in an attempt to persuade him not to follow her
shopping. She told him that when she came back she would kill their pig and stew pork
for him. Shen overheard his wife's comments. As aresult, in order to honour the truth
and to uphold his wife's reputation, Zeng Shen killed the pig.

This act of Zeng was

highly commented on through the ages regarding the importance of parents being truthful
to their children (Gruop Writers of the History of Chinese Early Childhood Education
or simplified as GWHCECE, 1989).
The Ancients emphasized the maintenance of life-time family education. This was
still an issue when children became adults.

For instance, it was recorded that in the

Western Jin Dynasty (A.D.265-316), when Tao Kan, after becoming aprefect for the
state, abused his power by sending fish from the official fish pond to his mother, she
seriously criticized him and ordered him to send back the fish (He, 1990). In the Liang
Dynasty (A.D.502-557), Wang Cengbian, though 40 and amilitary general with three
thousand men under his command, was beaten by his mother in an attempt to make him
correct his mistakes (He, 1990). And in the Warring States Period (475-221 B.C.), Tian
Jizi, prime minister of the Qi state, was reprimanded by his mother for taking bribes,
who made him return the money.

Many such historical stories show that in ancient

China, parents never gave up the responsibility of educating their children, whatever their
age or social positions. Strict family education was to last until the death of the parents.
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It is worth mentioning that the task of educating children was not the task of
individual parents but the duty of all adults.

So, to give later generations a proper

education, the household had to be well managed, presenting acordial atmosphere.

It

was believed that a poorly managed house had no way of cultivating well-behaved
children. The running of aharmonious family was the duty of all adults, who first had
to do their utmost. As another old saying goes: "If afather is rude, his children will not
show filial obedience; if an older treats his younger brothers unfriendly he wins no
respect" (GWHCECE, 1989, p.59).

Before disciplining children, adults should first

become role models, then they should treat all children equally. If each adult had his or
her own way of educating children or treated them unequally, children would feel
confused, not knowing who to follow.

In fact, good results would not be achieved.

In summary, the unique ideological system and rich experience in family
education have formed an important part of Chinese culture. However, family education
in ancient China also had negative aspects, such as physical punishment, regarding men
as superior to women, and patriarchal domination.

Both negative aspects

and fine

traditions have been passed down to generations.

3.3 Texts and Materials of Traditional Childhood Education
The ancients emphasized teaching traditional ethics and values to children,
especially aspects of family relationships and regulations. This education had great many
detailed requirements, and children were required to remember all of them. In order to
fulfil this education successfully, children's primers and textbooks were compiled.
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1. Sanzi Jing- Three Character Classic, atextbook for children
The values and ideals formulated in the Sanzi Jing are all consistent with the basic
tenets of Confucianism, even though Confucius for one reason or another might find this
or that section of the book unsatisfactory. The greatest importance of the book lies in
its clearly stated, repeatedly voiced, and well-illustrated central message: education is for
everyone, and everyone needs education. Such aloud and persistent message, absorbed
and memorized by countless children over centuries, has had enormous consequences.
Echoing Mencius, the book begins on an optimistic note: "Men, one and all, in
infancy are virtuous at heart" (Giles, tr., 1932, The San Tzu Ching, paragraph 1). The
egalitarian implication is continued in the next line: "Their moral tendencies are the
same, the practice wide apart" (ibid). It follows that education is of utmost importance:
"Without instruction's friendly aid our instinct grew less pure. By application only can
proficiency ensure" (Giles, tr., 1932, paragraph 1).

This book cites examples from

ancient lore, showing the efficacy of education. Then, more exhortation:

To feed the body, not the mind, fathers, on you the blame!
Instruction without discipline, the idle teacher's shame.
Study alone directs the course of youthful minds aright:
How, with ayouth of idleness, can age escape the blight?
Each shapeless mass of jade must by the artisan be wrought,
And man by constant study moral rectitude be taught.
Be wise in time, nor idly spend youth's fleeting days and nights:
Love tutor, friend, and practice of the Decorum's sacred right.
(Giles, tr., 1932, The San Tzu Ching, paragraph 1)
-

This book has been one of the most influential textbooks throughout the whole of
historical China from the Song Dynasty (A.D. 959-127) prior to the revolution of 1949.
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Although Mao's Communist revolution regarded the book as an old and poisonous
message, nowadays one still can find the existing ideas of equality of education, the duty
of parents and moral discipline in education in family, at school, and in society.

2. Nursery Rhymes
Nursery rhymes were evident in the content of traditional children's primers and
were used for moral indoctrination of children, into such issues as living regulations,
human relationships, feudal ethical rites.

Wang Yangming (A.D. 1472-1529), a Ming

Confucian scholar, wrote The Song of Instruction for his son. The rhyme was composed
of 32 three-character sentences, which were easy for children to remember.

The

beginning sentences included: "The young child, should be taught; To study hard, have
filial piety; Learn to modestly decline, follow the rites; Control the diet, give up play".
This rhyme was simple and meaningful, therefore, it became apopular children's primer
at that time (He, 1990).
Lu Desheng compiled Young Children's Words during the Ming Dynasty
(A.D. 1368-1644). He believed that children could learn better from their own language:
"If (you) give children nursery rhymes which were made of children's words and with
music, these rhymes would be learned by all the children and passed by generations"
(He, 1990, p.25). Therefore, Lu set his purpose to compile children's words. His book
consisted of four-character and six-character sentences.
below:

Some sentences are recorded
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One's words and behaviour,
must be quiet and composed.
A slight mistake,
because of being flustered.
If one has faults,
he must listen to the masters.
One is always blind to his mistake,
while the onlooker sees the game best (He, 1990, p.25).

These rhymes were recited by children for generations.

Some of them are still

used today.

3. Children Stories
Story telling was another popular method in traditional childhood education.
There were many stories and fables handed down from ancient times, such as The
Mythical Bird Jingwei Trying to Fill Up the Sea with Pebbles, a symbol of dogged
determination; Nu Kuo Bu Tian or The Lady Huo Repairs the Sky, etc. The stories were
an important part of moral education (GWHCECE, 1989).
The story books compiled specially for children have appeared since the Song
Dynasty (A.D.960-1279). These stories were written in simple words and were short in
length. Some stories had only three or four sentences, which were suitable for children
to read and to memorize. The earliest story book was Shu Yan Stories edited by Hu ii
Zong in the Song Dynasty of the 10th century. All the stories edited in the book were
adopted from historical classics and legends, for example, "Stand by astump waiting for
more hares to come and dash themselves against it- trust to chance and windfalls". The
story tells of a farmer in the field who one day saw a rabbit hit a tree and die.

He
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picked it up and assumed that there would be more rabbits coming. So he gave up the
work in the field and waited in the tree. He waited and waited for days and nights but
no more rabbits hit the tree (He, 1990, pp.38-9).
Lu Shao (A.D. 1271-1368) compiled Diary Stories, which included about three
hundred stories. These stories were based on Confucian ethical classics.

It constituted

famous children's stories for many centuries in China, even in the present.

The

following is astory from the book:

Once when Li Bai was alittle boy he was studying, but threw his book
down without completing it and went out. On the road, he met an old
woman. She was grinding an iron rod. Bai asked her; "What do you
want to use it for?" She said: "I want to make aneedle." Bai was moved
by what she said, and thereupon returned and completed his study (He,
1990).

The story about Li Bai is significant for other reasons as well. In modern guise,
it appears in readers used in China today. It serves the same purpose as it did in Ri Ji,
Gu Shi or Stories, that of combining the teaching of reading and morality.

Thus it is

significant and has contributed to along continuing philosophy of education.
In these stories there are two important factors.

First, they present symbolic

models, and second, they are vehicles both for teaching the written classical language and
for conveying moral values.

It is clear that the reading of texts of this kind as the

individual was growing in the faculty of "understanding" directed his/her mind toward
problems of behaviour and morality, thereby assisting him/her in growing from
unconscious practice and emulation of behaviour to conscious emulation with a
continually increasing component of self-analysis.
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3.4 Some Other Issues of Traditional Chinese Childhood Education
Ideology is the product of aparticular social existence.
of no exception.

Educational thought is

Since education has close relationships with its economy, politics,

culture, geography, and history, the development of educational thought is influenced by
complex aspects of society.

The original development of Chinese educational

philosophy, including childhood educational thought, was derived from the social aspects
as discussed below.

First, educational practice, that is, ancient family education,

schooling, and social education, which laid the foundation for Chinese educational
philosophy.

Second, ancient economical and political situations, such as a peasant

economy based on family and the feudal and hierarchic social structure, which had
determinative influence on educational thought and practice at the times. Finally, ancient
schools of thought, especially the Confucianism, Daoism, and buddhism played an
important role in the formation of Chinese educational philosophy. Under the influence
of these social aspects, there formed aspecial nature and system of Chinese childhood
educational philosophy and practice. Although some systems and practices of traditional
Chinese education no longer exist in modern days, the fundamental thought of education
has been passed on for generations. There is much in traditional education that we can
make use of it.

1. Significance and Origin of philosophy on Childhood Education
The ancient Chinese emphasized early childhood education. There were historical
reasons for this.

First of all, education was regarded as asocial activity in which one
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was educated according to the needs of the society and the individuals.

Therefore,

education needed not only to follow one's physical and mental development processes,
but also to be restricted by the social, economic and political conditions of aparticular
society. In aclass society, education is controlled by the ruling class according to Marx
and Mao (Chen, 1981).
perception.

The educational theory that serves practice has to follow this

Emphasis on childhood education in ancient times was aresult of Chinese

social reality at that time.
Traditional China was acentralized bureaucratic monarchy. The Emperor held
absolute power which transcended everything. From the ministers down to the common
people, everyone was a subject of the despotic ruler.

It was because of this highly

centralized political system that there appeared needs for an emphasis on education.
Firstly, ancient China was avast land with poor transportation and information systems.
The result was that it was not possible for the ruler to control the country solely by
administration and legislation.

In order to maintain the centralized control of the

monarchy, education played. an important role.

Education, of a certain degree, made

people from the ministers to the common people know their places and follow the feudal
ethics. Therefore, the feudal rulers of past ages all regarded "to popularize education"
as the essence of the establishment of anation.
Secondly, despotic emperors thought that whatever was under the sky was their
own property. They, generally speaking, hoped to choose the excellent assistants to help
administer the state. It resulted in selecting the talented without looking at their family
background. Under this situation, "studying towards being officials" became the basic
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way to obtain individual wealth and rank.

This was the social reason for which

traditional Chinese education was highly emphasized and developed.

With the high

competition of examination and selection, early childhood education was recommended
in order to raise the starting point and to have advantage in the competition.
The discussion by ancient thinkers on the effect of education mainly based on
discussion of human nature, as mentioned in Chapter Two.

Since Confucius indicated

"by nature, men are nearly alike, by practice, they get to be wide apart" (Analects,
17.2), no matter what opinions successive thinkers held they all considered education to
play adeterminative role in one's social development. Mencius thought that education
could keep and develop one's innate goodness.
education could correct one's innate badness.

Xunzi (298-238 B.C.) stated that
Although human nature was innate,

education based on human nature was certainly to start when the baby was born.
Ancients stressed that the early years were an important stage of human's development
(Yin, 1989).

2. Ciyou, Taking Care of the Young
Ciyou

,

-

Social Responsibility

to take care of the young, was one of the traditions in Ancient

China. There were two reasons for this. One was that children continue the family line
and human society. Another was that young babies lack survival ability and need to be
looked after by adults. To take care of the young was defined to meet not only the needs
of the young but also the needs of the society.
Ciyou was anatural feeling of parents for their young children. Han Feizi of the
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late Warring State (475-221 B.C.) said: "The filial feeling is, to some degree, derived
from moral obligations, while ciyou is mainly anature of human beings. It doesn't need
to train" (quoted in Yin, 1989). However, the ancients' emphasizing ciyou was mainly
from asocial obligation.

Ciyou was advocated as an important approach to promote a

country; it, therefore, was politically and morally oriented.
The ancients always linked ciyou 3EM
old).

with yanglao

(taking care of the

Although the young and old were different subjects, they all needed to be taken

care of.

The experiences of the old people needed to be passed on, while the young

were the future of the country.

Both of them had relationships with the existence of

human beings. Ciyou and yanglao were considered as two inseparable social behaviour
norms. Zhou Li or The Rite of the Zhou Dynasty recorded six policies of promoting a
country.

Among the six, the first was ciyou (to look after the young), and the second

was yanglao (to take care of the old).
In the Spring and Autumn Period (770-476 B.C), ciyou and yanglao were written
in The Treaty of Alliance of the Dukes.

Mencius went further and indicated:

Treat with the reverence due to the elders in your own family, so that the
elders in the family of others shall be similarly treated; treat with the
kindness due to the young in your own family, so that the young in the
family of others shall be similarly treated: do it, and the empire may be
made to go round in your palm (He, 1990, pA.6).

There were two approaches to Ciyou in the ancient time: in one the country took
the responsibility to look after the new-born babies. For example, during the Spring and
Autumn Period, the state stipulated that all pregnant women before their labour would
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be taken care of by the state doctors, after having laboured, they would be awarded meat
and food. If there were twins, the state would provide food for agiven period of time.
If there were triplets, the state would hire nurse mothers for the babies.

These

approaches were collected as examples for ciyou in the Han Dynasty (206 B.C.A.D.220). A second approach was to adopt orphans. It was as early as in the Warring
States Period (700-400 B.C.) that Tian Chenzi distributed food to orphans. The Song
Dynasty used to set up orphans collection bureaux in towns nearby the capital, Kaifeng.
It can be regarded as the earliest children's shelter in Chinese society.

The shelters

provided some orphans and foundling children with aplace to live, and moral training
was the only education the children had. The shelter seemed to be asymbol of ciyou by
the rulers, but the children who could benefit from it were very limited.

It could not

help most poor children's lives.
The concept of ciyou was an ideal in which everybody took care of the individual
child at home and in the neighbourhood, and society took care of the children as agroup.
This idea was regarded as one of the ways to improve the quality of the whole country.
The Chinese ancients emphasized ciyou had another meaning that was to give the young
generation a unified moral education, at home, in society, and in the whole country.
Ciyou itself became ageneral moral code in ancient times. It promoted early childhood
education in ancient China.

3. Emphasis on Environmental Influence
It is clear from the writ'ings of Confucians, especially Mencius, that, irrespective
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of their views on whether human nature was essentially good or bad, they believed that
the force of the environment and the way in which the environment was manipulated
were the determining factors in whether aperson became ultimately good or bad. This
indicates that they held afundamental assumption about the influence of environment on
human moral development.
Mencius said: "The rich children were attributed to be lazy; the robber's son was
attributed to be violent.

The behaviour of these children were not innate but learned

from their environment" (quoted in Guo, 1987,

p.60).

Mencius took "Chu people learn

Qi language" as an example to further explain this idea.

A Chu family hired aperson

from Qi State to teach its children to speak the Qi language. However, since the children
lived in an environment where everyone spoke Chu rather than Qi, although they were
forced very much they still could not speak Qi. However, when the children were sent
to Qi to live for several years, the children spoke perfect Qi (He, 1990).
In Mozi's words, children were described as silk, the environment as dyejigger
(He, 1990). The concept was interpreted as, if one dyes the silk dark it is dark. If one
dyes it yellow it is yellow. This point was widely accepted and used by most Chinese
thinkers and educators for centuries. In this dyejigger theory, children were seen as pure
silk. The more they grew up, the more difficult it was to change their colour. Since the
wrong colour would damage the silk, education was suggested to start as early as
possible before children had learned any bad manners and behaviours. We are back to
Mencius' example, if the family sent their children to Qi when they were adults, even
if they lived in the Qi environment, they could not speak good Qi.

Therefore, early
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environment was regarded as adeterminative factor in one's development.
Based on this understanding of the importance of environmental influence, the
ancients stressed that parents must provide agood living environment and create astrong
learning atmosphere for children. The former was concerned with the objective result,
and the latter was stressed as one's subjective effort on education.

For example, the

emperors and the rich usually selected people with virtues into the house to provide a
good living environment for their children.
Confucius had a statement that the one who lived among gentle people would
learn to be gentle.

Therefore, if one wanted to be gentle and did not choose gentle

people as neighbours, one was not wise (Guo, 1987).

The famous story of "Mother

Mencius Moved Three Times" is agood example of this statement:

When Mencius was little, his family lived near agrave yard. He often
went to watch the funeral ceremony and played games of it. Mother
Mencius thought the place was not a good for children to live, so she
moved to a new place, which was close to a market. Mother Mencius
then found that little Mencius began to play peddling games. She decided
to move again for her son's sake. She moved the family nearby aschool.
This time little Mencius was influenced by the ethical rites which were
taught in the school. He played ethical ceremony activities, such as
(making a) bow with hands clasped, and advancing and retreating in a
situation. Finally, Mother Mencius was pleased to say, "This is the place
my son can live in!" (Guo, 1987, p.60)

Cheng Yi (A.D.1033-1107) discussed the differences of the environmental
influence between the ancient time (referred to as the Zhou Dynasty in the 6th-11th
century B.C.) and his time:

What the ancients saw, heard, and acted, when they were little, were all
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nice things. When they grew up, they never experienced any bad things.
Therefore they were trained to be good characters. However, this ideal
environment was no longer to exist. Now, when children began speaking,
they learned all kinds of bad language and behaviours. Their pure nature
was gradually disappeared (He, 1990, p.53).

Cheng proposed to worship and have faith in things ancient, in order to have a
good environment. To retrieve the ancient was an ideal and tradition of Confucianism
for thousands of years in Chinese history.
In short, it is seen that emphasis on education was areflection of emphasis on
environment; to provide children with agood environment was amorally accepted ideal
in ancient times.

However, society was complex; both good and bad things were part

of objective existence and would not change according to what people thought.
Therefore, the ancients went further to emphasize the importance of the role of the
educator.

It was stressed that the educator played a determinative role in a child's

development.

4. On Teacher
Xue Ji or The Book of Learning, an essential collection of teaching and learning
in ancient times, says:

the only person who can be ateacher is the one who is good at teaching
and advising students in various ways. One who can be ateacher also can
be a leader of the neighbourhood. One who can be a leader of his
neighbourhood would be able to be an emperor of acountry. This is to
say that the teacher's job itself is to learn how to govern people.
Therefore, the selection of teachers is a very important matter (Guo,
1987, p.116).
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Xue Ji (*) also concerns teachers' status. It says that to respect teachers was
the most important matter in education because teachers were representatives of the
whole feudal rules.

As long as teachers were respected, the feudal rules would be

respected and followed.

As long as the feudal rules were followed, there would be an

atmosphere in which education would be emphasized.

In ancient times, the emperors

were the supreme authority. There were only two kinds of circumstances in which the
emperors would drop pretentious airs and treat their officials equally.

These

circumstances were when the emperor held a memorial ceremony to worship his
ancestors, and when he faced his teachers.

Teachers were treated with respect by an

emperor most of the time in Chinese history.

Teachers were accepted authorities, as

were the emperor and parents in ancient China.
Since the teacher represented the feudal rules, he was required to be ahighly
morally-oriented and intelligent person. It was suggested by Yan Zhitui (A.D.531-590)
that parents [teachers] must be strict and rigid to their children.

He indicated: "Strict

[teaching] will produce filial piety in children" (Guo, 1987, p.184).

Many ancient

Chinese philosophers and educators supported this idea and put it into practice.
Han Yu (A.D.768-824) wrote Shi Shuo

1l), or On Teacher in which he

discussed three issues regarding the teachers. The first issue was that ateacher had three
duties.

The first duty was to propagate the doctrines of the ancient sages.

These

doctrines included Confucian ways of cultivating one's moral character, establishing
one's family, administering one's country, and being peaceful in the world. The second
duty was to teach students ancient literature and Confucian classics. The third duty was
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to solve problems that students would experience in their learning.

Han wrote that to

teach Confucian doctrines was the first priority in teachers' duties (Guo, 1987).
The second issue was the standard of selecting ateacher. Han said whether one
was from ahigh or low social class family, or one was younger or older, as long as one
mastered the Dao or truth, he could be ateacher. Confucian ethics were regarded as the
essence of the Dao.

Therefore, the first standard of selecting a teacher was to see

whether he was amaster of Confucian tradition, and then whether he was amaster of
knowledge and teaching.

If one wanted to be a teacher, he must cultivate himself

according to Confucian ethics

-

Dao.

Finally, Han discussed the relationship between teachers and students.

He

indicated that the sage had no permanent teacher. The one who mastered the Dao would
be ateacher. Since one could be amaster in one subject rather than in all, he could be
ateacher one time and a student other times.

Therefore, Han proposed an important

idea: "The student is not necessarily to be inferior to the teacher, and ateacher is not
necessarily to be superior to students" (Guo, 1987,
was an absolute authority figure.

p.204.).

When one was ateacher, he

This idea represented one of the essences of ancient

Chinese tradition in that education was for all and the teacher's position was very
important but not inherent.
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Chapter Four
Chinese Childhood Education in Modern Times

4.1 Establishment of Nursery Education in the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911)
The family was the basic educational setting for children until the Opium War in
1840. After the Opium War, with the advent of Western influence, atremendous change
took place in China. The self-contained policy, which had been pursued in China to the
exclusion of major foreign influence for several thousand years, was finally broken.
The Constitutional Reform (led by Kang Youwei and Liang Qichao in 1898), and
the Western cultural intrusion were new forces promoting the development of amodern
educational system in China. The most obvious change in early childhood education was
that it moved the thousand-year old family-based education into institutionalized
education.
In 1902, still under the rule of the Qing Dynasty, new reforms were adopted in
which setting up modern schools became one of the major tasks. The Regulations For
Enlightened Education and The Act of Family Education were passed.

The regulation

stated that early childhood education was the basis of the national educational system. It
was stipulated that family education and institutional education of children must be
combined toward the same purpose.

Four educational activities were suggested to be

carried out in kindergarten: games, nursery rhymes, speech, and handiwork. Teachers
were required to take atraining course. The kindergarten was for children aged 3to 7
years (He, 1990, p.85).
The first public nursery was established by the Hubei provincial government in
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1904. This institution received children from the ages of 5to 6years: The curriculum
included moral, language, handicrafts, music, and play. Although childhood education
was emphasized at the time, institutional development for young children was quite slow.
The late Qing's nursery education was dominated by Japanese and Western influences.
It was estimated that up to 1924, there were 190 nurseries, 156 of them established by
Western missionaries (Huang, 1989).

4.2 Education of the Republic of China (1911-1949)
The Chinese republican revolution led by Dr. Sun Yat-sen took place in 1911.
This revolution overthrew the Qing Dynasty, and ended the system of monarchy which
had controlled China for over two thousand years.
China was established.

In January of 1912 the Republic of

A series of reforms took place in the educational system after

the Revolution of 1911.
In 1912, the Republic government established the Ministry of Education.
Yuanpei (1868-1940) was appointed the Minister of Education.

Cai

Following closely,

several educational decrees were issued: The temporary regulation for general schools,
and The temporary standard for school curriculum.
education was carried out at the elementary level.
government were banned.

According to these decrees, coThe textbooks issued by the Qing

The Confucian classics were prohibited in the school. The

content of handiwork, physical education, and reckoning by the abacus was enforced in
the new curriculum (He, 1990, p.101).
Several characteristics of early childhood education in the Republican period can
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be summarized as follows:

1. The Goal of Childhood Education
The goal of education in the new Republic was: to emphasize moral education,
assisted by pragmatic and military education.

Art education was stressed too.

Moral

education was defined as the introduction of the ideas of freedom, equality, and
brotherhood. Pragmatic education meant to teach children useful knowledge and skills.
Military education referred to physical education. In short, this new educational policy
embodied the spirit of sound development of children in moral, intellectual, physical, and
artistic aspects. Emphasizing physical and art education was regarded as anew reform
in education. The new educational purpose negated the goals of the 1902 Qing Dynasty's
which were "to be loyal to the emperor, to respect Confucius, to uphold elders, to set
great store by martial qualities, and to emphasize the reality" (He, 1990, p.102).

2. The School System of 1922
The May 4th Movement of 1919 was apatriotic, nationalistic, and iconoclastic
movement. It was inspired by modern Western ideas and the Russian revolution of 1917,
and was led by a generation of young Chinese intellectuals graduated from American
universities. The movement advocated for democracy and science in education. One of
the major educational reforms after the movement was the school system.

The new

system established in 1922 adopted American pragmatic educational thought. There were
seven standards for schools in the new system. These standards were:
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

meet the needs of societal evolution;
provide education for all;
develop each student's individuality;
pay attention to the national economy;
give attention to education in the living world;
make education universal;
leave room for other developments (He, 1990, p.108).

It was stipulated that the regular school system follow a6-3-3 structure: six years
elementary, three years junior high, and three years senior high, and an average of four
years of university education. Kindergarten was attached to the elementary school, and
received children under six years old (He, 1990, pp. 108-110).
The new school system was arevolutionary change in modern China's history.
It broke education away from the old family-centred tradition.

The principles of the

system have been adopted in China since then.

3. Kindergarten Curriculum
The content of kindergarten education changed significantly after the May 4th
Movement. The reason for this change was due not only to the new trend of democracy
and science advocated by the Movement, but also to John Dewey who came to China for
two years and widely lectured on education.

Dewey's pragmatic education was

welcomed by Chinese educators, especially those who had graduated in the United States.
Dewey's educational thoughts, such as, education through society, education through life,
education through play, and child-centred education, were widely adopted in China
during that time.
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The Principle of the Kindergarten Curriculum (1932), for example, was issued
by the Education Ministry.

The Curriculum included three parts: general purpose,

content and methods of curriculum. The following is an example of this curriculum:

1). The general purpose of kindergarten education
The purpose emphasized that education should give children a happy life, and
foster them good habits. It changed the orientation of Chinese childhood education from
morally-centred to child-centred. The objectives of kindergarten were outlined as below:

-

-

-

-

to
to
to
to

keep children fit mentally and physically,
guarantee children to have ahappy life,
foster in children basic moral and living habits,
help families to educate their children (He, 1990,

p.1

12).

2). The content of curriculum
The kindergarten curriculum included music, story telling, nursery rhymes, play,
society and general knowledge, as well as work, rest, and meals.

Under each subject,

there were detailed requirements in terms of objectives, content and minimum goals for
children to achieve. The music curriculum is presented as an example:
Objectives:

to satisfy children's need to sing;
to increase children's interest and appreciation in
music;
to train children in basic music skills in singing
and playing instruments;
to develop children's feelings of love, harmony,
and happiness.
-

-

-

-

Content:

singing, performance, and appreciation in aspects
of family life, ceremony and celebration, natural
phenomenon, nursery rhymes, etc;
-
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listening to and playing musical instruments, i.e.
drum, bell and wooden fish;
appreciation and imitation of natural sounds, i.e.
birds' singing, the sound of aplane, car, etc..
-

-

Minimum
Achievement

to sing aloud and correctly, be able to distinguish
different sounds and paces, and to sing two songs
individually (He, 1990, pp. 112-115).

-

3) Methods of kindergarten education
There were seven methods described to fulfil the goal of the curriculum:
-

-

using flexible teaching according to children's interests and needs;
adopting ateaching units method;

emphasizing two types of outdoor activities visiting family, village,
shops and factory; and physical exercise;

-

guiding children to do things themselves, such as cleaning the room,
organizing toys;
-

study of each child by the teacher. A record system of each child on
his/her physical development, personality, interests and special needs was
carried out;
-

making toys using waste materials in order to foster in children
economic and diligent habit;
-

requiring parents to be involved in educational activities (He, 1990,
p.116).
-

The 1932 curriculum was a relatively complete kindergarten curriculum for
modern China's needs.

The curriculum reflected the influence of Western educational

ideology and the demands of the new Republic.

There were several points in the

curriculum that have had significant influence on later Chinese childhood education.
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a). The curriculum emphasized an all-round education for children.

Education

was to develop children's intellectual ability, physical health, and morality as well as
children's socialization. In social and general knowledge, for example, the curriculum
required fostering children's spirits of self-confidence, self-esteem, being tolerant, brave,
attentive, diligent, and to help each other; it also suggested fostering children's ability
to question and accept criticism.
b). The curriculum required teaching and learning with enjoyment. This was the
first systematic curriculum that was based on meeting children's interests and needs. The
curriculum also suggested giving children freedom in their activities.
"work" was designed to allow children free play.

For example,

This was the first child-centred

curriculum in Chinese educational history.
c). The curriculum maintained traditional elements of education. Loyalty, filial
piety, humanity, kind heartedness, good faith and peace were regarded as the practical
goals of education (Group Writers of the History of Chinese Childhood Education, 1989).

4. Training of Teachers
After the Republic was founded, training for kindergarten and elementary school
teachers was introduced into the goals of normal schools. The 1916 Normal Education
Decree stipulated:

The normal school which specially teaches female students was called
female normal school. The school aimed to educate elementary and
kindergarten Teachers;
-

-

The female normal school offered baby-sitting subjects;
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The higher female normal school aimed at educating the teachers of
female middle school and female normal school (He, 1990, p.104).
-

The training subjects for normal schools were stipulated. There were two kinds
of courses: preparatory and regular.

Preparatory courses included cultivation of one's

moral character, classics readings, Chinese language, writing Chinese characters, foreign
language, mathematics, art, music, gymnastics, and sewing. Regular courses continued
the preparatory courses and added pedagogy courses, such as psychology, ethics,
philosophy, teaching and nurturing methodology, history of education, and practicum.
In addition, regular courses also included history, geography, natural science, physics
and chemistry, law, economics, housekeeping and family management as well as
gardening (He, 1990, pp.92-93).
This normal school curriculum reflected the educational needs of the new
Republic China.

It required that future kindergarten and elementary school teachers

should be equipped with modern scientific and social science knowledge. They needed
to have good health and abroadened knowledge. Family management for the first time
became asubject in the school curriculum. On the other hand, the curriculum continued
adopting Confucian classics. To cultivate one's moral character was based on Confucian
ethics. In the classic readings, for example, it was stated: "To teach classics is to teach
the essence of Confucian human relations and morality, especially in the aspects of the
relationships between family, society and the state" (He, 1990, p.92).
In summary, under the modern and nationalistic system, although Chinese
educators attempted to establish anew education system, they could not break away from
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Confucianism in their curriculum planning.

Confucian classics remained as one of the

essential training components for children and teachers. Western educational ideologies
were introduced into China and became an important part of education theory and system
of the Republic of China. It was seen that the goals, content and methods of childhood
education embodied the Western influence during that time. This type of curriculum and
school organization prevailed in China until the 1949 Communist Revolution.

5. Education in Communist Controlled Areas
There were other ideas which had astrong influence in China, especially in the
countryside, from the 1920s.

These ideas included Marxism, Leninism and Mao's

thought. From the early 1920s, the ideas of communism, in its struggle against
imperialism, feudalism, and capitalism, had been the main aims of Chinese revolution.
It is worth mentioning that the Chinese communist revolution had gone through
along and arduous period. Throughout the 1920's and 1930's there were long civil wars
between the Communist Party and the Guomingdang (The Nationalist Party).

One

consequence of the civil war was the formation of two distinctive geographical areas in
China, namely, Communist and Guomingdang controlled areas.

Although both sides

emphasized the importance of education, there were different focuses between the two
sides in terms of educational theory, systems and practice.

Education in Nationalist

China has been described in the early section.
An important feature of Communist education was to put emphasis on the
formation of a person's constiousness and character, that is, to foster a Communist
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personality.

In contrast to Western society, the individual no longer existed in an

isolated fashion but as a component part of the whole society.

In the Communist

controlled areas, children's education was provided free for all workers and soldiers who
participated in the communist revolution.

Early childhood provisions were established

in many forms, such as war-time nurseries and harvest-season day cares. Although these
nurseries and kindergartens gave priority to the formation of a new revolutionary
personality, the content and methods of teaching and learning were almost the same as
in the Guomingdang areas. There was aclose similarity in education between the two
different political areas in terms of curriculum and pedagogy (Huang, 1989). Education
in Communist controlled areas formed the framework of Chinese Communist education
after 1949.

4.3 Main Educational Thinkers in Modern China
During the Republic period (1911-1949), Chinese childhood education had a
significant development. One of the symbols of this development was that there appeared
several influential educational thinkers and practitioners. Their contributions have had
profound influence on not only the development of modern Chinese education, but also
contemporary Chinese Communist education.
Kang Youwei (1858-1927) was one of the leaders of the Reform Movement of
1898. In his famous book, Da Tong Shu

)I1

or The Great Harmony (1884, 1959),

Kang created an idealistically great harmonious world, in which there was no class, no
private property. Everything belonged to the state. Everyone was equal. Kang indicated
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that education was one of the main methods to fulfil the great harmony, and to improve
the quality of human beings.
the traditional family.

He questioned the validity of the educational function of

Therefore, he suggested that every child's rearing, nursing and

education should be the responsibility of the society and the state. Although Kang held
an utopian scheme of education, his ideas of the great harmony had profound influence
on Chinese education in the late nineteenth and first half of the twentieth centuries.
Many famous Western philosophies and educational ideologies were gradually
introduced to China from the late nineteenth century, for example, the works of
Rousseau, Pestalozzi, Herbart, Owen and Marx. Between 1919 and 1921 Paul Monroe
and John Dewey were invited to visit China.

Especially Dewey who introduced his

pragmatic theory of education to China and suggested that education should serve the
purpose of promoting social reform and democracy. His idea was welcomed by the new
intellectuals of China. Many famous Chinese educational theorists and practitioners were
influenced by Dewey during that time.
Two examples illustrating Dewey's influence on Chinese education are Tao
Xingzhi and Chen Heqin. Tao Xingzhi (1891-1946) graduated from Teachers' College,
Columbia University in 1917. He was influenced by Dewey and Marx. Tao declared that
good teaching was "the union of teaching, learning, and doing". Instead of the Deweyian
concept "education is life", he suggested "life is education", arguing for full utilization
of educational opportunities outside the school. Tao criticized the old Chinese education
as being too rigid and strict to develop children soundly.

He put forward the idea of

"child liberation". This new idea suggested four liberations in childhood education: To
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liberate achild's brain allowing him/her to develop creatively; to liberate achild's hand,
giving him/her opportunities to do something with the hands; to liberate achild's mouth,
encouraging him/her to raise questions freely; and to liberate achild's time and space,
allowing him/her ample time to learn and play (Chinese Central Education Research
Institute, 1981).

These ideas created anew era in Chinese early childhood education,

and they have been quoted by many later Chinese educators.
Tao advocated education for the poor.

In 1927 he founded the first rural

kindergarten in Nanjing. The new kindergarten changed the orientation of Chinese early
childhood education from being only for the urban rich to also for the rural poor
families.

Therefore, Tao was named Chinese "people's educator" for suggesting

education for the ordinary people (He, 1990, p.229).
Chen Heqin (1892-1982) was a well-known Chinese child educator.
received an M.Ed. degree at Columbia University in 1918.

He had

He was engaged in

childhood education research and practice in all his life. The major contribution of Chen
was that he initiated research in child development and education.

Chen had several

suggestions for Chinese childhood education in the 1920's (Chen, 1949).

These

suggestions included:
1). The kindergarten should be built to meet the needs of Chinese families and
children.

He criticized the existent kindergartens as American, in which children sing

American songs, played with American toys, and listened to American stories.
2). Education should be the responsibility of both the school and the family. It
was not until Chen that the importance of family education was re-acknowledged since
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the Republic (1911). Chen suggested that parental involvement played an important role
in children's education.
3). Chen suggested three principles for selecting kindergarten curriculum. The
first principle was to teach children whatever they were able to learn.
chosen should be not too easy nor too difficult for children to learn.

The materials
The second

principle was that teaching materials should be based on children's experiences.

Chen

was against the use of Three Character Classic and other Confucian books in childhood
education. The third was that teaching materials should be able to help children to learn
how to adapt to society.
4). There were two types of teaching methods that Chen recommended: fixed and
flexible.

He criticized the traditional teaching methods that were very fixed and rigid,

in which children could not have achance to do things themselves and to develop their
creativity.

Chen said that children should be given free choice in their activities. The

best method was the combination of traditional and new Western free education. Chen
advocated play as an important method of childhood education.

He said that children

learned more from play than from rigid teaching and that there was aneed for abalance
with these two teaching methods.
5). Physical education should be the first priority in early childhood education.
Chen said that Westerners looked down upon Chinese because of the weak physique of
Chinese. In order to make the nation strong, the first priority of education was to foster
ageneration of strong and healthy children. On the other hand, because the kindergarten
was a children's collective, it was necessary to set up hygiene systems to prevent
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infectious diseases.

Physical education activities should be arranged everyday in order

to keep children healthy.
6). To foster good habits was emphasized in the curriculum.

Chen carried

forward the Confucian ideology on childhood education: habits formed in the early years
become second nature to aperson. He emphasized that early childhood education should
give children agood foundation of morality, hygiene and living habits for their lives.
These habits would guarantee children to be the future successors of the Chinese nation.
7). In regards to the teacher, Chen said that traditional school teachers were very
strict and severe, and children were afraid of being with teachers; thus, teaching and
learning became a difficult process.

He suggested that the new education should be

based on friendship between the teacher and children; teachers should be first the friend,
then the teacher to the child. Teachers should play with children in order to understand
them and to achieve better educational results.

In order to make education successful,

teachers needed to be specially trained in aspects of speech, singing, playing piano, and
painting.

Chen also suggested teachers be trained in Child Psychology (Chen, 1949).

His idea of scientific childhood education has been one of the major influences in modern
China as well as in Communist China.
In conclusion, these educational thinkers and practitioners had exerted leading
influence on the development of Chinese education at modern times. Although most of
these people had been influenced by the Western ideology, they attempted to combine
their knowledge of traditions with the Western influence in order to produce abalanced
and acceptable model to Chinese education. Especially, Tao and Chen both later became
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the leading characters in Chinese Communist education both before and after 1949.

4.4 Communist Education of Children Since 1949
The People's Republic of China was established on the 1st of October, 1949. It
was a revolutionary regime under the control of the Chinese Communist Party.. The
Communist revolution brought about many significant changes.

Education was one of

the priorities to be reformed in the Party's plans.

1. General Background of Childhood Education after 1949
From the establishment of the People's Republic of China in 1949 to the present,
education has been a key concern of the national leaders.

The Communist regime

created in 1949 witnessed the re-unification of China under aviable government since
the fall of the Qing Dynasty in 1911. During the intervening years of internal dissention
and war with outside powers, China was adivided nation.

Therefore, the Communist

Chinese leaders were faced with an enormous problem of popular re-education. Not only
was it necessary to instill an allegiance to the new regime and to develop an awareness
of what the regime stood for, but it was also necessary to inculcate the concept of China
as a unified nation.

The dominant concern of the Communist leaders was "socialist

revolution" and "socialist re-construction", the building of a new Communist state
populated by a new Communist person, and this was conceived of not merely in the
narrower sense of modernization, but more significantly in the spiritual sense of building
anew society and of cultivating individuals actively dedicated to that society.
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Education, obviously, was vital to this process, and it is not surprising to find that
it was subordinated to these national goals. The intention to use education in this manner
is clear from the new Constitution's articles on Education and Culture.

(1) Education and Culture in the New Constitution
In 1954 the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference adopted the 1949
Common Program as a final constitution for the country.

A careful reading of the

chapter on education and culture reveals all the important aspects of Mao's thinking on
the subject. The Common Program stipulated the nature, goals, and content of Chinese
education. The relevant articles of the Program are shown below:
Chapter V
Article 41. The culture and education of the People's Republic of
China are new democratic, that is, national scientific, and popular.
The main tasks for raising the cultural level of the people are: training of
personnel for national construction work; liquidating of feudal,
comprador, fascist ideology; and developing of the ideology of serving the
people.
Article 42. Love for the motherland and the people, love of labour,
love of science, and the taking care of public property shall be
promoted as the public spirit of all nationals of the People's
Republic of China.
Article 43. Efforts shall be made to develop the national sciences to
place them at the service of industrial, agricultural, and national
defence construction. Scientific discoveries and inventions shall be
encouraged and rewarded, and scientific knowledge shall be popularized.
Article 44. The application of ascientific, historical viewpoint to the
study and interpretation of history, economics, politics, culture, and
international affairs shall be promoted. Outstanding works of social
science shall be encouraged and rewarded.
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Article 45. Literature and the arts shall be promoted to serve the
people, to enlighten the political consciousness of the people, and to
encourage the enthusiastic labour of the people. Outstanding works of
literature and the arts shall be encouraged and rewarded.
Article 46. The method of education of the People's Government shall
reform the old educational system, subject matter, and teaching methods
systematically according to plan.
Article 47. In order to meet the widespread needs of revolutionary
work and national construction work, universal education shall be
carried out.
Middle [i.e. secondary] and higher education shall be
strengthened; technical education shall be stressed; the education of
workers during their spare time and the education of cadres who are at
their posts shall be strengthened; and revolutionary political education
shall be accorded to young intellectuals in a planned and systematic
manner.
Article 48. National sports shall be promoted. Public health and
medical work shall be extended, and attention shall be paid to
safeguarding the health of mothers, infants, and children.
(Fraser, tr. 1965, pp.83-4.)

These articles are important in that they clearly articulated a concern with the
"ideological" and moral content of education.

On the one hand, old ideas must be

uprooted, and on the other, new virtues of civic morality must be nurtured.
This process of education, of course, was not restricted merely to school children,
but involved the entire range of Chinese society. For the old generation, already grown
to maturity and educated under the institutions of the deposed regime or in Western
institutions (either in China or abroad), this meant undergoing re-education or "thought
reform", in order to come to an understanding of the ideology and ideas of the new
regime. Re-education of the older generation could never hope to bring about the total
transformation of personality desired by the leadership.

Patterns of behaviour and
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attitudes established during childhood and reinforced by the social practices of preCommunist society could not be extinguished overnight in response to pressure or
exhortations to change, even when there was aconscious desire to do so on the part of
the individual.

Behaviourial and attitudinal manipulation could never be sufficiently

intensive to achieve apermanent and thorough reformation.
The hope of transforming the ideals of the new society into practical realities
manifested in the behaviour of its citizens lay in the young whose ideology had not yet
become fixed. Kindergarten and elementary school education thus became amatter not
only of providing persons trained in the basic skills required by a nation struggling to
modernize, but aserious business of nurturing "successors to the revolution" who in later
years could be trusted to take over power from the aging generation of genuine
revolutionaries.

(2). Introducing aSocialist School System
In 1951, the Chinese State Council issued Decisions on the Reform of the School
System. The aim was to create an integrated, socialist-oriented, national school system
from the diverse elements already operating.

The Decisions stated: "The new school

system is based on the Chinese new democratic educational policy and on the needs of
the new country, as well as on the educational experiences of the old liberated areas"
(He, 1990, p.331).
The Decisions stated the organization which received children aged from 3-7 years
was called kindergarten).

The childcare service for under-threes was called nursery.
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The age of entry

t0

elementary school was increased to seven years and its length

reduced to five years. Middle schooling remained at six years divided into two divisions,
junior and senior. Regular technical and vocational schools were upgraded to four year
institutions. The tertiary sector was divided into universities and specialist institutes like
teachers' colleges and senior technical colleges, and minimum course lengths were set.
The 1951 Plan recognized the place of "rapid" schools, spare-time schools and cadre
schools, including classes for retraining old-style intellectuals (Huang, 1989).
The nation generally, and the schools in particular, benefited as much from the
transition from war to peace as from deliberate planning decisions.

Gains in education

were impressive. In the years 1949-52 elementary school enrolments rose from 24.3
million to 51. 1million, which accounted for about 60 per cent of school-aged children.
Middle school enrolments, including technical, rose from 1.2 million to 3.1 and higher
education students from 117,000 to 191,000.

In 1952 424,000 children attended

kindergartens compared with 130,000 in 1946 (the highest number before 1949) (He,
1990).
The new system reflected the need for equal opportunity for attending education,
not only for children, but also for the workers, peasants, and cadres themselves.
However, because of the shortage of teachers and teaching material, many five-year
elementary schools were shut down in 1953. The instant training schools for workers
and peasants closed in 1955. The rest of the 1951 system was carried as the fundamental
school system until 1966 (ibid).
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In the 1951 system, kindergarten education was listed as the basis for elementary
education. The Decisions also stipulated that kindergarten should be set up first in cities,
then in the countryside.

(3). Dual Duties of Chinese Early Childhood Education
Chinese early childhood education after 1949 had two major duties: to develop
children soundly, and to help working mothers be released from the childcare burden.
The 1952 Temporary Regulation for Kindergartens (Draft) stipulated:

The duty of kindergarten according to the new democratic educational
policy is to ensure children have sound physical and psychological
development before they go to school; in the meantime, to release
mothers' burdens from taking care of their children. Therefore, mothers
can be ensured to have time to attend political life, productive work, and
cultural and educational activities (He, 1990, p.333).

The new China was not economically well developed in the early stage; the
government did not have money to invest in early childhood education.

In order to

develop childcare services for the increased numbers of working mothers, in 1956 the
National Council, the Ministry of Education, and the Ministry of Health issued A Joint
Notice on Early Childhood Services.

It stated:

With the development of economic reconstruction and cultural
reconstruction in China, there will be agreat need for women to join the
productive work and social work. In order to help mothers to be released
from the problem of taking care of their children, the numbers of
nurseries and kindergartens should be relatively increased.
These
childhood services should be set up by factories, enterprises, government
offices, mass organizations, and the masses themselves. Local educational
authorities should plan to set up some early childhood services as possible
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within their conditions. The Departments of Education and Health should
open several exemplary nurseries and kindergartens.
The childhood
services should open on adaily basis (full-day). There should be boarding
schools and seasonal schools in order to meet parents' special needs. (He,
1990, p.3'74).

The State Council also stipulated that there were two main authorities in early
childhood education: Education and Health.

The nurseries which cared for children

under three years were run by the national Health Department.

The educational

authorities had responsibility for kindergartens which took care of children aged three to
six or seven years.

This decision of the leadership of childcare services in the early

1950's laid the foundation for the development of Chinese early childhood education.
The two authority lines still operate today (Huang, 1989).
Several major changes appeared in the field of childhood education in the early
1950's. First, in December of 1950, the National Council issued adocument on how to
deal with foreign and missionary schools.
nurseries,

kindergartens and orphans schools were taken over by the Chinese

government.
foreigners.

More than 200 foreign and missionary

It stopped a one hundred year history of pre-schools established by
Second, private childhood services were banned.

From 1952-1954, the

Ministry of Education gradually took over all the private child care and educational
services and turned them into state-owned institutions.

(4). Regulations and Programs of Childhood Education
a). Objectives of kindergarten
The Temporary Regulation for Kindergartens (1951) was the first government
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document of childhood education after the 1949 Revolution.

It stated clearly that the

objectives of kindergarten were:

to foster children's basic hygiene habits; to pay attention to children's
nutrition; to stress children's physical exercise in order to ensure their
physical growth and development.
-

to train children's basic abilities of correctly using their sensory organs
and using language; to increase their understanding of environment in
order to develop their intelligence.
-

to foster children to be patriotic, to have public morality and to be
honest, brave, friendly, disciplined and modest.
-

to foster children to have interest in beauty and to know how to
appreciate beautiful things in order to increase their imagination and
creativity (He, 1990, p.336).
-

These objectives constituted the basic framework for Chinese childcare and
education. They have been adopted and developed in the practice of childhood education
since then.

b). Programs of Teaching and Learning in Kindergarten (Draft, 1952)
The Program included six areas in kindergarten teaching and learning, which were
physical education, language, environment learning, drawing and handiwork, music, and
accounting.

A general introduction to the Program stressed the understanding of the

characteristics of both children's development and their education in each age group
(Huang, 1989).
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c). Daily Schedule and Activities in Kindergarten (1956)
This document emphasized specially on children's physical development and
activities.

It stipulated that children should have plenty of time to play outside

kindergarten. The kindergarten should provide three meals and asnack every day, which
should be planned by a special nutrition nurse.

Daily schedules and activities were

planned for each age group in kindergarten.

(5). The Impact of the Soviet Educational System
It is necessary to mention that regulations and programs of early childhood
education issued between 1950-1960 were results of learning from the Soviet educational
system. Between 1950-1956, two Soviet childhood education experts were invited to help
China to set up a socialist childhood education and care system.
universities in all the subjects of early childhood education.

They lectured in

They also set up several

experimental kindergartens in Beijing where Soviet Early Childhood Education theory
combined with Chinese practice in acomprehensive way.
Under the supervision of the Soviet experts, The Guideline for Kindergartens
(Draft) was issued in 1956. The Guideline emphasized that the teacher played adominant
role in children's education.

It stated that kindergarten teachers should take amulti-

faceted responsibility for children's development. This Soviet model of guideline has had
asignificant impact on Chinese childhood education. The 1990 guideline for kindergarten
can be seen as aresult of the development of the 1956's (Huang, 1989; He, 1990).
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2. The Development of Chinese Early Childhood Education 1949-1990
The development of Chinese early childhood education after 1949 can be divided
into four periods based on the Chinese political and economic development during the
time: (1) flourishing period 1949-1957, (2) unrealistic and adjustment period 1958-1965,
(3) the Cultural Revolution 1966-1976, and (4) new development period 1977-1990.

(1). The Period of Flourishing Development, 1949-1957
According to The Success of Chinese Education (Chinese People's Education,
1988), Chinese early childhood services after the 1949 Revolution made significant
progress. It was recorded that there were 1301 kindergartens in 1946 (the highest number
before 1949) with 130,000 children and 2,100 staff.

In 1957 the number of the

kindergartens increased to 16,420, and the number of children attending 1,088,000, and
staff 49,800.

(2). The Period of Unrealistic Development, Adjustment and Stability, 1958-1965
Between 1958 and the early 1960's there was a tortuous process in the
development of Chinese early childhood education.

The number of kindergartens and

other kinds of child care services increased dramatically and the quality of services
dropped seriously.
In 1958 Mao launched a major economic initiative known as the Great Leap
Forward under the slogan: "Going all out, aiming high, and achieving greater, faster,
better results at lower costs" (He, 1990, p.346).

The nation declared its willingness to
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learn to "walk on two legs", in industry and agriculture, and newly-founded communes
adopted ambitious schemes of self reliance to industrialize the countryside.

People in

leadership practised the principles of communism as they understood them. For example,
people were supposed to have no private productive activities but only commune lives.
Everyone was amember of acommune. Women were asked to leave home and work
outside.
For all that, hundreds of thousands of schools and classes were opened by
communes in the late 1950's, giving millions of children their first taste of the
schoolroom. In 1958 the elementary schools claimed an extra 22.1 million enrolments,
reaching 86 million, which accounted for more than eight out of ten elementary age
children. Most of these schools were small and taught little more than Chinese language,
the abacus, general knowledge and politics, and many of them were developed from
private ventures taken over by brigades (sub-units of the commune). They often operated
two shifts, and their teachers were usually untrained, coming directly from elementary or
middle school, or were unemployed adults (He, 1990, p.346).
As women all went out to work in the Great Leap Forward movement, there
appeared agreat need for childcare services.
childcare centres as soon as possible.

The Government advocated popularizing

One of the slogans was to popularize public

childcare centres by overnight services.

It resulted in hundreds of thousands of

kindergarten and childcare centres being established in ashort time. To set up residential
childcare was one of the goals in this movement. It was estimated that 695,279 childcare
centres were established in 1958, which was 42.3 times more than 1957. The increased
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number of children attending childcare centres in 1958 was 28.4 million.

In 1960 the

number of childcare centres continued to increase up to 784,905 and the number of
children 29.3 million (He, 1990, p.346). The development of childcare services exceeded
the level of national economic development.

The new childcare centres, especially

country daycares, lacked financial support and qualified teachers; therefore, they were
poorly equipped and staffed.

It was reported that there were no tables, chairs nor

washroom facilities in many childcare centre. The staff were mainly old farmers who
were too old to work in the field (He, 1990. pp.346-354).
In 1959 China faced unprecedented difficulty in the economy and with natural
disasters. The idea of realizing Communism in ashort time was proving to be unrealistic
and unsuccessful. In this situation, many childcare centres, the product of the Great Leap
Forward, began to disband.
In order to pull through the national difficulties and to promote national economic
development, the Chinese Communist Party advocated anew policy for the situation:
"adjusting, strengthening, substantiating and improving" (He, 1990, p.347). Following this
policy, the Ministry of Education indicated that the development of childcare services
should follow good quality rather than quantity.
unqualified centres.

It was decided to close down some

As a result of the new policy, the number of childcare centres

decreased to 60,307 and children attending to 2.8 million by 1961. The statistics showed
that most Great Leap Forward childcare centres were closed down.

After two years

adjustment in the development of early childhood education, Chinese early childhood
education began to develop steadily (ibid).
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The 1958 mistake also resulted in attacking the regulations and guidelines for
kindergarten and childcare services.

The Guidelines for Kindergarten (1956) was

criticized as "Capitalism" and "Revisionism". The content of kindergarten teaching and
activities was regarded as poison for children.

The study of child physical and mental

development was titled "reactionary child-centredness".

Children were taught only

slogans, political quotations, and class struggles at the time.
between education of adults and children.

There was no difference

Although the 1964-65 adjustment helped to

change some attitudes towards education in China, generally speaking, children were still
treated as small political adults during that time.

(3). The Cultural Revolution (1966-1976)
The Cultural Revolution was arevolutionary mass movement launched by Mao in
1966. It was the worst experience in the history of Chinese education.

It negated and

criticized thoroughly the experience of the 17 years of education in the new China. Early
childhood education was regarded as the exemplary model of carrying out revisionism and
thus suffered seriously (He, 1990).
Physical education was eliminated from the nursery and kindergarten curriculum.
The physical activities daily schedules, hygiene system, and nutrition plan were titled
"capitalist life style" and were banned. Children were asked to participate only in political
shows and sports. Their performance was mainly for adults' appreciation.
Intellectual education was criticized seriously. Academics and intellectuals were
seen as monsters and enemies in the Cultural Revolution. One of Mao's quotations was:
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"The more knowledge one possesses, the more reactionary one will b&'. There was no
knowledge education in nursery and kindergarten. Children did nothing to develop their
creativity and imagination but political activities. Children were trained only to memorize
mechanically Chairman Mao's quotations and political slogans (He, 1990; Wang, 1988).
The content of moral education was changed. Politics replaced moral education.
Morality referred only to Mao's thoughts. Children were titled "revolutionary little red
guards" and participated in all the revolutionary movements.

The category of being a

"good" child was to be loyal to Mao, to participate in the Cultural Revolution, and to be
arevolutionary child. The treasure of traditional Chinese moral education was eliminated
entirely.
Music and art were regarded as part of "capitalist" education and were a1so
eliminated from the program.

There were no decorations in children's classrooms.

Children were encouraged not to wear colourful and nice clothes. Attractiveness was not
aproper concept for children to learn during that time.
Teachers were criticized for having capitalist feelings because they loved children.
It was suggested that everyone had no personal feelings but only feelings for Mao Sand
Mao's revolution.
Children's books, toys, and teaching materials were forbidden to be used in
kindergarten. Nursery and kindergarten were no longer a"children's garden".
The normal school for kindergarten teachers was closed down. Many outstanding
teachers and administrators of Early Childhood Education were sent to the countryside to
be re-educated.

Many unqualified staff went into the school to teach children.

The
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quality of early childhood education decreased significantly during the Cultural Revolution
(Wang, 1988; He, 1990).
Thus, the Cultural Revolution damaged entirely the childcare and education system
established after 1949.

(4). The New Development of Early Childhood Education, 1976-1990
The death of Mao and the downfall of the Gang of Four ended a 10-year social
upheaval

-

the Cultural Revolution.

The Third Conference of the 11th Chinese

Communist Party Congress (1978) announced that China would pursue anew socialist
system which was based on the experience of the past revolution (He, 1990, p.353). The
new economic reform began. .For example, in 1979, the government established abirth
control policy of one child per family; parents had high educational expectations for their
only child. With the new peace in society, and the development of reconstruction after
the Cultural Revolution, education again became the centre of the national plans. Many
values and treasures of education that disappeared during the Cultural Revolution
reappeared in the new situation.

The government issued many policies to encourage

educational reform and development. Prenatal education, child care and education were
highly emphasized. There appeared anew development of childhood education in China.

a). Strengthening the leadership of early childhood education
The Chinese government strengthened the central leadership for development of
early childhood education.

In 1979, the national Departments of Education, Health,
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Labour, the Chinese Workers' Union, and the All-China Women's Federation held ajoint
conference organized by the National State Council, on the topic of early childhood
education. The conference carefully studied the present situation of childcare services and
education, as well as the essential problems in developing early childhood education. It
was suggested that ajoint task force with different responsibilities for each department
should be the new orientation for early childhood education. The conference advocated
the policy of "walking on own two legs" to develop rural and remote childcare services.
The Note of the Joint Force Conference was issued and used as a guideline for the
development of early childhood education(Huang, 1989; He, 1990).
In 1987 the National Council held the first national early childhood education
conference. It defined that Chinese early childhood education was socialist oriented and
led by ajoint organization of different social forces. It determined that the goal of early
childhood education was to educate children soundly with respect to physical, intellectual,
moral and aesthetic development.

The 1987 conference confirmed that there was a

twofold role for Chinese early childhood education: as an important part of the socialist
educational course, apreparatory stage for schooling; and as asocial welfare for the needs
of working parents (He, 1990, p.357).
In 1978 the national Department of Education resumed work and the preschool
section was attached to the Department.

After that, each level of local authorities

gradually set up asection of preschool education or appointed specialists in charge. These
local preschool sections and persons in charge are all subject to the national central
leadership. There has been forthed avertical leadership line in early childhood education
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from the central government to local authorities (He, 1990, p.354).

b). Regulations and rules of early childhood education
The Rules of Urban Kindergartens was issued by the Department of Education in
1979.

It included general principles, health care and physical activities, play, work

(lessons), moral education, staff, and kindergarten equipment.

The Rules emphasized

health care and physical development as an important task in kindergarten education. Play
and lessons were stipulated as the main form of children's learning. Moral education was
required to be carried out at each level of kindergarten (Chinese Education Department,
1979).
Health and Care System of Nurseries and Kindergartens was issued jointly by the
Departments of Education and Health in 1980.

In included contents of the daily life

schedule, food, physical exercise, health checks, and hygiene. It was the first systematic
document of Chinese institutional care and health protection (Chinese Education
Department & Health Department, 1980).
The Curriculum for Kindergartens was passed by the Department of Education in
1981.

This was a general guideline for kindergarten teaching and learning.

The

Curriculum consisted of three sections: i) the pedagogical aims and age-specific
characteristics; ii) educational content and requirements, and iii) methods and factors to
be considered (Chinese Education Department, 1981).
below:

Details of the Curriculum are
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i). The pedagogical aims and age-specific characteristics
The aim of kindergarten education is stipulated to bring up children with health,
intelligence, morality and aesthetic appreciation, coupled with an all-round development
through learning and playing in the kindergarten, and to obtain agood preparation for
school.
Kindergarten is grouped by the age of children.

There are three grades in

kindergarten, which are the youngest class for children 3-4 years old; the middle class for
4-5 year olds; and the oldest for 5-6 year olds. Before the age of three children attend
nurseries, in which there are also three groups divided by age. Children start elementary
school at the age of six. All the teaching materials and activities must follow children's
age-specific characteristics, discussed in the curriculum.

ii). Educational content and requirements
Educational contents include eight themes:
1).
2).
3).
4).
5).
6).
7).
8).

the formation of good habits in daily life and in personal hygiene;
physical activities and development;
moral education;
language;
knowledge of the social and natural environment;
accounting and mathematical work;
arts, and
music.

The content and demands for each area are adapted to each age group, such as
youngest, middle, and oldest class; teaching in the later classes must continue to
consolidate the content and requirements for the first and second classes.
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iii) pedagogical methods and factors to be considered
Six pedagogical methods are suggested for use in kindergarten.

They are play,

physical activities, lessons, observation, simple labour work, and recreation in daily life.
It was suggested that no methods be neglected to the advantage of others, and all methods
were equal.
There are specific requirements for each activity in kindergarten.

For example,

six organized lessons: gymnastics, language, general knowledge, mathematics, music, and
arts, are placed on the timetable of each class. In addition, there is adifferent length of
lessons for different age groups of children. For the youngest class, there are 6-8 lessons
per week and each one lasts 10-15 minutes; for the middle class, 10-12 lessons per week
and each 15-20 minutes; and the oldest, 12-13 lessons and 20-25 minutes each.

As

children grow older, the content and demands of lessons increase.
Of these lessons, physical education is given the first priority. Children's bodies
are expected to be well developed through physical activities which include basic
movements: walking, running, jumping, balancing, throwing, and climbing; and basic
gymnastics. Regular physical activities, organized and prepared according to children's
age-specific characteristics, included morning exercises, gymnastic lessons, and physical
games.
Moral education goes throughout all aspects of the curriculum.

Children are

expected to have not only adisciplined and cultured manner and behaviour but also a
lively and open nature. "Five Loves"

-

to love one's own motherland, to love people, to

love science, to love work (labour), and to love and protect public properties

-

are
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considered as the core of moral education.
The task of intellectual education is stated as being "to teach children elementary
knowledge and skills for life in their environment; to stress the development of children's
attentiveness,

observational skills,

memory,

cognition,

imagination and

linguistic

proficiency; and to encourage their interest in studying, their will to acquire knowledge
and good study habits" (Chinese Education Department, 1981).
All contents of the Curriculum are compiled into aset of textbooks. There are
seven volumes of kindergarten teaching books arranged according to different subjects and
classes issued by the Department of Education. All kindergartens must use these books
in their practice, but they can choose teaching materials and arrange timetables themselves
according to the local situation.

This Curriculum has been the leading guideline for

Chinese early childhood education since 1981.
The Regulation for Kindergartens was passed in 1989 and put into trial use in
1990. The Regulation is acentralized national guideline for kindergarten development.
It includes ten chapters with fifty-eight items.

The Regulation covers kindergarten

function, aims, management, finance, staffing, parent involvement, equipment, teaching,
activities, and daily life organization.

The Regulation states that the nature of

kindergarten is anational-led children's institution. It suggests that kindergartens should
give child development first priority in their practice.

It advocates that kindergarten

should provide aharmonious environment for children in order to ensure they develop
soundly and in harmony (Chinese Education Department, 1989).
It is seen that since 1978 there have been anumber of regulations, or guidelines,
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issued from the central government. A centralized system of early childhood education
has been established.

c). Teaching material and textbooks
Following The Curriculum (1981), some outstanding kindergarten teachers and
researchers together compiled aset of kindergarten teachers' reference books. There are
seven

volumes

which

include

physical

education,

language,

general

language,

mathematics, music, arts, and play. This is the first set of kindergarten teachers' books
since 1949. The principles that the Department of Education set for compiling these books
are:
a) ideological content;
b) scientific nature: materials chosen must be correct and accurate, as well
as easy for young children to understand;
c) interesting: materials must meet children's needs and interests;
d) stability: materials chosen must be mainly based on Chinese situations
and also absorb some quintessence from foreign countries. The material
must be able to be used for acertain length of time (Chinese Education
Department, 1981).
To address the situation that most country childcare staff are not trained, the
Department of Education compiled another set of teachers' training books.
published by the People's Education Press in 1987.

It was

This set of books includes early

childhood pedagogy, child psychology, child hygiene, kindergarten language teaching
methods, general knowledge teaching methods, mathematics teaching methods, physical
education, music teaching methods, and arts teaching methods, toy making as well as
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children's songs and dances.

These teachers' books have played an important role in

Chinese early childhood education since the 1980's.

3. Experiences of Chinese Childhood Education after 1949
The People's Republic of China was founded over 40 years ago. The development
of Chinese early childhood education has gone along arough and bumpy road. Looking
back over the past, there are several valuable experiences and lessons that the Chinese
have learned through their political, social and educational struggles in the past years.
These experiences and lessons include the following aspects:
a). Economic development is adeterminant of the development of early childhood
education.

The economic situation and the needs of masses provide the necessity and

possibility for institutional childhood education. Without these preconditions services and
practices of Chinese childhood education would not be successful. The education during
the 1958 Great Leap Forward was alively lesson learned from history.
b). A special feature of Chinese socialist childhood education has been its twofold
purpose: to develop children soundly and to help working mothers be released from the
childcare burden.

It was derived from the needs of Chinese political and economic

situations and has served successfully in Chinese educational development.

The

government played an important role in the implementation of this educational goal.
"Double duties" has been regarded as an important experience of Chinese childhood
education since the 1949 Revolution.
c). A dilemma has been the balance between Chinese traditions and foreign
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influence of childhood education.

This is an important lesson learned through over 40

years experience of Chinese Communist education. The experience illustrates that Chinese
education has developed when traditions were regarded as either the determinants or
obstructions in educational theories and practice. In most cases traditions were entirely
rejected; however, both the extreme rejection and acceptance of traditions hinder Chinese
education development. Another experience is the adaption of the foreign influence into
Chinese educational practice.

Many Chinese educational thinkers had recognized that

adopting both foreign educational theory and practice without considering if they fit
Chinese situations or rejecting foreign influence as awhole were wrong. The extremes
of each way has been amajor practice in Chinese education.

Thus, rejection of both

traditions and foreign influence resulted in no dominant ideology of education, except
Mao's political ideology, in China since 1949.
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Chapter Five
The Recollected Lived Childhood Stories
of the Participants
5.1 Introduction to the Stories
This chapter presents acollection of lived stories of the participants' childhoods
during the period of the Chinese Cultural Revolution 1966-1976. There are 120 stories
selected from 9individual participants. All the stories have been carefully selected and
researched based on the purpose of the study which was to explore the meaning and
significance of Chinese childhood education during that period.

There were several

criteria for the determination of the selection of the stories. These criteria included the
following characteristics: early educational experiences by the participants; direct
relevance of the period of the change created by the Cultural Revolution; strong value or
belief as it is reflected in the stories; and completeness of the story structure (i.e. it has
abeginning, middle, and end) presenting asignificant idea or topic.
The presentation of the stories follows adesign; the stories are organized by cases,
as well as by individual stories.

To arrange stories by cases is to make the stories

personal, individual and meaningful.

Since the participants as individuals were sharing

their lived experiences during aparticular historical period, their individual stories are
continuous and cannot be separated from each other. From the stories within acase, one
can see aperson's childhood experience as awhole. Different individual cases present
different lived experiences which are essential to constitute a picture of childhood
education and socialization processes during the time. To arrange the stories by individual
and complete stories is to see the characteristics of individual participants' lived
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childhoods. Each individual story provides important information on one or more aspects
of the participant's growing up experiences.

They are crucial to an understanding of

Chinese childhood education and socialization from amicro viewpoint. All the individual
stories are introduced by headings which are suggested by the stories presented. (see
Appendix C, A title list of the stories).

5.2 120 Selected Lived Childhood Stories
1. Teller 1
1. Night games in kindergarten
When Iwas five years old, Ibegan residential school life for two years. One of
the best memories of the kindergarten was playing in the night. There was abig room
with many small beds. All the boys (about 20) lived in one room. Each bed was covered
by asmall mosquito net.

One evening, about nine o'clock, when the teacher left, Isat

in my bed and started singing like a cat.

All the kids were up and excited about it.

Although it was very dark in the room and we couldn't see each other, we were all happy.
The teacher, who we thought had left, came back to the room quietly. She went to each
bed to find who was making the noise and found me.

She took me out of bed and

punished me, standing me beside the chamber pot for ahalf hour. She said to boys that
H was an example; if one didn't want to sleep and interrupted others, he would be
punished just like me. Anyway, although Iwas still not quiet, Iwas too scared to do this
again. (ci, si)
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2. The collective atmosphere
Iwas brought up in the collective.

In the 60's the personal relationships were

simple but friendly. The collective education and training, such as helping each other.
influenced everyone.

Ihave pleasant memories about it.

My parents were often very

busy and they didn't even have time to collect me from the kindergarten during the
weekends. Ispent many weekends with my teachers and their families rather than with
my parents. At that time teachers were willing to take all the children whose families had
difficulties having them during the weekends. Ireally liked them even when they were
strict. Once my parents were both out of the town so the teacher arranged for me to stay
in astudent's home for aweek. This family didn't know my parents at all, but they took
me home and fed me just like their own children. At that time, most people were poor;
however, they all liked to help each other. (ci, s2)

3. A circle

-

apunishment

Teachers had many ways to control and punish us children in kindergarten. One
of the ways was to ground children in a circle drawn on the ground.

Sometimes a

"naughty" child could be grounded there for an hour or two. That was very boring and
made one feel shame. It was said that this method came from atraditional novel, The
Journey to the West. It was about aBuddhist master Tang who went to the West to learn
the truth. Tang had several disciples helping him during the trip. Sun wukong was one
of them and was amonkey. He was very clever and had practised to be able to do most
things he wished. Only one thing he could never overcome was his master's punishment.
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Master Tang put agold bangle on Sun's head. If Sun didn't follow the master's words,
the master would order the bangle to become tighter and tighter so that Sun would
experience aterrible headache. A bangle is acircle.
Another story was that Sun also drew acircle on the ground to protect his master
and brothers when he was away so that ghosts and monsters couldn't get into Sun's circle
to hurt them.

Therefore, when the teacher drew a circle on the ground to punish us

children, none of us dared go out of it without her permission.
When the teacher punished or criticized achild in front of all children, we always
felt that we were punished too. Because next time it could be you or me. When so many
pairs of eyes stared at you, you really felt inferior and losing face. It hurt.
The worst punishment happened during the bath time. If achild was very naughty
during the day, the teacher would punch his bottom very hard in bath time.

Once a

teacher did it on me in the bathroom. Iwas hurt but Idid not dare to say anything to the
teacher or even my parents about this. Iassumed that Imust have done something wrong.
(c 1, s3)

4. A painful but warm experience
One day Iplayed hiding games at school in my bare feet.

Istepped on glass

splinters and had abig cut on my left foot. My foot was bleeding and Iwas sent to the
hospital. Ihad five stitches on it. Although that was apainful experience, it resulted in
anice situation. My parents worried more about my school study than about my foot.
My mother carried me to school on the second day of my injury. At school, when the
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students heard my foot was hurt, they came to help me.

Iremember that some higher

grade students organized ateam. They took turns carrying me to the toilet and to all the
activities.

This lasted for a whole week.

Iwas really grateful to these friends.

I

remember that at that time there was an atmosphere of helping each other. Everyone was
afriend to others.

Ieven dreamed of being ahigher grader so that Icould help others

more. (ci, s4)

5. An active child was not given a leadership position
Iwas very naughty when Iwas young. Teachers often reported to my parents my
bad behaviour, such as disobedience, breaking regulations, and careless academic work.
The result of these complaints was parents' punishments. It seemed to be that an active
child was not given aleadership position in school. Therefore, Inever had achance to
be aleader in my class. Ialso didn't want to be aleader when Iwas young because I
didn't want to be controlled too much.
We had school report cards every month, in which there were grades on each
subject, the comments both from the school team you worked with and from the teadher,
as well as the self evaluation. It was very hard to do self evaluation for an eight years
old. Iremember Iwas often told to rewrite my self-evaluation because Ivalued myself
too highly, higher than the team and the teacher's comments.
"too proud of yourself". (ci, s5)

Iwas often criticized as
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6. "Rich" is a bad thing
There was athought that being rich was abad thing, and the rich were bad people
in my childhood. Iremember how this idea was created. In my Grade 1class, there was
aboy whose family was very rich.

The symbol of his richness was he wore apair of

leather shoes. Every time we boys had fights, he kicked us with his leather shoes.
we hated him.

So

At that time most boys didn't wear shoes in school because most of us

didn't have nice shoes to wear.

After fights, we called him "the son of the landlord".

Therefore, richgave me abad impression. Ididn't want to be rich and hated the rich.
When Iwas achild my family life was very poor. Idon't remember whether or
not I had tasted any candy in my childhood.

However, I didn't feel Iwas poor.

Everyone thought that being poor was agood thing and hated being rich. We children
were trained to have the idea that the rich people's money was from exploitation of the
poor. Therefore, to have alot of money was ashameful thing.
At school, teachers encouraged students to wear old clothes in order to show our
willingness to be poor.

We even had lessons on how to sew and repair old clothes in

Grades 1and 2. The popular slogan at the time was that clothes could be worn as "three
years new, three years old, and three years after repaired". We practised sewing in after
school activities. (ci, s6)

7. An experimental school and its teachers
My school was the only experimental school in the province, which admitted
students from kindergarten to senior high, and followed a10-year (5-3-2) system. At that
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time the ordinary school system was 12-year (6-3-3) system. My school was regarded as
having high standards in terms of academic learning. My parents were both teachers in
the school. Iwent to that school from grade one to senior high. Iwas familiar with all
the teachers at that school.
In the school, there was often aclassroom teacher who taught from Grades 1to
5. Other were subjects teachers. Mr. Chen was my classroom teacher (banzhuren). He
taught Chinese language and literature.

He knew each of his students very well and I

liked this teacher and respected him alot. He was the only one who did not show the
"teacher's dignity". It was one of the traditional terms for teacher's status and position,
but misused by some teachers. This term was seriously criticized by Red Guards during
the Cultural Revolution in my school.
We had avery strict teacher- the music teacher. Every time we didn't follow him,
he punished us.

For example, he twisted our ears or beat our hands with his teaching

pointer. We didn't like him. During the Cultural Revolution he suffered alot because
of his strictness.

The students, especially those who had left school, criticized him for

being too strict with them.

They said that this teacher treated children as "the class

enemies". The music teacher was pushed to the front of the students to do self-criticism.
There was another teacher who paid much attention to his personal appearance.
He always wore nice and neat suits and had a nice hair style.

During the Cultural

Revolution he was criticized as "the Capitalist". Students drew pictures about his hair and
looked down on him. Being, or wanting to be, beautiful or handsome seemed to be a
criminal thing in my childhood. (ci, s7)
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8. The Cultural Revolution in school
One day Icame back to school, there was abig mess.
Cultural Revolution had taken place.

We were told that the

The Cultural Revolution was said to smash all

authorities who were enemies of the revolutionary people.

The principal was the top

authority in school, so he was first to be pulled down from his position. Iremember the
higher graders were very active in the revolution.

We watched and didn't understand

most of the things they did. Other teachers were very much influenced by what was done
to the principal.
What Iremembered most clearly was that over-night all the academics, such as
teachers,

professors,

and

other

knowledgeable

people,

were

regarded

as

anti-

revolutionaries and capitalists. They were forced to do labour work, such as cleaning the
floor and washing washrooms.

Ididn't understand what happened to them.

Ijust felt

strange and interested.
At the beginning of the Cultural Revolution, we were all very excited and active.
However, it only lasted until we started classes again.

Although there were so many

attractions for young children, we were really too young to know what to do.

In the

situation that we were supposed to obey, we followed all the political demands regardless
of whether we understood them or not. Life was alearning process. We were told that
we were learning how to be revolutionary in the revolution. (ci, s8)

9. Experienced freedom
When the Cultural Revolution started, Iwas in Grade 2. The impression of this
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Revolution was that we were suddenly free from everything. There was no school and
classrooms were used to do "revolutionary" activities. Desks were built into afence to
protect against "the enemy's attack". The students defecated and urinated in the classroom
and even inside desks.

There was a single idea at that time, that was the more

unbelievable the thing you could do, the more creative you could be.

It was abig

liberation in which people felt free to do everything. Each one's creativity seemed to be
fully developed. We could say anything we wanted, and do anything we liked.
Everything was in aterrible mess!
There was apiano in the school theatre but we were not allowed to go in there and
never had a chance to touch the piano.

However, at the beginning of the Cultural

Revolution, we were allowed to do whatever we could not do before. One day, we went
to the theatre.

Although we didn't know how to play the piano, we jumped on to the

piano and stepped on the keys. We jumped and laughed until there was no longer sound
from the piano. Then we opened the piano and took out brass parts with which we used
to play games.
Iremember that we children also stole materials and tools from public facilities.
There was no law and order. Everything was upside down during that time. We did not
understand what was going on but enjoyed the moment of "freedom", which was rarely
given. (ci, s9)

10. What was taught in school during the Cultural Revolution?
After about two years of the Cultural Revolution, my school reopened. Although
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we returned to school, the school curriculum changed. Political propaganda became the
major content of education. All the subjects were covered with political thoughts, such
as the class struggle and revolutionary history, as well as Mao's works.
method changed too.

The teaching

There was less choice in learning than ever before.

The central

idea of education at that time was to train Mao's revolutionary little red guards, nothing
else.
My school was an experimental school, so we started English lessons in Grade 2.
The first English sentence we learned was "Long Live Chairman Mao".

The other

important English sentences were: "Study very hard and make progress everyday", "Never
forget the class struggle" and "Serve people with awhole heart" (Mao's quotations). Only
one subject, mathematics, was not influenced very much by the movement. The reason
for that was our math teacher did not believe in the political movement. He continued
teaching us math by any means. After the Cultural Revolution many of my classmates
passed the national university entrance examination. All of us were grateful for him. He
was the only teacher who did not give up teaching during the Cultural Revolution. (ci,
slO)

11. The little Red Sharp Guards
My neighbourhood was mainly the teachers' residential area. During the Cultural
Revolution, some teachers were criticized and denounced. Most of these teachers were
born in landlord or capitalist families.
There was a"revolutionary" teacher, Chen, in our neighbourhood. He organized
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all young children (aged 6 to 12) from our dormitory area and gave each of us ared
armband, and called us the RED SHARP GUARD. We were all excited. The first target
of RSG was to search Teacher Zhou's house and to confiscate his property. Iwas eight
years old then.

When Itold father about this action, he didn't stop me nor did he say

anything.
It was the first night that Istayed up very late in my childhood. We, about 15
children under the direction of Chen, went to teacher Zhou's house. There was no law
to protect the individual's right and property in China at that time. Our purpose was to
find a Guomingdang flag.

We all believed that he had one hidden somewhere in the

house. Of course, we were told to think in this way and did think in this way. The older
children threw all Zhou's furniture, clothes, quilts, and books out to the yard.

We

younger children were playing with the stuff flying out and reading the nice books which
teacher Zhou had collected. When we were tired, we lay down on the quilts in the yard.
It was avery enjoyable time. Ifelt free entirely. My father always directed my life, but
he couldn't stop me this time. However, he finally showed up to check how Iwas doing.
Chen told him to go home and said to my father: "Don't worry about your son. We are
very well organized and disciplined in this revolutionary action". Father went home. I
couldn't stand any more and fell asleep on the quilts. Chen and other children dug abig
hole on Zhou's floor in order to find the flag. However, they didn't find anything. Then
they began physically abusing Zhou. Iwas told that the students slapped Zhou and put
aurinal pot upside down on his head. When Iwas awake, they began pushing Zhou and
his wife into the street for demonstration. Isaw Zhou and his wife wearing urinal pots.
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They were asked to hit the pot saying aloud, "I am anti-revolutionary. Iam the son of the
landlord".

We young children all followed them to join in the fun. At that moment I

envied older students, who were RED GUARDS.

They could do many things that we

younger ones couldn't. Iwanted to grow up faster. (c 1, sli)

12. Distributed propaganda sheets
There were many opportunities during the Cultural Revolution but Iwas too young
to try them.

Once we were encouraged by aRed Guard to distribute the propaganda

sheets in the streets. We bid the sheets inside our cap. When we got on the street, we
took the cap out, the sheets spread everywhere. It was so exciting that Ifelt involved in
the revolution.

However, Iwas quite frightened afterwards.

Idared not to tell my

parents what Idid. (ci, s12)

13. New math teacher
In Grade 3, we had atemporary math teacher, who had just finished high school.
She was not experienced in teaching and was very shy. Two boys and Idecided to test
her. We studied the math textbook by ourselves before the class, then asked her questions
in the class.
answer.

We were able to make some difficult questions that she was not able to

We also suggested to other students that they question her too.

We were

successful. The teacher had no way to deal with us but cried. Finally we all got the best
marks in the class.
Revolution. (ci, s13)

Anyway, this kind of thing was not allowed before the Cultural
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14. "Iffather is a hero, his son will be a hero too."
My parents were not titled as anti-revolutionary in the Cultural Revolution, because
they both were from very poor peasant families.

However, there were many children

suffering from their parents' political problems. During the Cultural Revolution Iplayed
mainly with those children whose parents had no labels. The "black background children"
were isolated. They were looked down upon and treated badly by other children. Isaw
those "revolutionary" children putting their hands on a"black" child's head. Then they
said "one, two, three", they started beating the boy's head continuously. Iwas scared to
see this.
My mother had amental disease; as aresult some children looked down upon me.
Iremember once some kids wanted to beat me for no reason. An elder student came over
to protect me. He said my mother was from apoor peasant's family. "Our great leader
Chairman Mao used to say: Without peasants there was no revolution.

If someone

criticized peasants, he was criticizing the Chinese revolution. "The children who wanted
to beat me were afraid to be against Mao's teaching; they withdrew and never bothered
me again. Because Iwas apeasant's grandson, Iwould represent the revolution. (ci, s14)

15. A lucky generation
The Cultural Revolution was a fascinating time.

The Red Guards were a

generation of victims. My generation seemed to be alucky one. We had some traditional
education before the Cultural Revolution.

Although the Cultural Revolution was

attractive, we were too young to be really involved with the revolutionary actions. The
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Red Guards went through all kinds of difficulties in their lives. Most of them spent their
best time in fighting or farming. They are regarded as alost generation. However, if I
had been ateenager during the Cultural Revolution Iam sure Iwould have been an active
Red Guard. (ci, s15)

16. Chairman Mao 's children
Iwas born in the time that Mao was the greatest person in the country. When I
was ayoung child, my father asked me to memorize Mao's quotations.

There were

Mao's pictures and books at home.
Chairman Mao was the most powerful person in my childhood. Inever dared to
think anything wrong about him, even till today.
contributions to the Chinese people.

He was the person who made great

His words had more meaning for children than

teachers' and parents' words. Irespected Mao from my heart in my childhood. Iused
to go into the room and kneel in front of Mao's picture to pray in order to get Mao's
support.

Our children's promises were all made for Mao.

something, Iswore to Mao in front of his picture.

When Iwanted to do

Then Iwould think Ihad Mao to

guarantee my behaviour and success. There was arule that anything we said to Mao had
to be real and the truth. No lies were to be told to Mao. In my childhood, the thing I
most wanted was to go to Beijing to see Chairman Mao. (ci, s16)

17. Sticks produce good sons
When Idid something wrong at home, Iwas punished; most time Iwas beaten by
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my father.

It seemed to be that my generation of Chinese children went through their

childhood with parents' bamboo sticks or shoes as well as criticisms. My father had a
small bamboo stick with which he used to beat me. Iremember that when the stick hit
my legs, it caused many red swellings. My mother liked to slap my face when she was
angry.

They beat me because Idid something wrong such as not obeying them, or

escaping from school, and sometimes because they were not happy themselves.

Iwas

used to that situation when Iwas very young.
Ialways thought that Imust have done something wrong and tried very hard to
understand why my parents beat me and what Idid wrong.

However, Inever got an

answer. Father thought if he didn't beat me Iwould not listen to him. Beating was one
of the educational tools at that time. Ibegan to question it myself why parents could beat
(punish) children. Ihad this thought probably when Iwas in Grade 1. Iremember once
when father was about to beat me, Iran away from home and walked along ariver bank
by myself. Itried very hard to understand this matter. (ci, s17)

18. Idreamed to have some children's books at home
Idon't remember having read any books when Iwas achild. There seemed to be
no books to read during my childhood except Mao's works.

Inever had a chance to

come across any fairy tales and children's literature before I went to school.

My

childhood lacked imagination and creativity.
In my childhood, Chinese textbooks were the only source of stories. Iloved them
alot and would never forget the stories Ilearned from these books, such as "The wolf is
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coming", "Caocong weighed the elephant", "Kongrong yields the big pears", "Sima Guong
broke the water jar", "The blind touches the elephant", and "The bird drinks water", etc.
An enjoyable thing to do was to go through all the stories in Chinese textbooks when the
new term started. Usually on the first day Icould have done the whole book.
Inever read any poetry in my childhood. Ididn't recite Tang poems (the popular
Chinese poetry from AD 618-907) as some other children did.

My parents were very

strict and formal in terms of following political rules. They didn't allow me to read any
"restricted" books. Fairy tales and Tang poems were regarded as Feudal and Capitalist
stuff in the Cultural Revolution. Idreamed of having some children's books at home that
Icould read. One day Isearched everywhere at home and found two books: "The Song
of Eoyanghai" and "How is Steel Melted" which were revolutionary novels and had not
been sold or burnt by my parents yet. Iread each of them at least six times. Although
Iread very little in my childhood, the Cultural Revolution trained me to survive. (c 1, s18)

19. Influential things
Two things influenced my childhood significantly.
children who were from rich families.

The first thing was those

In their lives there were many things, such as

books, clothes, and foods, which Icould never dream about.
foreign novel Iread was "The Fly", a Soviet novel.

For example, the first

Iborrowed it from Zhiming, the

richest child in my school. Idiscovered and tasted cake for the first time in my life with
his family too. He often had some new and strange things to show us. We envied him
and sometimes hated him, especially when he kicked us with his leather shoes.
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The second influence was from the son of my school principal.

He was eight

years older than me and was aRed Guard leader who used to lead students' battles. His
father was an old revolutionary. One day Iwent to his house to visit his mother, and his
sister told me not to play with him because he had become abad guy. Iopened his door
and found he was drinking and listening to music inside. During the Cultural Revolution
drinking was not encouraged and teenage drinking would be regarded as seriously
breaking the rules. Iwas scared. However, he asked me to come in and let me listen to
music with him. He said he would teach me something. After that he began lending me
some "yellow" (i.e. bad) books to read, such as "Red and Black". Ireally thanked him
for leading me into aworld in which Ihad achance to learn and to discover things. Ifell
in love with these books. Ialso had wine in his room; that was the first time Idrank.
My mother found Iwas reading "restricted books" and took me to see the principal. She
asked the principal to punish her son for politically poisoning me. He became very quiet
and passive during the later part of the Cultural Revolution. Ihappened to see him before
Ileft China for Canada. We went to drink and to listen to music together. We talked
about the past.

Iremember him because he gave me a lot in my life.

However, he

probably didn't realize it. (ci, s19)

'20. Housework, spare time
Istarted doing housework when Iwas in Grade 1. Icooked for my younger sister
and washed my own clothes. Ialso did house cleaning every week. Ifelt Ihad aduty
to do this work because my mother was always sick. Icared for her and about being a
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good child. Actually, Ihad some spare time at that time, for example, Iwas allowed to
go outside for fresh air after supper.

Usually we children went together, chatting.

Sometimes we took awalk along the streets, but not far from home. We passed news and
stories we heard to each other, such as ghost stories. Once one of my friends stole two
cigarettes and we tried them. (ci, s20)

21. Iwanted to join the Army
Ididn't have any models in my childhood and Idon't have any now either. The
only thing Idreamed about was to join the People's Liberation Army.

Ithought that

army soldiers were heroes. Therefore, to wear an army uniform was an attraction. One
day some friends and Iborrowed an army uniform and took turns wearing it along the
streets. The uniform was too big to make us look like the real soldier. But, we tried to
do things that could make us look like asoldier. For example, Ihelped an old lady to
get on the bus and really appreciated hearing someone say "thank you" to me because I
felt good. (ci, s21)

22. The countryside

-

a city boy's funny things

Iwas born in the countryside. When Iwas three my family moved to the city.
After that the first time Iwent back to visit my birth place, my grandparents' hometown,
was when Iwas eight years old.
The countryside was fantastic; everything was new and fresh. The country people
also treated me differently.

I remember how my grandpa introduced me to his
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neighbours: "He is from the city."

Something Istill can recall is that most country

children laughed at me. They thought Iwas quite stupid because Icouldn't distinguish
grass and rice seedlings. Another reason they laughed at me was because Iwas afraid of
dogs.

Every time Isaw or heard adog, Istood still waiting for "rescue".

However, I

liked cows; Ioften pulled cows' tails, which was athing that the country boys never did.
All of these caused laughter. All the families in the village knew what Idid there. They
all talked about this "city boy's funny things". Even after 15 years, when Iwent back to
the country again, the old farmers still recalled my stories to their grandchildren and to
me.

Iwas famous in the country because Iwas a city boy who didn't know country

things.
In the late 1960's, Ioften went back to my grandparents' hometown during Spring
festivals. Although the countryside was very poor at the time, farmers had salted meat,
fish and dried vegetables, and fruits which they had saved for a whole year for the
Festival because the Spring Festival was an important part of their lives. Iwent back to
lao jia (my grandparents' hometown) for special treats. Ilike the countryside very much.
Ialways have afeeling that Iwas from there. My roots were there and Ibelong there.
This was one of the reasons why Iwent to work in the country for nine years after I
graduated from the University in 1982. Iwanted to do something for the country people.
(ci, s22)

23. Always a winner in the country
Ispent some summers in the country and was always awinner in any kind of
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situations and battles. Every time Ihad fights with farmers' children, they would be told,
"Don't fight with H, he is from the city". The children would stop fighting with me and
Ibecame awinner. "Cityzai" (city child) seemed to be avery powerful term in country
people's minds.
Once Iwent to afriend's house to play acard game. They had just got aset of
new cards and it was very hard to get any card games in the country at that time. At the
end of agame, Ihad asmall card which would lead me to lose the game, so Ihid it
inside my pants.

When they shuffled the cards, they found there was acard missing.

Everyone was worried about the lost card and tried very hard to find it.

Of course,

nobody could find it. My friend's parents came over to help. They checked each boy's
pockets except mine. They said that H was from the city, how could he steal this kind of
card!

It was horrible that my friend was beaten by his parents and Iwatched it. Ifelt

terribly sorry for what happened, but Iwas not brave enough to acknowledge what Ihad
done. Ileft their house early. Before Ileft Iwent to the bathroom and put the card on
the table there. Ididn't know what they thought about me when they found the card. (ci,
s23)

2. Teller 2
24. A boy who interrupted the play
Iwas born in asmall county town. My father was amusic teacher and school
administrator in the local normal school. He was agood playwright and had written and
directed many plays. Father was arespected teacher among students and teachers, and
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awell known actor in the county.

Once he played a grandpa in an opera and Iwas

allowed to watch him from the back stage.

When Iheard the actor called him BaBa

(father), Iran into the stage yelling aloud, "He is not your BaBa, he is my BaBa".

It

caused much laughter from the audience. My father continued leading the play, he said
to me: "I am your grandBaBa, he is your BaBa". There was another outburst of laughter.
Ibecame famous in the county because of this. (c2, s24)

25. Took a chair to go to school
In the country children started school at seven years of age. When Iwas six, I
asked my mom to take me to school.

Ididn't know what it was like in school, but I

knew when achild would learn something there. My mother could not refuse my request
to go to school, so she took me to see the principal. We were told that there was no extra
seat in the grade 1classroom. Itold the principal Ididn't care that Iwould not have my
own chair because I could bring one myself if they would let me in.

Perhaps my

willingness and desire affected the principal, Iwas allowed to take achair to sit between
two desks in the Grade 1classroom. Ibecame aschool student. Some classmates looked
down upon me at first because Iwas the youngest and physically very small. However,
it did not last long, because Ibecame the best student in class. Nobody would look down
on me any more. (c2, s25)

26. Xia beat the teacher
Xia was my schoolmate who was 15 or 16 years old.

Ithink he probably had
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stayed in Grades 1, 2 and 3for eight years. Xia was from avery poor family in which
there were five children. His father was in jail and his mother had no regular jobs. The
reason he couldn't move up through the grades was because he often skipped classes and
failed tests.

Once he told me that he had to spend a certain number of hours a day

finding things to feed his younger sisters and brothers, so he didn't have time to do
homework or read books. Most teachers in the school looked down upon him and didn't
like him at all, especially our classroom teacher Wang. When the Cultural Revolution
started, Xia was excited indeed and became active. The first thing he did was to criticize
our classroom teacher, who at the time was seven-months pregnant.

Some Red Guards

took Wang out of our classroom to criticize her because she was born in arich peasant
family. Xia joined the Red Guards when they cut Wang's beautiful braids and shaved a
cross in her hair. What Iremember most clearly was that Xia put abig wooden poster
on Teacher Wang's tummy. Then the Red Guards took her to the streets. My mother
told me that Teacher Wang couldn't stand these physical and mental sufferings and had
an earlier labour. One of her twins died. This was agreat shock to me at that time.
Ididn't understand why the Red Guards treated teachers like that.

Some of the

things Iheard them say were: "this is arevolutionary time, everyone can do whatever
he/she wants", "teachers are too strict, if we don't do something to them right now we
will lose the opportunity", Ibelieved that some students beat teachers because of previous
conflicts they had with teachers. The Cultural Revolution created possibilities for those
students who used to be "bad" students before the revolution. (c2, s26).
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27. "The son of the landlord"
When I was in Grade 2, the Cultural Revolution started.

It influenced me

significantly. My father was criticized in the Cultural Revolution because he was born
in alandlord's family. He was called "The son of the Landlord" by the Red Guards. He
was sent to aremote mountain area to do labour work for eight years. Ihardly saw him
and seemed not to remember his face during those years.

We children lived with my

mother and grandma in the town.
One day, before my father was sent away, Iattended a"thousand-people criticism"
meeting. Iwent there because Iwas curious about what was going on. However, Inever
would have expected that Iwould see my father among the people who were the targets
to be criticized. My father and other criticized "targets" all wore tall paper hats (worn as
a sign of humiliation).

Isaw the magistrate of the county forced to kneel on glass

splinters and his knees were bleeding. My father was forced to kneel on broken rocks and
Isaw his face in aterrible shape. Iwas terrified by what Isaw and wanted to cry. After
the meeting one classmate suggested to me that Ishould end my relationship with my
father because he was "counter-revolutionary".
loved and respected my father.

Icould not think of doing it because I

Ididn't believe what other people said about him.

However, after that Ibegan feeling remote from my father.

Ididn't hate him, Ijust

didn't know what to do.
Ihate the Cultural Revolution because it destroyed my peaceful family life and
childhood.

All my memories about the Cultural Revolution were full of awful fights,

cheats and hurts. Ihurt others and was hurt by others. The Cultural Revolution seemed
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to be abig mess in which every one hated and hurt each other. As acomparison Ireally
missed the life before the Cultural Revolution which was agolden time. Everything was
so beautiful and peaceful. Ihave not had this kind of life since then. (c2, s27)

28. Ilearned to be upright
In order to avoid the Cultural Revolution's influence on us children, my parents
sent my brother and me to my grandma's in the countryside. My grandma's house was
next to agrain storage. There was often grain scattered on the ground during the harvest
season.

Since there was shortage of food at the time, many people came to the storage

to collect the scattered grain for their family meals. My parents did not allow my brother
and me to do this. They said to us that grain was the country's property. It was not right
to take it for personal use. They were very strict on this matter. Under their influence,
my brother and Ioften went to the storage to help workers to clean the ground and put
the collected grain into abag. We saved alot of grain for the country. Iwas very proud
of myself for doing this.
My grandma's living condition was very poor. Sometimes we had two light meals
aday because there was not enough food at home.

One day, aneighbour came asking

for help. She ran out of her food and had ababy to feed. My grandma gave her all our
saved grain without say anything.

When the lady left, she told us that in any difficult

situation we should think of others before ourselves.
great and decided to learn from her. (c2, s28)

Ithought that my grandma was
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3. Teller 3
29. Kindergarten was my home
My mother was a kindergarten director and my father an Army officer who
travelled alot. Our family lived in the kindergarten yard. My childhood was mostly in
the collective rather than at home.

Ihad afeeling for along time that Ibelonged to

kindergarten rather than my family. Since father was out most the time, Ididn't have an
impression of him. Father did not become aresidential member of the family until Iwas
five or six years old.
Ihave pleasant memories about my kindergarten. Ilived, ate, and played there
and teachers looked after me in every aspect of my life. We were allowed to go home
only during weekends. However, for me, going home didn't make any difference from
being in kindergarten. My home was kindergarten. Inever had any fear or worry during
that time. (6, s29)

30. Reaching ears from the back as a test for entering school
When Iwas six, Istarted elementary school.
country school.

It was two miles away from home.

The first school Iwent to was a
The most interesting thing about

entering school was the test Itook. To be able to enter this country school, achild had
to be able to use his/her left and right hands reaching the opposite ear from the back,
which indicated he/she was physically big enough to take school work. Ipassed the test.
In the school along piece of wood was used as the desk. Ihad to take asmall chair from
home by myself to sit on in school. Istayed in this school for ayear and in the second
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year father's workplace opened its own school. (6, s30)

31. An Army-attached school
The new school was an Army-attached boarding school. We resided there from
Monday to Saturday.

A main feature of this school was its highly organized structure.

Everything was well organized there.

The children were encouraged to not only look

after themselves but also to help each other.

We soon developed an independent life

style. We dealt with our own business; of course, everything was under supervision of
teachers. At that time, we enjoyed competitions in every aspect in school. We competed
for merits against each other. We knew who was good at math, who was good at writing
among our friends.
On the other hand, there were strict regulations in school which everyone had to
follow without question. We ate the same food and practised the same disciplines. The
school was just like an Army organization, in which there was equality for everybody but
no choice. For example, when we had ameal, we had to eat. We could eat just abite
if we didn't want it, but we had to eat some. If we ate nothing, we would be punished.
That was the rule. All our classwork and homework followed the same rule. (6, s3 1)

32. Everyone was equal in school
In our Army-attached school, there were the general's children as well as the
cook's children. However, everyone was treated equally. Once two new school-mates,
who were from Beijing, showed asense of superiority to us. They looked down on us
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because we were in the country, but they didn't have status in the school- at all. After two
months, they changed and begged to become part of our collective. That was very funny.
We didn't care where our classmates were from or who their parents were. If one was in
our collective, he/she must become an equal member. There was no superior or inferior
among us. We thought that it was Socialism.
The Chinese seem to have a kind of cement in their cultural tradition.
based on the belief that the big nations gobbled up small nations in history.

It was

Actually,

under the influence of this culture, we learned and formed our life concepts and habits,
which eliminated differences among individuals. (6, s32)

33. Irespected male teachers
Irespected male teachers. Ifelt that amale teacher was more open-minded and
knowledgable than a female teacher.

They had strong personalities. Whereas female

teachers seemed to pay more attention to small things, especially to us boys.
My best teacher used to be an Army officer.

He was very good at organizing

boys' games. He had good muscles and often took us to the mountains and rivers hiking
and fishing. He taught us how to be astrong boy in arough situation. Anyway, he was
our hero. We were attracted to him. He was areal character.
In Kunming school, our classroom teacher again was amale.

He was another

character: strong, critical, and strict. Ilearned alot from him. He was agood teacher.
He knew everything and used the best teaching methods.

We all enjoyed his classes

which were so rich and filled with knowledge that we often forgot time's passing. He
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paid attention to each student.

He taught according to the individual students' pace.

Under his teaching Ihad the most successful school years in my life. In the composition
class, he gave us topics but never asked us to follow the same way and the same style of
thinking and writing. He asked for free style based on facts. This was not common in the
1960's, because at that time, all students had to follow the same way of thinking.
One day this teacher organized our class to go to the mountains to catch feelings
and thoughts for writing an essay. Ihappened to be sick on that day. Iwas very sad that
Icouldn't go with the class.

Iwent to school in the morning to ask for aday off.

I

wrote my real feeling of that moment in my essay: "In the morning, Icame back from
school.

Istepped on my shadows all the way home."

My writing was honoured in

school. What Iwrote was the real feeling Ihad on that day. The school was in the East.
When Iwent to school asking for leave, Iwas facing the sun, while when Icame home,
the sun was at my back. Anyway, facing and backing the sun implied my real feeling.
Iwas sad and alone with my shadow. Iwas grateful to this teacher who let me capture
and experience my real feelings.
During the Cultural Revolution, this teacher was criticized because of his free
teaching style and his strong personality.
educated.

He was sent to the countryside to be re-

We still kept in touch with him and went down to the country to visit him

almost every weekend. We went fishing and hunting together. He was not only ateacher
but also afriend. (6, s33)
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34. The teacher cried
Once Iwas punished by the classroom teacher and wanted to make areprisal
against her.

One day three friends and Itold the class before the teacher arrived that

there were ghosts in the classroom. All the students ran out, then we kept the door half
open and put a pot of water and apot of sand on the top between the door and the
doorframe. The teacher came and found that all the students were outside.

She asked

what was going on. We told her there were ghosts in the classroom. She didn't believe
it and pushed the door in. The water and sand fell all over her. We four boys hid behind
the trees laughing. The teacher ran into the classroom and cried. Then, the principal came
and asked who was responsible for this. But, nobody answered. The principal got very
angry and said if nobody acknowledged his terrible mistake, the whole class would be
punished. It was just at that moment Ifelt Ihad responsibility for this because Ididn't
want all the classmates involved. Ithought Iwould be ahero if Imade astatement of
the mistake. Istood up and said "It was
all claimed "It was me!

"

.

The other three children stood up too. We

We were given adisciplinary warning and our parents were

called to school. My mom came and took me home.
at me.

She was very angry and shouted

Iwas lucky that my father was not home otherwise Iwould have been beaten

badly. (6, s34)

35. Make fun with girls
We liked to catch frogs or toads, and then put them into girls' school beds, or even
in their quilts. We laughed when we saw they were frightened and ran away. We were
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just boys and liked to make fun with girls, but we didn't want to hurt them at all.
There was a new female student in the higher class who looked strong and
powerful, and she always wanted to give orders to us boys. My friends and Itried very
hard to find ways to outsmart her. We thought about beating her and even tried, but we
were physically too small to succeed. Finally we had agood idea; we hid in the dark
pretending to be ghosts because we heard that she was afraid of ghosts.

She was

frightened by our show, but when she knew that the ghosts were us, she fought back. We
lost again. (6, s35)

36. My family's value: to be a human with respect
My father often said to us that the society was ahuman society. Therefore, if a
man didn't have humanity, he was not areal man.

He also told us to respect and be

polite to others. He thought this was the principle of being ahuman. Being polite and
respectful to others are two of the ways to be successful. He taught us to be proud of
ourselves and also of others. There was afamily rule: don't hit other children. Mother
said if other kids hit me first, Iwas supposed to tell the teacher rather than fighting back.
In fact, my parents didn't put their values in words very much. They did more
than .what they said. My mother was an open-minded person who didn't care how her
children were. Iwent abroad for four years and she didn't write me asingle word but
Ilove her. It was because of her open-mindedness, Icould play with friends, Icould do
many things that father never allowed me to do. (6, s36)
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37. Father was only beaten twice by his teachers
My parents required me to study well. Father used to tell me that when he was
in school, he had been only beaten twice by his teacher.
student.

It meant that he was agood

When father was in a good mood, he would sit with me to go through my

homework or awards papers. He wrote Chinese characters in agood hand. He was proud
of himself because of that.

Ihad afeeling that he would not let me be less than him.

Of course Ithought Iwould go beyond him in my study. (6, s37)

38. Icooked for the family when Iwas eight
When Iwas eight years old, my family moved to the city. In order to get ajob
in the city, my mother went back to school. She was too busy to take care of the family.
At the beginning my father couldn't get used to the new situation; he became crude and
often lost his temper.

He often beat us for no reason.

Iwas the oldest child in the

family, so Ibegan to take care of my younger sisters and brothers. Everyday after school
Icame home to prepare for supper.

At that time, there was no electricity or gas with

which to cook. We used wood and coal. Iwas too young to control the fire, so it was
often that either Icouldn't light the fire or Iburned the rice. Father beat me whenever
Imade this mistake. Ireally felt life was very hard. Ididn't have free time to play and
was being punished all the time. This kind of life lasted about ayear. (6, s38)

39. My father was arrested
When the Cultural Revolution started, my father was arrested. He was criticized
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for being acounter-revolutionary in his workplace. After two weeks he came home; we
couldn't recognize him.

His hair turned from black to grey entirely.

Since then his

temper became more irascible. He didn't come home often, but when he was home, he
would just sit and sigh. We children were terribly frightened when father was home. We
hid in the room and did not dare make any noise.

Soon father was arrested again.

During the Cultural Revolution a father's "political" problem impacted on his
children's schooling.

In order to keep my family safe, my mother went to seek refuge

from the revolutionary team (rebels).

As aresult we were allowed to stay in the city.

However, life became harder and harder. There was not enough food to eat at home. We
children had to take overnight lines twice amonth to buy apiece of meat or rice. During
that time our parents were both away and we took care of ourselves.
Father came home after a year under arrest and hid himself from the public.
However, one day he went to the street and was taken away by rebels again. We were
called to send food to him everyday after he had disappeared for two weeks. This became
my duty because Iwas the. oldest son in the family.

Iremember during that period,

everyday after school Iwould come home and cook, then Iwould ride on the bike for an
hour to get to his jail place. It was very hard for me. Every time Ipassed by the rebels'
dormitory, the kids and adults of the rebels shouted and threw stones at me. Ipersisted
in doing this for half ayear. But Iwas only allowed to see my father once during that
time.
Ireally couldn't stand this kind of life any more.

Some close friends, who had

the same family problems as mine, and Idecided to make achange in our lives. We
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applied to be "self-reformed", that was to leave family and stay with working class people
in order to get our brain cleaned. We were accepted by afarm institution. We were very
happy to move there and work in the fields as hard as we could. The field work was very
hard for us, but we enjoyed being there because we were equal and not inferior to others.
There was no class struggle or cheating on the farm. However, it lasted less than amonth
when the farm institution was no longer allowed to have us because they were informed
that we were from "black" family backgrounds. When Imoved back home Ifound that
father was back too. He suffered aserious illness from the bad treatment of the rebels.
He couldn't walk and lay on the bed all day. He seemed to be nicer to us at that time.
Ioften recall my childhood.
always the best student in class.

Although Isuffered alot, Istill enjoyed it. Iwas

Iwas awarded all kinds of honours in school.

My

family was proud of me. Since Ihad abitter lived experience in my childhood, Ilove
working class people because Iknow what they contributed to my life.

Ididn't have

much care from my father since Iwas eight. Because he suffered too much during the
Cultural Revolution, Idon't blame him. Iwas protected by many good people. When
Iwas 15, Ijoined the Army. Iwanted to be arevolutionary and Ihad to do so. (6, s39)

40. Listening to the radio- my early reading
Idon't remember at what age Istarted reading.

My reading habit started from

listening to radio. Listening to radio was aunique experience in my childhood. When
Iwas six, the Army dormitory area had a radio network setup.

There were routine

broadcasts and entertainment programs on everyday. The radio was also on Sunday for
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the whole day. At that time, we did not have aradio set at home. There were only two
speakers in the kindergarten yard. One of them was close to my home. Ilistened to all
the programs everyday. Sometimes Ilistened to the radio programs for 6to 8hours aday.
It was quite difficult for me to persist doing it everyday because Ihad to go outside,
standing under a tree to listen. However, Idid it.

When it was raining, Iused an

umbrella. When it was cold, Iwore alot of clothes. Inever missed aprogram on the
radio. Idid this for two whole years. My parents were affected by what Ihad done and
bought me aradio set. My persistence in listening to the radio had an influence on all
the kindergarten staff and children.

The teachers considered that Iwas different from

other children. Ialso gained areputation among the children. My habit of listening to
the radio influenced my younger sisters and brothers as well.

It resulted in aregular

family gathering to listen to the radio every evening.
Iwould say that most of what Ilearned in my childhood was from listening to the
radio. Iloved radio. Ilistened and dreamed about it. Many of my childhood dreams were
realized during my listening to the radio. At that time, most children did what they were
asked to do in school and at home.

Ihad my world that was radio and the more I

listened, the more Iwanted to learn. There were very few books available at home and
in school. As aconsequence Idid not read much in my childhood. (6, s40)

41. Fear of ghost stories
I heard many ghost stories.
children.

Most ghost stories were passed around among

The teachers never told ghost stories to us.

My elementary school was
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residential.

We children spent many evenings talking about ghosts. When the evening

teacher left, we got up, gathering on several beds.

We started telling ghosts stories to

each other. It was scary. Often after telling ghost stories we feared to go back to our own
beds to sleep. However, the most frightening moment was not the ghost coming but the
teacher coming to check us.
pretended to be sound asleep.

At that moment we all ran back to our own beds and
The teacher seemed to be more powerful than ghosts.

Although there were more than 30 boys in abig room, Ioften felt insecurity. Ioften saw
aghost shadow in the window during the nap time.
The fear of ghosts was akind of infectious phenomenon in children.

Although

none of us had ever seen ghosts or could explain what aghost was like, everyone was
afraid of ghosts. During the daytime, we talked about ghosts in an excited spirit, but in
the evening, we were all frightened and restless when we thought about ghosts. Anyway,
ghosts were with me for quite along time in my childhood. Sometimes Icalled all kinds
of unknown or new things ghosts. (6, s41)

4. Teller 4
42. What happened in my family
When the Cultural Revolution started in 1966, Ibegan remembering things and
was not yet in school. My parents were both teachers in a commune.

Teachers were

regarded as the first target to be criticized at that time. One day my parents were called
to have ameeting in the Commune and they were kept there for three months. We didn't
know what happened to them and were not allowed to see them. Iwas five and my sister
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was one and ahalf years old at the time. Iremember that she cried constantly for mom's
milk and we couldn't help her.
Since our parents were away, grandma was the only relative we had and she took
care of us. Iremember that many times grandma took us for awalk, and when we were
asked where our parents were we would cry together. It was avery painful experience.
One day, my grandmother, a foot-bound old lady, walked 30 miles to go to see my
parents. However, she was not allowed to see them. Three months after, my parents were
released. They told us that there were no human rights in the commune. Those people
were like animals.

My parents didn't say much about what happened to them.

Then

some government documents appeared which stated the class struggle was too extreme in
schools, so my parents went back to school to teach. (c4, s42)

43. The Cultural Revolution took place in school
In 1967, Iwent to my parents' school to visit.
The Cultural Revolution was very strong at the time.

Istayed with them for aweek.
In school students criticized

teachers and said teachers were the followers of capitalism. One day, some students were
going to take my father to acriticism meeting. Iheard the news from other teachers and
tried very hard to act brave in front of father. Ididn't want him to know that Iknew he
was criticized. Iwas very sad and scared about that. Finally the meeting did not take
place, but the experience left akind of bitter feeling in my heart. Another day, some
students came to our house (only aroom) and smashed all the furniture and window glass;
at that time my parents were not at home. My sister and Iwatched what happened and
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we were so frightened that we cried aloud.

We thought we were going to be killed.

However, my parents never explained to us why the students did this to us. They might
think that we were too young to be able to understand it.

Anyway, these experiences

made my childhood very traumatic. We were not safe.
When Istarted school in 1968, my parents went to another town to teach.

My

younger sister and Iwent to the countryside to stay with our grandmother. Our parents
came home to see us only during weekends.

Sometimes they let my sister and me take

turns visiting them for several days in their town where they worked.

That was the

special treat we were given in our childhood.
In 1971, the provincial government issued anew policy for teachers in which it
suggested sending them to the countryside to be re-educated. My parents were sent back
to grandmother's village and became peasants working in the field. However, my father
was asked by local peasants to teach after one year working in the field because there
were not enough teachers in the village. My mother didn't go back to teach; instead she
had ababy boy.
The Cultural Revolution was also having a serious impact in the countryside.
There were criticism meetings held in the commune. The cadres were called to go to the
meeting to be criticized. Iremember once Iwent to ameeting. Isaw some Red Guards
beat the cadres badly. Isaw blood and was terribly frightened. After amonth criticizing
the cadres, teachers were criticized.

Father was accused of not being active in the

Cultural Revolution. Later he was called the 'son of the landlord', although he was not
from alandlord family. (c4, s43)
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44. A boy

-

hope of country people's life

One year of country life made my parents think that they needed aboy to help
them with future field work. When Iwas nine years old, Ihad ababy brother. During
the Cultural Revolution, the population was increasing like mushrooms. Especially in the
countryside, people wondered about the future. A son would be considered as ahope for
the family.

Mother stayed in the country for seven years.

back to teach by the local government.

Then she was called to go

She was assigned to teach in aremote school.

She and father came home only during the weekends again. (c4, s44)

45. Ally parents' books
One of my parents' hobbies was collecting books.

Books were like their lives.

My parents also liked to buy books for us children. There were some children's books
at home.

During those days, most parents didn't buy books for children because the

books were far more expensive than they could afford. My parents saved money from
their daily expenditure. We had the story of Lei Feng, The Korean War, The Vietnam
War, etc. Those books were all very politically oriented. Inever heard or read any fairy
tales in my childhood. However, the Cultural Revolution destroyed my parents' books
because many of their books were regarded as Four Olds: Old Culture, Old Tradition, Old
Ideology, Old Customs which were the main target to be smashed during that time. We
were ordered to destroy them. Iremember we burned all the books by using them as fuel
to cook meals for awhole week. (c4, s45)
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46. Being hot is better than being cold
Iwas brought up by my grandmother. My grandma never beat us, but she was
avery seriously traditional person.
though it was ahot day.

She liked to put alot of warm clothes on us, even

Ireally hated sweating inside my cotton winter clothes in the

late Spring. However, grandma said, "being hot is better than being cold". She never let
us take some clothes off when we felt hot. Iwas going to go against her once, but when
Isaw her face, Igave up. Icouldn't disobey her.

She was my grandmother. Ihad to

obey her whether she was right or wrong.
Irarely disobeyed my grandma and parents. Iwas always an obedient child to my
family.

Sometimes Ifelt that they were wrong to criticize me, but Idared not say

anything.

In my childhood, parents were absolute authority.

There was no room for

children at home to show their desires and disagreements. (c4, s46)

47. Heavy family responsibility
Istarted helping my family when Iwas five. My parents worked far away and
came back only during the weekends. Grandma was an old lady with bound feet and had
to take care of my younger sister and brother. There was aneed for alabourer at home.
Itook this responsibility.

Icut grass to feed pigs.

Iworked in the family vegetable

garden. Igathered wood for the cooking fire. All the spare time of my childhood was
used to help my family. Sometimes Istarted working in the early morning and finished
working when the sun went down. There were countless things to take care of. Iwas
really tired and busy.
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Iwanted our vegetable garden to be as good as others. Icomplained in my heart
that my parents didn't do enough in the garden. Once Idecided to work on my own to
make the garden better. Iworked for awhole week and finally was lying in bed. Ieven
couldn't stand up. Iwas only six at that time. Iwas doing adults' work. Nowadays, I
often think that my health was damaged in my childhood. Iremember one day Iwas too
tired to go to work.

Grandma said to me, "It was about finished, be strong, you will

make it." Iwent on. It was very sad.
There was aneighbour girl, who was my age and much stronger than me. She had
abig family: several big brothers. She was never asked to work for her family. Ireally
envied her. Ihad

to

take the responsibilities of my family. (c4, s47)

48. Little family labourer
We had two pigs which were our family's treasure. While grandmother looked
after my sister and my brother at home, Ihad to go to cut grass for pigs.

Idid this

housework everyday after school because grandma couldn't walk long distances with her
pair of tiny feet. If Idid not go to cut grass everyday, our pigs would have nothings to
eat. Idid an awful lot of housework to help my family when Iwas young. Ipersisted
in cutting grass by myself everyday in avalley which was two miles away. Sometimes
the sunshine nearly killed me. Ihad to lie on the river side to get cool. Sometimes Iwas
in thunderstorms with nowhere to hide. Icried aloud to myself, but Inever let grandma
see my tears.
Iwas considered as a "good character" student in the school. Iwas helping my
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family, therefore, Iwas afamous good child in the village. (c4, s48)

49. Influence of Confucian hometown
My grandma's home was close to Confucius' hometown. Therefore, Confucianism
had aprofound influence there. Human relationship was emphasized in the village. A
moral network formed which restricted people's behaviours and words.

For example,

Confucius said, "man and woman should be separate". There was aclear dividing line
between boys and girls. We never played together. Boys always showed that they were
superior to us girls, and they didn't respect girls at all. They said that girls were useless
to the family because they would be married out when they grew up. Iwas the best in
study in the class, but the boys couldn't stand for it.

Some of them yelled at me, "A

woman would be virtuous only when she is not talented".
girls.

They said, "It is useless for you to study well.

marriage".

In school, boys laughed at

Your grades will not help your

Most of the girls gave up their study whenever there was difficulty.

didn't want hard work plus freezing irony and burning satire.
challenges.

They

Icouldn't stand boys'

That was why Iworked five times (even ten times) harder in the field in

order to meet their challenge. Iwanted to use my action to change boys' opinions about
girls. Iwas involved in all kinds of activities to show that Iwas able to do what aboy
could do. Ithank my grandma who didn't stop me doing this. (c4, s49)

50. "Outsiders"
There were three big families (surnames) in grandma's village.

Most of my
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schoolmates were from these families. These people had avery strong sense of family.
My grandma was not in these three families. Therefore, Iwas an outsider in the village.
My classmates were all cousins to one another. These families united together to fight
others.

Iwas always seen as different in their eyes and they picked holes in my

behaviour. Iput great effort in my work, but Istill couldn't be recognized by them. I
had afeeling of inferiority during my childhood.

It was with me throughout my life.

The only thing that made me feel comfort was that my grades were the best in class.
After school Ididn't have friends with whom to play. Ioften heard them saying "she is
an outsider." It hurt me alot. Icould never be the best in their eyes. Ialways had my
heart in my mouth while doing things. Iseemed to have no home. Icould be thrown out
anytime by the villagers.

Iwas often told, "you don't have apiece of land here, you

don't belong here". Iremember some of the local parents said to me, "If you dare fight
my children, we would throw you out of the village."

"You don't belong here."

However, my classroom teacher gave me alot of encouragement. He treated me
fairly because my study went very well. He set me as an example for others to learn in
the class, which made my heart balanced. This was one of the reasons Irespected my
teachers.
These childhood experiences significantly influenced my life. Icouldn't handle
friendship.

Iwas often contradictory when Imade friends.

Iwas afraid of not being

accepted because Iwas always excluded. In the meantime Ididn't trust friends. (c4, s50)
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51. The authoritarian teacher was the best teacher
My school was not far from Confucius' house; therefore, the teachers there all
carefully followed old traditions of education.

Iliked the teachers in my elementary

school though most of them were not "qualified" (i.e. they didn't have teaching degrees).
These teachers worked very hard. They loved students as Confucius suggested. During
the early Cultural Revolution, academic subjects were not allowed to be taught in the
school. However, many teachers still persisted in teaching academic subjects everyday.
They didn't care what the revolutionary people said.

These teachers considered that

teaching was to teach something to students.
There were two teachers in my life whom Irespected the most: aMath teacher and
a Chinese teacher.

They both were very serious and strict.

In Chinese eyes, an

authoritative teacher was the best teacher. Students were often punished in school. If one
was late for school, or didn't complete homework, he/she would be punished by having
to stand in the corner. Idon't remember how long it was because Iwas never punished.
Unfortunately, these two teacher were criticized by the Red Guards because of their
Confucian way of teaching.
There was aselecting system in school. We not only selected the best students
but also the worst each week. The purpose was to make good students an example and
let bad students feel shame. In our school, to make students who exhibited bad behaviour
feel shame, was one of the ways to punish them. It was the worst punishment. (c4, s5 1)
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52. The younger one is, the more he/she obeys authority
In my childhood Iadored my parents very much, especially my father, because
they were teachers.

Father was very strict with us.

something, we all tried to obey him.

He didn't talk much.

If he said

Once father took me for awalk along the wheat

field. Ipicked some wheat heads with which to play. Father was very angry about what
Idid. He said to me that waste of wheat heads was waste of peasants' work. He was so
serious that Inever forget his words. However, father never beat us once.
When Iwas in elementary school and even high school, teachers were the absolute
authority in my life. Ithought that they knew everything. Ifollowed almost every single
word they asked me.

However, when Iwent to University, Ibegan to question the

authority of professors. Ihad several teachers whom Irespected in my school but none
in the Universities. (c4, s52)

5. Teller 5
53. A new life in kindergarten
Iwas born in Vietnam and moved back to Beijing, China, in the end of 1965. The
Cultural Revolution started the second year after my return.

My parents came back to

China for political reasons. As soon as my parents arrived in Beijing, they sent me to a
residential kindergarten immediately in order to work very hard through days and nights
for the revolution. They rarely spent time with my sister and me. They even didn't ask
us what happened in our new life.
Ididn't like my new kindergarten at all. Ifelt terribly lonely and insecure there,
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but my parents said to me, "It is OK to feel lonely in anew environment". Imissed my
kindergarten in Hanoi, where Ihad anice time. My grandma was always with me and
there were many toys and books in that kindergarten.
The teachers in this kindergarten were extremely strict and seemed never to have
smiling faces.

Iremember that there were many regulations to restrict children.

For

example, children must go to the washroom at the given time. If achild missed that time,
he/she was not allowed to go to the washroom between the breaks. It was very hard for
us young children, but we had to follow it. We were asked to go to bed at the same time
and no one was allowed to be awake when it was bed time. At that time, because Ijust
came from Vietnam and was not used to the new regulations, I couldn't stand the
regulations, Ibroke rules many times and was punished often.
Iate very slowly at home, but the kindergarten teacher did not wait for children
who ate slowly. My meals were taken away from me many times because the lunch time
was over.

After lunch it was free play time but Iwas not allowed to go out playing

because Iate too slowly.

Sometimes there were apples for snacks.

Since Iate too

slowly, Iwas not given any snacks. Iwas very angry about it. My parents didn't care
what happened to me in kindergarten, because their time was occupied by the
revolutionary cause. However, after several months in kindergarten Ichanged my eating
habits. Icould eat as fast as other children did. Father said that it was arevolutionary
change.
There were few activities in kindergarten.

It was so boring being there that I

escaped several times. At that time my parents didn't allow me to go home during the
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weekdays. So, actually Ihad no place to go. Iremember one day two other children and
Iended up in aconstruction place to sleep for the night. We were scared and finally gave
up when it was dark. We all went home. Anyway, when Igot home, Iwas immediately
sent back to kindergarten.
One day some Red Guards came into our classroom. They cut the teacher's long
braids which Idreamed of having myself. We children were terribly frightened by the
Red Guards' action. Ithink that Icould understand why teachers were not responsible
for children during that time because they even didn't know how to protect themselves.

54. The window of my parents' bedroom
In the kindergarten Islept by awindow from which Icould see the window of my
parents' bedroom. Since my parents were busy promoting the revolutionary cause, they
often kept me in kindergarten for weeks. Ireally missed them and wanted to go home.
During that time Ispent almost every evening in my bed watching the light from my
parents' bedroom window; when their lights went off, then Iwent to sleep. However, my
parents would never know what happened in my lonely childhood and never understand
what this experience meant to me in my early years. (6, s54)

55. They were involved in the Cultural Revolution
My parents were young (late 20's) when they came back to China. The Cultural
Revolution was akind of madness which involved all the young people. There were no
understandings and feelings of normalcy in the revolution. Everyone involved was crazy.
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At that time, politics was the centre of everything. There was no sense of family life in
the revolution.
My parents joined the Cultural Revolution with their whole hearts. My sister and
Iwere left out of their lives. Although Iused to be very much dependent upon them, I
had to change myself because of the situation. Ilived in the kindergarten. Ispent most
of my childhood with other kids whose parents did the same thing as my parents. Ididn't
feel any family warmness when Iwas little. Ithink that my parents now somewhat regret
what they did when we were young.
My poor health is probably related to my childhood. Ididn't have somebody to
take care of me. When Istarted school, Iwas so involved in playing that Ididn't have
time to eat meals.

My parents never asked whether Ihad had lunch or supper.

Their

minds were full of important stuff rather than achild's need. Being often starving caused
my poor health. Idon't know whether my parents recognized this problem. They were
just too pre-occupied with the revolution to be able to understand normal life. Ididn't
hate them but Ifelt sorry for them.
Ihad little contact with my parents when Iwas in school.

It was not until the

peak of the Cultural Revolution was over that my parents changed. Father watched Red
Guards beat people to death.

He began questioning what the Cultural Revolution was

about. He was no longer active in the revolution and began to pay alittle more attention
to family life. He was disappointed about what he dreamed about the revolution.
began to show sympathy for those who suffered in the revolution. (c5, s55)

He
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56. "Which grade are you in?"
There were few books at home. My parents didn't buy any children's books and
they never asked about our studies. There was ajoke. One day, father's friend came to
visit us.

They were conversing in the living room.

Uncle (we called father's friend

uncle) asked my father about my schooling, "What grade is Y in?" My father couldn't
answer it. He called me in and asked me which grade Iwas in. Iwas angry and could
not understand how my father didn't know my grade. That incident had agreat impact
on me. Isomewhat hated father because of that.
My mother spent more time with my sister and me than father did.

She often

taught us mathematics at home. Therefore, my sister and Iwere both good at math work
in school. However, mom was very busy. She went to work from 7am to 6pm and had
to cook for the family after work. Father rarely did any housework. He spent most of
his spare time reading. Ifeel sorry for my mom because she worked very hard at both
home and work at the time. (0, s56)

57. Being a classroom leader
On the first day in school, Ishared adesk with W who was much taller than me.
The teacher liked bigger kids so W was chosen to be the leader of the classroom.
However, W was too shy to speak aloud in the class. By chance, the teacher pointed me
to do it because Isat next to W. After that Iwas the classroom leader. This opportunity
had aprofound influence on my life.
When Istarted being aclassroom leader, Ithought that Ihad to be the best in the
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class. Idid what Icould to make sure that Iwas the best in every aspect. Sometimes I
think if the teacher hadn't pointed her finger at me that day, Imight have gone adifferent
road.

Imight have followed others. My life might have been very different.

Being a

leader in the classroom was the most important chance in my life. Iwas very grateful to
this teacher.

She changed my life.

Because Iwas aleader of the classroom, Ihad asense of responsibility.

Ifelt

authority, power and was motivated. If Idid not have the chance to be aleader, Iwould
be an ordinary child following the main trends.

Ihad good grades in all subjects and

worked very hard in labouring work, even though Iwas physically weak. Iwas awarded
red flowers for working hard. Iwas motivated to do everything and wanted to be the best
all the time.

Ireally enjoyed being what Iwas.

Iwas given aposition, but Iused to

think that Iwas born as aleader. (c5, s57)

58. Against teachers' authority
During the Cultural Revolution, teachers' positions were regarded as one the
lowest in society.

However, my classroom teacher's authority was still very serious.

When students didn't follow her, she would kick them.
students.

Sometimes she even beat

We children all hated her but were frightened of letting her know. Nobody

would dare be against her openly. Iknew that most students said bad words about her
only behind her back.
One day, some boys were too angry to stand the teacher's authority and decided
to do something to punish her .

They put atoad into her desk because the teacher was
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afraid of small animals.

When she touched the toad in her desk, she was terribly

frightened and screamed.

The whole class was laughing.

She asked who did it.

Of

course, no one would admit to it. Iremember her face at that moment: she was not like
what she was, apowerful authority, she was just like aloser in battle. Afterwards, Iwas
asked to help her find out who did it because Iwas the head of the classroom. Anyway,
Ididn't follow her because Iliked what the boys did so Idelayed sending the report to
her. Fortunately, she was transferred to another school soon after. (c5, s58)

59. New language teacher
During my school years most teachers followed the political lines. They taught
students Mao's quotations only, nothing else. We children were requested to be involved
in the revolution.
them or not.

We had to write criticism articles no matter whether we understood

There were no children's activities and books available in schools.

However, we had anew Chinese language teacher who taught us in adifferent way. She
didn't put emphasis on political issues but children's literature.
children's literature and lent us books to read.

She introduced us to

Iread many books from her book shelf

which Iwas not able to hear and see in my world.

Under her teaching, Iformed an

interest in literature and writing. I also started writing book reviews and diaries.
Sometimes my writing was used as ademonstration in the class.
myself.

Iwas very proud of

Since Ihad this Chinese language teacher, Ifelt my school life was different.

Ienjoyed my childhood during that period. Iwas not forced to do those boring political
activities.

Presently, Iunderstand that this teacher was under agreat deal of pressure
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because she taught us in that way, which was regarded as "Capitalist style" in the Cultural
Revolution.
When Igraduated from the high school, Iwent to visit and thank her.
the teacher who introduced me to the world of literature.

She was

She cared very much about

students and had special skills to teach us. She was avery special and wonderful teacher.
Ididn't have any models in my childhood, but there were respectful teachers in my heart,
such as this Chinese language teacher. (0, s59)

60. Mj, sister, an advanced reader
My sister was two years older than me. However, she was four grades higher than
me because the Cultural Revolution delayed my schooling. She was very different from
me.

She stayed home all the time (I was always outside).

One of father's friends was

titled "the rightist" and sent to the jail. He asked father to take care of his house. My
sister was permitted to go into uncle's house to clean the dust.
books in the house.

There were so many

Whenever sister went in, she stayed there for all day.

She was

reading uncle's books. She read many famous books, Chinese and Western, which were
forbidden at that time. My sister found anew world in those books.

She read alot of

books and had abroad knowledge of literature. It was not until Iwas in middle school
that Istarted reading Western and Chinese classic literature. My sister was much more
advanced than me in reading. (c5, s60)
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61. A lazy girl
The only request parents made to us was to do chores. For example, cleaning the
floor after the meal, and wiping the dining table.

However, Idisliked doing chores.

Because Iwas "lazy" at home, Iwas often beaten and criticized by my parents. My sister
did what she was asked to do, so she was always praised by our parents. Ifelt that my
sister was much more mature than me.

She was capable of doing everything without

complaint. But, Ipreferred being beaten to doing chores.

Ididn't know why. Every

time if there was achance to escape from chores, Iwould run out as fast as Icould. I
was agood student but unwilling to do any chores at home.

Icould count how many

times Ipractised cooking before Iwent to the University (less than 10 times). Ididn't
know how to cook and didn't want to learn it. My parents said, "This child is too lazy"
(c5, s61)

62. Stealing arubber band
My parents never took us to shops when we were little. Iwanted to have arubber
band but they didn't buy one for me. One day afriend of mine and Iwent to ashop and
saw arubber band which had fallen on the floor. We took it home to play. However,
after several days, we had afight for the rubber band.

She reported it to my parents. I

really hated her for this. My parents were very angry and they called me "thief'. They
beat me and took me back to the shop. Iwas asked to acknowledge my mistake to the
shop assistants personally.

Iwas so ashamed that Imade this mistake.

called "thief'. However, Idid not think what Idid was stealing. (0, s62)

Ihated to be
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63. My friend, adog
My mother was sent to the countryside labour school for re-education.

Father

definitely thought that going to the country was agood thing for the revolutionary cause.
Therefore, he sent my sister and me with mother to the country for ayear.
Ihad a good time in the country.

It was so interesting for a city girl in the

country in the 70's. Everything was new and interesting. Life seemed simple and natural
with no class struggles. Iwent to acountry school. Idon't remember anything about the
school but adog which became my friend there.

It was the first time in my life that I

played with adog. Ioften saved my lunch for the dog and he was always following me.
Because Iwas so close to the dog Igot lice from him.

Therefore, my mother didn't

allow me to play with the dog any more. Iwas very sad and cried. Ifelt that the dog
was my friend and Icould trust him. Itold him my secrets and Iwas happy when Ihad
the dog with me. (c5, s63)

64. Selflessness
Iadored heroes very much during my childhood. For example, Lei Feng, Wang
Re, and others who sacrificed their lives to the Socialist cause. This was aresult of my
parents' influence. My parents respected the ideal of selflessness. They considered the
human values included: be an honest person, do not harm others, benefit others, and be
selfless.

Because of this value system, they were both eager to do well in their work.

Iremember that we had avery simple and frugal family life during those years because
my parents sought to contribute to their revolutionary cause rather than to establish a
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comfortable family life.

This influenced me very much.

Since Iwas old enough to

understand things, Ihave had the ideal that Iwanted to be asuccessful revolutionary. I
thought that the best way to be successful in life was to be selfless and honest. (c5, s64)

65. My childhood idol

-

Chairman Mao

When Iwas achild, Ihad Mao's education. In other words, everything Ilearned
and was taught was about him. My parents were both very loyal to Mao; that was the
reason why they came back to China.

They often told my sister and me to be Mao's

good children. Iknew that everything Idid was under the control of Chairman Mao. I
never questioned my childhood education. Ifollowed each step to be truly loyal to Mao.
Why not? Chairman Mao was the greatest god during my childhood. To be agood child
of Mao was agreat honour at that time.
During the cultural Revolution the absolute worship of Mao reached the peak
which resulted in blind cultist behaviour.

People lost the sense of being themselves

instead, there was only one individual: Mao, in China at the time.

As aresult, people

were trained to believe in Mao with their whole hearts and blindly saw no existence for
themselves. My parents were an example. They never thought about themselves or their
children, and they did everything for the country.
Ihad conflicts in belief when Ilearned that one of my friend's father was called
counter-revolutionary. Ididn't know what to do.

Should Istill play with her or not? I

liked her and her family but Ialso believed in Mao's revolution. It was too hard for a
young child to understand the issue. Ididn't have an answer until Igrew up. Ithink that
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Idid have some questions about Mao and others but Inever dared speak.

Even now I

still don't want to talk much about Mao. He was the idol in my childhood. (c5. s65)

66. Scared by ghost stories
My favourite childhood stories were ghost stories.

There were many kinds of

ghosts in stories, such as empty house ghosts, bed ghosts, toilet ghosts, and ceiling ghosts.
Iwas very timid. When Ilearned these stories, Idared not go to somewhere alone or be
alone.

In my childhood the most fearful thing was to go to the toilet or aquiet place

alone. Iliked outdoor play, and often stayed outside till it was dark. However, when I
had to go home Iwas scared because my home was on the fifth floor, Ihad to climb up
five floors alone. Ifelt that there were ghosts around threatening me.
The ghost stories were mainly told by other children, older children. My parents
were very busy and they never told us stories.

Sometimes when the fear of ghosts

became very serious in me, Iwould not dare go to any room in the house alone. Iwas
terribly frightened by the ghosts.

However, Inever missed any chance to hear ghost

stories. There was no other entertainment; the ghost story was the only thing we could
get at that time. Iremember that as children we gathered together in acorner listening
to ghost stories. Iwas always so frightened that Ionly used one ear to listen. Idared not
watch the person who was telling the story. In short, no matter how scared Iwas about
the ghosts, Ienjoyed every minute of listening to ghost stories. Ifelt the ghost was part
of my childhood. Ifound away to make myself strong: Iwould recite chairman Mao's
quotations when Ifelt frightened. (0, s66)
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6. Teller 6
67. Boys were treated different from girls
There were three older brothers before me and Iwas the youngest and the only
girl in the family. Ihad much attention from all family members. My father taught me
a lot.

He was educated and good at Chinese literature.

children not only in studying but also in our daily life.

He was very strict with us
We had traditional family

education in which father was the only authority.
Father treated boys different from me.

He taught them through beatings with

sticks. He was very rigid in everything. If someone in the family didn't follow his rules,
he would be in trouble.

My brothers were always in trouble.

However, father never

yelled or beat me once. Iwas spoiled by him in my childhood. Iwent to an experimental
kindergarten when Iwas four. Iwas pretty when Iwas little so Iwas often chosen to do
performance, that was a matter of great pride for children and their parents at that
particular kindergarten. My father always encouraged me to do well, although he was
very busy, he still took time off in the evening to help me to prepare the performance.
He never missed any of my plays. (c6, s67)

68. Boys were often punished
There was no democratic atmosphere in my family.

Father was the absolute

authority. My brothers were always beaten and punished by father. Once acousin came
to stay with us from another city. He smoked and burned ahole on the bed sheet. This
was abig mistake. We were stared and shouted. Father was awakened from sleep. He
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was very angry. We thought that he would beat my brothers badly this time. However,
he came in and locked them and our cousin into the storage room on the third floor. Our
storage room was very dark. It was said that there were ghosts in the room so usually
we children didn't dare go into it.

My brothers were very brave and didn't care about

ghosts. When father left they hung abasket down from the window and called me to put
some food in it for them.

Father often locked my brothers in the "ghost room",

sometimes for awhole day. So my brothers gradually got used to it and found ways to
entertain themselves in the dark, and also to deal with my parents. However, since Ihad
too much protection from my parents and brothers, Iwas very dependent. Ididn't know
how to protect myself. Inever dared to be against anyone. This became one of the fatal
weaknesses in my life. (c6, s68)

69. My kindergarten
The kindergarten Iwent to was adaily school. Although at the beginning Ididn't
want to go and cried alot, it didn't take long until Igot used to it. Many teachers in the
kindergarten were the first generation teachers who were trained by the new education
system.

They often organized us children to do plays and performance.

Once, we

rehearsed aplay called "lang Waipo" (Wolf grandma). Ialso did asolo. Istill remember
the solo song Isung: "when Iplayed clay during the class, Ilifted my head and saw
Mao's picture.

Then, Ifelt ashamed of myself.

Istopped to concentrate on study".

I

was 4 or 5years old at that time.
Ireally liked my kindergarten where Ihad agolden childhood.

The teachers
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taught us many things. We didn't have much free time to do things ourselves. However,
we had a relatively systematic and formal early childhood education, which laid the
foundation of my later schooling. (c6, s69)

70. Be obedient and never show self
My parents always taught my brothers and me to obey teachers and other adults.
Ithought that being not obedient was wrong in children. Iwas always obedient. Because
obedience was regarded as good behaviour, Iwas regarded as agood child all the time.
Iwas obedient at home and school because Ifulfilled my parents' expectations.

I

respected their desires and feelings. Ihad akind of feeling that if Idid something wrong
Iwould let them down. In other words, in my childhood, nothing was more important
than being agood child for parents and teachers. However, Inever considered my own
feelings. Inever thought about what would happen to me if Ididn't forget myself. This
education has influenced my life significantly. Ioften tended to meet others' needs and
forgot my own.
There were opportunities for children to be involved in some special events, such
as welcoming foreign guests to our kindergarten. We dressed up and had make-ups just
like beautiful flowers. Once aSoviet visitor gave me abig silk flower. The teacher put
it on my hair and Iwas so happy. However, after the performance the teacher took the
flower away from me. Ireally wanted the flower back. Ithought that flower belonged
to me because the visitor gave it to me. But Ididn't dare to say it to teachers because
Iwas trained not to show my own feelings at any situation.

Showing one's self was
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regarded as selfish. Ifelt something wrong with myself when Ihad conflict in my heart
like this.
When Igrew up, Ifound that not being myself was a tragedy.

Ihad many

unhappy experiences in my life. However, nobody would know it because Ialways tried
to keep my feelings deep inside. My parents thought Iwas ahappy child. Iwas happy
for their sakes. (c6, s70)

71. There were different worlds of life
Iwas always agood student in school, but Ihad some problems in making friends.
My family and another family lived in big houses surrounded by tall walls. The wall was
aline separating us from other children who were from working class families. We only
played with children inside the wall. We called outside children "wild children" (later I
knew it was wrong to call them that). We didn't know what life was like for the working
class children. We saw that they lived in dark and crowded houses and sometimes heard
children crying from those small windows.

It was said that those parents were not

educated so they beat their children badly. Ifelt sorry for these kids. Ididn't understand
the difference between them and me.
Once Imet agirlfriend who was from one of the those families. She was almost
the same age as me. Ifelt that she was very sensitive. She often asked me: "why do you
learn English?", "How can you be patient to others?" She said that her mom was always
in abad mood and she never felt at peace when she was at home. She also said that she
had to help her mom looking after younger sisters and brothers.

Iwas shaken when I
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learned this.

Ibegan to know something which Ihad no chance to learn before: there

were different worlds of life. (c6, s71)

72. Why were the people Irespected criticized?
At the beginning of the Cultural Revolution, there was no school. Ioften stayed
home. One day Iwent to Nanjing University to see friends and happened to observe abig
criticism meeting of professors. My friend's father was one of the professors there. It
was miserable for us to see the Red Guards pull professors down to the ground shouting
and beating them.

My friend's father kneeled on the stage and shivered all over with

pain. Ifelt terribly sorry for my friend and her father. We didn't play and went home
immediately.
My classroom teacher was beaten and- suffered broken legs. Other teachers were
beaten or treated badly in different degrees.

When Iheard my teachers were beaten I

cried, Ididn't understand why some students had done such bad things. Iwas told that
most students who beat teachers were those who were not good students in the classroom.
They broke desks and used the legs of the desk to beat teachers.
students at all.

Ididn't talk to them for many years.

Ididn't like these

My father was beaten by Red

Guards. My teachers were beaten by their students. Ithought there was no justice in the
world at that time. Why were all the people Irespected criticized? Iwas afraid to say
any thing in case it would get me into trouble. Iwas very quiet and sad. (c6, s72)
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73. Witnessed parents' sufferings
During the Cultural Revolution, Ipersonally saw many things that happened to my
parents. Early one morning, we were still in bed (during the Cultural Revolution Islept
in my parents' bedroom).

Some Red Guards forced open the door and came into our

bedroom. They shouted and hit the table and finally took my father away. Iwas terribly
scared. After that my father was called "the head spy".
My father was the director of the Personnel Department in the provincial
government and in charge of cadres' personal files.

The Red Guards wanted to get

information from him in order to arrest some people. Father would never speak to them
so he was in trouble.

Father protected many colleagues who were titled "Capitalist

authority" during the Cultural Revolution. Our storage room became aplace to hide those
suffering people.

Iwas told after the Cultural Revolution that if my father didn't hide

these people in our house they might have been killed. As aresult Red Guards treated
my father badly.
One night father came home from acriticism meeting. He cried and told my mom
that he couldn't take any more. The Red Guards put aheavy and sharp wooden sign on
my father's neck. His neck was bleeding from wearing this sign.
asleep and didn't notice that Ioverheard their conversation.

They thought Iwas

Icried quietly in my bed.

That night mother didn't sleep; she spent awhole night changing father's collars in order
to protect his neck. Another time, father came home with blood on his mouth because
he was beaten. Many nights he could not sleep because of pain. Iheard his moans and
cried in my bed quietly.

All of these experiences left a deeply sad shadow in my
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childhood.
Father was the most respected person in my life and Icould not stand to watch
him suffer. Ifelt shameful, being useless because Icouldn't do anything to help him. (c6,
s73)

74. Home alone for two years
Since my parents were called counter-revolutionary, they were arrested and sent
to areform farm. My brothers joined the Red Guards and often didn't stay home. One
day some revolutionary people came into our house and took all the good and valuable
things away. Iwas left alone in abig house.

Ilocked all the doors and windows and

sat on the floor and cried. Ithought Iwas going to die.

Another day the temperature

was up to 38 degrees. Ilocked myself in asmall room for all day because Iwas scared
that the Red Guards would come. As aresult Isuffered serious heatstroke. My mother
heard this and came back to see me.

She held me crying.

Iwas home alone for almost two years. During that time Ididn't know where my
parents were. There was no family life. My feeling of superiority disappeared entirely.
What was left of me was asense of being inferior and scared. Iwas afraid to go outside
because the revolutionary children would beat me.
Since the Cultural Revolution started, Ihad lost alot of weight.

Iwas always

terribly stressed and frightened and seldom smiled. My parents worried about my health.
However, there was not any treatment which could help me. (c6, s74)
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75. The hardest way to learn independence
It was the Moon Festival.

Our parents had been arrested for amonth.

Icame

home from school and it was already dark. My brothers and Isat on the second floor
watching outside families having reunion dinners.

The Moon Festival in China was

specially for family member reunions. Since our parents were arrested, we had to plan
our own life. We often had lunch but didn't know what was for supper. We used tank
gas to cook.

Sometimes when the gas ran out, we skipped meals. Life was very hard

during that time, especially when we looked back on our peaceful life before the Cultural
Revolution. They were two different worlds.
My parents finally were released but sent to the reform school (i.e. the place for
reeducation

-

labour school) in the countryside. One day my school organized students

to move bricks.

A big brick fell down from the hill and landed right on my left foot.

It resulted in mine suffering abroken foot. At that time my parents were far away and
my brothers were somewhere engaged in revolution. Some older students took me to the
hospital where Ireceived treatment.

Iwas sent home and sat on the floor crying and

crying. It was very sad when you needed someone to help and there was nobody. My
mother heard this news and escaped from her labour school.

She came home in the

evening. She was so sad seeing poor me sitting lonely in the corner. She had no words
but hugged me for almost all night. Mother couldn't stay longer but she found an old
lady to take care of me.
It was during that month Ilearned alot. Ilearned to take care of myself. Ipaid
agreat price to learn to be independent. When my parents were away and Iwas injured,
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there was no other way Icould go.

Ihad to be independent.

Isuddenly became a

different child. Iseemed to have been matured by that accident. Inever saw my parents
so sad before. Although Ifelt empty and Ihad great pain in my foot, Istarted to think
of myself, the situation, and how to protect myself when Iwas alone. (c6, s75)

76. The uncivilized children
On aspring day, after aspring rain many bamboo shoots appeared in the yard.
Some outside children came in and dug bamboo shoots. Iwent out of the house and told
them not to dig the baby bamboo because they should grow up to be bamboo trees.
spoke to them in aformal way like Iwas teaching them the truth.

I

These kids didn't

listen to me; instead they shouted at me using rude words. Ididn't know how to respond.
Iwas so angry that Isaid to them: "You, the uncivilized kids!" They responded: "Yes,
we are uncivilized children. We would like to meet you tonight at seven to show you
how uncivilized we are". They left and Iwas very scared. Iwent to see my brothers and
asked them to come home to help me. In the evening, my brothers collected about ten
"counter-revolutionaries' children to meet the challenge from the "uncivilized children".
Two groups of children, face to face, stood there for about half an hour. They shouted
at each other in mean words which Inever heard before. My brothers asked me to get
into the house because they didn't want me to hear the bad words they yelled at each
other. Finally the outside boys went away and the fighting did not take place. However,
Iwas so worried.

Afterwards my brother asked me not to do this kind of thing again

because our parents were in trouble and there would be no people who could help us if
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there was afight. (c6, s76)

77. Early political training
When we began to understand things, father began telling us alot of stories. One
of the stories Iremember most clearly was "Teacher Xu Teli". Xu was arevolutionary
teacher and used to be Mao's tutor.

Xu formed a set of personal characteristics for

himself, and also for his students. He required his students "to sit like astanding clock,
to stand like apine tree, and to walk like wind". Father asked us to learn these.
Father also forced us to read books which he thought would benefit us. My first
novel was "A History of Pioneers" which was about a revolutionary peasant who
established anew life after the 1949 Communist Liberation. Iwas only seven years old
when Iread this book. Ididn't understand what the book meant to me. Father spent time
to explain what happened during the early years of the new China. He also asked us to
write abook review. We were also required to read biographies of Communist leaders
and revolutionary heroes. He wanted us to learn from these people. In other words, he
fulfilled his duty to foster anew revolutionary generation in his family. Father expected
us to become useful persons for the Socialist reconstruction. He said that everyone had
to have desires and ambitions to work for Socialism in his/her life.

Under father's

teaching, we all started early reading of political books and papers. (c6, s77)

78. Personality reform

-

.Jiaoqi

Ihad aweakness that Icouldn't stand any criticism (jiaoqi). When my brothers
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or nanny criticized me, Ialways cried.

Therefore, they stopped doing so.

My parents

learned this and they tried many means to correct me. They stopped praising me in Grade
2. They said although Ihad some merits in studying, if Ididn't change my jiaoqi habit
Iwould be in big trouble in later life.

They wanted to reform me at home first. The

whole family worked together to correct me.

When I cried they didn't show any

sympathy. Ireally got angry. Especially during supper, sometimes my brothers tried to
start fights with me, Iwould quit eating and start crying.

When this happened, my

brothers were happy because they could eat more good stuff.

Iknew that my parents

tried to help me but Ididn't feel they were fair in some cases.
My father criticized me often.

He used criticism to make me feel that being

criticized was OK for achild. He insisted on doing this for two years. Ifinally got used
to criticisms and accepted them as help when Iwas in Grade 4. They really worked hard
to force me to change myself. Father said that habit could be changed. Iwould love to
hear parents' praise or something that indicated that they felt proud of me. However, I
have never heard any praise from them since Iwas eight.

My childhood training was

really crude. Iheard my parents many times praise me to others but never in front of me.
Even now they won't praise me directly.
In addition, my parents often made me feel not good enough in any situation. It
resulted in me having to control myself all the time. Ialways felt that Ihad to be inferior
and to do things ten times more carefully than before in order to do it right. Ihad little
imagination and creativity in my childhood. All my time, my mind, and my body were
occupied by many kinds of rules.

Ithink if my family would have given me more
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encouragements, Imight have had opportunities to develop my personality soundly.

I

think that in my parents' hearts Iwas agood daughter. They loved me and Iloved them
too.

This crude training may be one of the traditional ways to educate children.

Although Isuffered from this kind of practice, Iwon't complain. Iaccepted my parents'
way. (c6, s78)

79. Father's choice was my choice
Father was the absolute authority of my life. Inever said "no" to him in my life.
My mom was different. She never listened to me. She always thought that Iwas wrong.
Icouldn't talk to her. Ifeel very sad about this. This is one of the important experiences
in my life.
When Iwas in Grade 2, alocal Foreign Language School began to recruit new
students.

My second oldest brother and Itook the examination and both of us were

accepted. It was said that the ratio of acceptance was Ito 200. Iwas so excited to be
accepted. The school was residential so Iwould have adifferent life there. Idreamed
of going there. However, my parents decided not to let me go but did permit my brother
to attend.

Iwas very disappointed but Ihad nothing to say.

Iobeyed every single

decision that my parents made for me in my life.
It was not until Iwas 16 years old that Iargued once with my father. Itold him
Iwanted to be an army girl. He said no but Istill asked him. This was the first time in
my life Ididn't obey him. He was so angry that he threw anice china plate on the floor.
Iwas terribly frightened and didn't dare to say anything and gave up my hope.

Iwas
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brought up in an environment in which Ihad no right to make any decision for myse1f,
even for my marriage.
Inever dared to reject my parents' protection. Father said that his choice was my
choice too. There was no doubt about his beliefs. When Iwas choosing auniversity, my
first choice was Beijing Trades University. But my father didn't agree. He thought that
Beijing was too far away from home.

In addition, he thought that agirl should learn

medicine. Iobeyed him and went to amedical university though Ihated to see blood and
bodies. Ihave been adoctor for many years but Istill don't like being adoctor. Iwould
like to be a secretary or an actress.

My entire life had been controlled by others.

I

seemed to have not made any decisions by myself yet, except, Idecided to stay in
Canada. Now when Irecall my life, especially childhood, Ifeel terribly sorry for myself,
apoor obedient girl.
My parents gave me lots of love but Iwas also hurt by them in my life. Their
love was just akind of parental love, in which there were no respect and understanding.
Ifeel sad about that. My first lover did not meet my parents' qualifications. They tried
to find ason-in-law by and for themselves. They didn't ask me about my feelings at all.
They went to see him and stopped this relationship.

Icried for many days and had no

way to help myself. Iobeyed them. It was areal tragedy. (c6, s79)

80. Iv1y nanny
Iwasn't very attached to my parents, but to my nanny. Ispent most of my early
childhood with her. She was illiterate but had many rules for us. She often asked us not
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to do this or that. For example, "be quiet when you are excited", "do not do things that
are not allowed to do," etc. Iloved my nanny because she could understand me from her
lovely heart.

She always thought about me.

When Igrew up, Iwent to her with my

secrets, not to my mom. She stayed with us for thirty years (except in the early stage of
the Cultural Revolution).

Sometimes I told her my stories; although she couldn't

understand, she listened and tried very hard to help me. (c6, s80)

81. Ghost fears
Iheard many ghost stories in my childhood.
"Blue Fur Hand".

Here is the one Istill remember:

There was ahand with blue fur on it.

When achild came into the

door, the blue hand would come out to stop him/her. If the window was closed, when
the blue hand pointed to it, the window would open itself. When one was asleep, the blue
hand would touch one's face to make him/her feel horrified.
When Iwas little, Ihated to go to the kitchen because it was ten meters distance
from our house. Whenever my parents asked me to go there to get something, Icried and
tried not to go. Icouldn't tell my parents that Iwas afraid of ghosts, because they would
criticize me and also would not believe me. Ididn't want them to ask me where Iheard
these stories, which were our childhood secrets. Actually Ilearned these stories from my
brothers and other big kids. If parents knew it, my brothers and the other kids would be
in trouble. Several times when Iran to the kitchen, Iwas wet.
My youngest old brother and Iused to sleep with our nanny.

In the morning

nanny got up very early and went to the market to buy food. One day, after the nanny
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left, my brother and Iplayed in the bed. He suddenly screamed "the ghost is coming!
He was teasing me because he knew Iwas scared of ghosts. Idesperately jumped out of
bed and ran. My head hit the frame of the bed and had abig cut and bleed alot. (You
see, here is the scar.)

Inever dared to be somewhere myself alone in my childhood.

Even nowadays Istill don't feel comfortable when Iam alone. Ihated to flush toilets.
Ialso had abad habit staring at windows when Iwoke up in the middle of the night. I
refused to sleep on the second floor because it was closer to the "ghost room". Ioften
dreamed that there were some terrified things coming in through the window. In short,
Ialways felt insecure, (c6, s81)

82. My childhood model
The most influential movie in my childhood was "Story of A Diver".

It was a

story of ayoung girl, Xiaohong, who was trained to be adiver. She was not only ahard
worker in her training but also a good hearted person in helping others.

One day

Xiaohong went for atraining trip, on the way she heard someone asking for help.

She

found there was aperson who fell down into the river from a40 meters high cliff. At
the time, Xiaohong didn't think about her own safety and jumped down into the river.
The person was saved and she was injured. She was so brave that she was my hero.
Istarted formal swimming training when Iwas seven. Iremember that the coach
threw me into the water and didn't allow me to get out on the first day. Iwas trained for
four years. Ieven started diving. Xiaohong was my childhood model during my training.
Iwanted to be like her because she was abrave girl. (c6, s82)
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83. Life before the Cultural Revolution
My best memories were before the Cultural Revolution.

In the early 60's,

although people's lives were very poor and simple, they felt comfortable and easy.
Everything was peaceful and stable. At that time all the people seemed to share as abig
family. They shared and helped each other. There was no competition, no first and last.
Everyone was working hard for the same purpose, that was to build anew socialist China.
Human relationship was simple but warm and reliable at that time. The collective was
a warm family.

However, things changed when the Cultural Revolution took place.

Some people became crazy, they stole, fought, and cheated each other. They distrusted
each other, even hated or killed each other. The nature of human beings

-

sharing and

loving each other, was destroyed and disappeared in the Cultural Revolution. (c6, s83)

7. Teller 7
84. An ordinary child
My childhood was ordinary. Iwas seen as avery obedient child by all the adults
around me.

My grandma used to say that she had looked after more than 15 children

including her own children but Iwas the most obedient one.
Iwas born in Beijing. My parents taught at aUniversity in Beijing at that time.
When Iwas four Iwent to a kindergarten for a year.
kindergarten.

Because Igot hepatitis Ileft

In the early 60's, hepatitis was regarded as aserious infectious disease,

especially for children. Iwent to stay with my grandma. Iwas told that Ihad more than
100 packages of Chinese herbal medicine to cure my disease at grandma's.

At the
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beginning Icouldn't stand the bitter taste and terrible smell of the herbal medicine.
However, because Iwas very "obedient", "sensible", and "understandable" (my grandma's
words), Igot used to those medicines. Later, Idrank the herbal medicine just like tea.
(0, s84)

85. "Look after" or "Look"
The funny things Iremember from my childhood were those things in which I
wasn't obedient.

When Iwas about 4 or 5 years old, some Liberation Army troops

moved into our University.

Soldiers changed the university outdoor sports ground into

abig pigsty. This was areally exciting thing for us city children, because pigs were the
only animals that we could see at that time. One day, two little girls and Iescaped from
kindergarten without telling anybody and went to the sports ground to see the pigs. We
watched and watched and forgot the time and stayed there for hours. We had astrange
thought at that moment that there were some class enemies who would poison the pigs,
so we had the responsibility to protect the people's pigs.

In the evening, the teachers

found us and took us back to the kindergarten.
My mother used arevolutionary approach to educate me at home. She asked me
to sit on asmall chair in the yard alone to write self-criticism. At that time, Ionly knew
afew Chinese characters. Itried very hard to figure out how to distinguish "look" and
"look after" because these two characters were the same in written Chinese. Ihad avery
hard time. Icould explain orally to my mom that Ithought Ihad done agood thing to
look after (kan) the people's pigs. However, my writing would show adifferent meaning
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that Iwent to l
oo k(kan) at the pigs. So, Isat there for hours and didn't write anything
down.

My mom wasn't happy about my action and also didn't understand my oral

explanation of looking after the pigs. (c7, s85)

86. The thought illness
In 1970, in order to follow Chairmen Mao's thought that "intellectuals must
integrate themselves with the masses of workers and peasants", my parents' University
moved to aremote mountain area in Southwest China, where there was nothing but waste
mountains. My parents and the other adults moved into a mountain valley to build
classrooms and laboratories.

The children were left in a nearby city to stay in an

organized collective for a year.

After then we moved into the valley too.

This new

"University" was very remote. There were few residents in the valley. It took three hours
of walking to get to asmall town from there.
There were serious endemic heart diseases in the mountains. Some people got it
and a few of them died.

My friend's younger brother died because of that.

Iwas

horrified. Teachers and students asked to move back to Beijing. This was reported to the
National Health and Education Departments which sent working teams to come down to
investigate what was going on. However, the result was that there was no such endemic
disease but "thought illness" in these intellectuals' minds. The proposal of moving back
to Beijing was refused.

Some people were afraid of the disease and escaped from the

mountain valley themselves.

Most children were sent away in case they would be the

next unfortunate. Iwent back to stay with my grandparents.
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It was very exciting for us children to move from Beijing, the Capital of the
country, to asmall mountain valley. The change was extraordinarily exciting. In Beijing
the only interesting thing Iremembered was that father took me to catch tadpoles. We
put them into abig bowl of water as pets. However, in the mountains, everything was
new and fantastic. (c7, s86)

87. Parents contributed to the country
At the mountain valley men and women stayed separately.

Father stayed at the

bottom of the mountain and mother and Istayed on the top, but they never complained
about their life. The happiest family moment as Iremembered it, was that each day after
work, mother took me to walk half way down the mountain to meet my father.

We

would sit together talking and playing. Isee it as the most beautiful part of family life
during my childhood. Iunderstood family love from those short meetings.
Istayed in this mountain valley for four years and my parents for ten years. My
parents were really proud of their "contributions" to the new University. They used to
be blamed as "old intellectuals who didn't know the country, who only knew old books".
Now, my parents and their colleagues were set up as good examples of people who
followed Mao's thought.

They were very happy.

The new university was established

from nothing. They built it up with their own hands. (c7, s87)

88. Beijing accent
In Congqing (the city near the mountain valley where we stayed for ayear) the
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children went to alocal elementary school. Ihad awonderful time there. My classroom
teacher visited Beijing once, that was what he was most proud.
strong feeling for Beijing.

He had an extremely

He said that emotion was always linked with politics.

loved Beijing because Chairman Mao lived there.

He

Because he loved Beijing he loved

Beijing children with Beijing accent. Therefore, we Beijing children became the example
of good and excellence in his class.
The school had arehearsal of the Revolutionary Beijing Opera. Because Ispoke
with aBeijing accent, Iwas chosen for the leading role of the opera, aLiberation Army
hero. Iwas only seven. The leading actress was aGrade 5student, who played apoor
young lady. Standing in front of her Iwas just like ababy brother. It was the funniest
role Ihave ever played. A Beijing accent was the essential power that transcended age
and knowledge in this case. However, the play was not passed in the final examination
by the revolutionary committee because the Liberation Army hero was not allowed to be
shorter and smaller than the poor lady. (0, s88)

89. "We are

different from

others"

My grandparents had a well-educated family.

My grandpa graduated from a

college in the beginning of the century which was very rare for that time. Nine uncles
and aunties all had at least auniversity degree. Grandma thought that they belonged to
an intellectual class, which was spiritually pure and noble. She didn't like working class
people and thought them ignorant.
During the Cultural Revolution, the intellectuals were criticized and lost their
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social positions.

The working class people moved into our siheyuan (i.e. acompound

with houses around acourtyard), and occupied most of the houses which belonged to my
grandparents. My grandma hated this but she couldn't say anything about it because the
working class was the leading class at that time. The only way that they could express
their feelings was to tell us children, "we are different from them".

This is one of the

typical Chinese Confucian characteristics, "you had no chance to taste grapes but you
complained that the grapes were sour".
My grandma's thought of being an intellectual class exerted an imperceptible
influence on my thinking. Ihave been anoble intellectual in my mind for most of my
life.

I thought that Iwas different in terms of intellectual spirit.

outstanding at all levels of my schooling.

My study was

Ialways looked down on others in any

situation. This caused the isolation of my childhood. Ihad few close friends. Ididn't
get along with most other children. Iwas very quiet and obedient. Grandma said to me
"you are my real grandson". (c7, s89)

90. "Being it but not doing it"
My parents' family followed traditional Confucian thoughts. The basic value of
this tradition was the satisfaction of owning knowledge itself. These people thought of
themselves as noble intellectuals. They liked talking about things but didn't like to put
them into practice.

In other words, "being it but not doing it".

make an effort to overcome difficulties in their lives.
spiritual comforts for them.

They did not want to

Talking was one of the great

When there was conflict with neighbours or others, my
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parents or grandparents always said to me, "That is OK. We are different from them".
These words made them feel that they did not lose anything.

They avoided all the

conflicts and difficulties in their lives. Ilearned this value and whenever there was
difficulty, Ididn't work on it directly. Iliked to avoid all problems if Icould.
It was difficult for me to reexamine these family values, in other words, to reform
myself. It was not until Iwas in senior high that Ibegan to feel something was wrong
with my family values and beliefs.
democratic ideology.

It was the time when China opened its door to

Ijoined all kinds of social activities.

Some friends and I

established the first high school student newspaper in Beijing; we published criticisms in
it on school organisation and administration. We wrote papers to show our feelings and
desires. It was just like the second birth of my life. Ichanged completely. Before Iwas
an obedient child, then Ibecame the one who liked to do something unconventional.
Before Idreamed to be the same as others, then Ireally, for the first time, wanted to be
different. My family values were not my value any more. Istarted my new life at that
time. (0, s90)

91. A reading habit developed
There were many children's books in my grandparents' house.

They collected

these books for their grandchildren because there were very few children's books available
at that time.

Their books had a strong moral-orientation and were for the purpose of

moral education at home.

In our family, being able to read was very important for a

young child. My grandpa taught me how to write characters using brushes when Iwas
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three. Grandma often told us stories. There was anice academic environment at home.
My days were all organized by the learning and practice of the characters.
Grandma didn't allow us to go out of the yard during the Cultural Revolution.
She said that the outside world was in aterrible mess. She said this to us very privately.
Ididn't understand what happened but it created in me asense of fear about the outside
world. We were closed in the house doing so called "academic study". Adults tried as
hard as they could to eliminate the influence of the Cultural Revolution on us children.
In that situation, Idid develop areading habit and learned alot of characters. (c7, s91)

92. Pray to Mao for forgiveness
During most of the Cultural Revolution period, Istayed with my grandparents. In
their family there was astrict rule: everyone had to pray to Mao twice a day.

In the

morning one had to say to Mao that he/she loved him and would do anything that would
favour him. In the evening before dinner, one had to report to Mao whether he/she had
done something wrong during the day. It was ahorrible experience for me. My grandma
and her family were very serious about this activity.

They went to Mao's picture and

shouted "Long Live Chairmen Mao!" everyday. This family rule made me feel terrified.
One day Imade amistake (I do not remember what it was), and my uncles asked me to
go to report it to Mao's picture. Iwas so afraid of doing it. Iwas shaking in front of
Mao's picture. Inever forget this moment. Iknew Mao was the greatest man in China
because everyone said so. However, Ilearned about him in adifficult way. Mao was an
abstract concept for me. Every time Iwatched Mao's picture, Ifelt that there was akind
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of power behind it. Ididn't understand what it was.
Iliked to play with the slogans. One day Ithought it may be interesting to change
the words of slogans because Iwanted to make things different. Iused "down with" from
"Down with Liu Shaoqi" instead of "long live" in "Long Live Chairman Mao".

Ialso

tried to shout it out. It was heard by aneighbour's little boy. Itold my older cousins
about this matter. They were all very stressed and said that this was avery, very serious
political mistake Ihad made. Iwas scared to death that day. Ithought someone would
come to arrest me and put me in jail. Icouldn't sleep that night. However, the little boy
was too little to figure out my political mistake so Iwas lucky. This was the most scary
experience in my life. Inever dared do it again. (0, s92)

93. Being shy and isolated
There were afew things which Ienjoyed in my childhood. However, they were
not recommended. Iliked doing things by myself, alone, quietly. Ididn't like collective
activities. When Iwas in kindergarten, there were outdoor activities everyday. One day,
Idecided not to go out to play. Iopened awindow before we went out the door. Then
when the teacher was busy doing things, I climbed into the classroom through the
window.

Idrew pictures by myself.

Iwas so happy at the time. Drawing was my

favourite activity in my childhood. When Iwas akid, Ididn't know much Chinese, but
Icould use pictures to communicate with others. Ihad only one playmate who was very
similar to me. We drew pictures for each other. We understood each other very well by
using pictures without words.
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Idon't understand why Iwas very shy and isolated in my childhood. Inever felt
warm in school. Ididn't get along with other children so Ihad very few friends. Ihad
both internal and external conflicts. On the one hand, Iwas an excellent student, good
marks, obedient, and aclassroom leader. However, on the other hand, Inever played any
naughty games, nor big muscle games, because Ithought that Iwas an "intellectual noble"
as my grandma said. Iwas not supposed to do anything that looked rough and wild in
nature.

Iworried about losing face in collective activities.

Therefore, Iwas lonely in

school. Ididn't have asense of belonging in the collective. (c7, s93)

94. Always withdrew
When Iwas confronted by others, Ialways withdrew. Then, Ifelt Iwas useless
and being treated badly. In many cases, Icould have been the winner, but Igave up. I
was influenced by my grandma who taught me not to try to overcome conflicts or solve
problems. However, Ireally wanted to try to win. Therefore, I always felt conflict and
contradiction. In most cases Ilost self-confidence. Instead, Idreamt that Ishould have
some superpower or super skills which could help me overcome these difficulties without
trying hard myself. This was why Iliked the story "Five Brothers" very much. These
five brothers could overcome all the difficulties in their lives without making an effort.
To dream was aspiritual way to solve my problems.
psychologically satisfied. (0, s94)

When Idid it Iseemed to feel
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95. The leader, an obeyer
Ihad been aclassroom leader since Istarted school. Iwas always the top cadre
in the class- banzhang. This was abig problem because being aclass leader didn't fit my
personality. The key reason Icould be aleader in class was that Iwas agood example
of obedience and my grades were outstanding.

Teachers thought that Iwas the best

student in the class based on their value judgment. Ididn't enjoy this experience. Since
Ididn't get along with other students and had no influence on them either, being aclass
leader was not an easy job for me.

Some students teased me and some even beat me.

In my understanding, being aleader was being afollower of the teacher to fulfil his/her
direction. It was not until one day when we had anew teacher that Iunderstood that I
should have done some real things for the class. The new teacher criticized me for "just
being in the position but not doing much work". Irecognized that was from my family
values. (0, s95)

96. An obedient child pointed out the teacher's fault
Iwas agood student with A's in all subjects. All my teachers liked me. They
often used me as an example to teach other students.

They said, "Look at him, How

obedient he is! How smart he is!" However, Iconfronted ateacher once in my life. One
day we had a school assembly, in which the principal gave a speech.

He spoke in a

strange voice just like he was crying. Ididn't know why Icouldn't control myself and
made anoise to show complaint. The principal was very angry and yelled to us students:
"he who likes to point out teachers' faults is the worst student ever". He didn't mention
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my name; however, Ifelt terribly sorry for what Idid. (0, s96)

97. Learning to be rebels
When Ientered the elementary school in 1968, the serious political fighting was
just over. The school reopened and the curriculum was totally changed. Political learning
became the primary activity in school. We were taught how to write criticism articles and
memorize Chairman Mao's latest teachings.

There were contests of writing political

poems and criticism papers at school. Students were encouraged to join the revolutionary
activities.

Because Iwas good at writing nursery rhymes, Iwas often asked to write

criticism poems attacking Capitalism and Feudalism.

Although Ididn't understand the

content, Iwas able to write them down according to what Iwas told.
At that time, students were encouraged to rebel, to join the fighting against "class
enemies".

Ididn't have much response to this.

What Ialways liked was to be an

obedient, good student. The other things didn't bother me. Ialso liked others to respect
me.

However, Icouldn't feel myself equal with others. Ithought from my heart that

Iwas better (higher social status) than other students. (0, s97)

98. Broke family rule once
Iwas not allowed to go out of the gate without adult company. However, Idid
break this family rule once.

Two older cousins came to visit us from another city and

they decided on the second day of their visit to go to the Great Wall. Iwanted to go with
them but Ihad to go to school.

Ilistened to my cousins discussing their plans.

The
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second day in the morning, after they left, Iwent out. Ifollowed my cousins' plan taking
the bus to catch the train.

Ifinally found them on the train.

We were very happy

together and climbed the Great Wall. At home the teacher called my parents reporting
my missing school and found out Iwas missing from home too. The whole family was
worried. However, none of them could believe that Iwas able to go to the Great. Wall
by myself. When my cousins and Ihappily came home, Iwas seriously criticized by my
parents and grandma. (c7, s98)

99. Growing up with fear of ghosts
Iheard ghost stories from the neighbours' children whom my grandma called
ignorant. There were all kinds of ghosts in their stories. For example, there was atoilet
ghost, who had ared and green hand. Iremember it was said whenever achild went to
the toilet, the ghost would come out to give him/her toilet paper, which were all poisoned
so Idisliked the toilet.

The toilet in grandma's house was on a corner of the yard,

separate from the main building. It was always dark inside. Iwould cry when Iwent in
it.

This fear was out of my control and was still with me until my senior high years.

Sometimes Ilinked the ghost power to Mao's power.

Iknew that they were different

things, and Ishould not compare, but, the degree of fear from both was similar.
In my childhood, there was always something fearful or scary, which Iwas not
be able to overcome. Iwas afraid to go to the toilet alone or in the dark. Iwas afraid
of making mistakes.

Iwas afraid of disobeying adults.

were so many fears in my childhood. (0, s99)

Idon't understand why there
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8. Teller 8
100. Grandma's past
Iwas brought up by my grandma and did not go to kindergarten at all. Although
my grandma was illiterate, she was the most influential person in my life. She believed
in ghosts, but she never bowed her head to difficulties in her life. Grandma had abitter
past. She became awidow when she was 20 years old. My father was her only son, who
died in 1972 before my grandma.

A Chinese old saying goes, "the worst life for a

woman is to lose her husband when she is young, and to lose her sons before she dies".
Grandma told many family history stories to me when Iwas achild because Iwas
the only grandson in the family.

For example, my grandpa was from the Ren family.

When he was young he was very clever and worked as an accountant in the Hu family.
The great grandfather of Hu was so fond of my grandfather that he adopted him as ason.
However, because my grandfather was from a different name background, he was
discriminated against by most of the members in the Hu family.

Finally, he was

murdered by Hu's brothers in afamily conflict. Since my grandmother was also from a
different family, when grandfather died she was discriminated against by the Hu family
even more seriously. She had agood Chinese woman's character, never complaining and
being tolerant in any situation. My father went on his own way when he was ateenager
and was away for seven years. My grandma was home alone and tolerated all kinds of
family discriminations.
living.

She was given asmall piece of land by the Hu family for her

She planted grain on the land by herself and also took care of one of my

grandfather's sisters who was severely handicapped.

When I grew up, I gradually
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understood how difficult my grandma's life was when she faced so many of life's
troubles. However, she never talked much about them. Ireally appreciated her sacrifices
for my family. She took the responsibility to take care of my sick mother and my sisters
when my father died. (c8, slOO)

101. My school
My school was No.1 Elementary School of Xian which was aschool specially for
the Communist cadres in the city.

The school was originally established in the

Communist-controlled areas during the Yanan period in the early 1940's. It was afamous
boarding school in Chinese revolutionary history.

My sister and Iboth went to this

school. Ididn't like the school because there were many restrictive regulations, such as
we had to go to the toilet at agiven time, which Icould not get used to. Another reason
Ididn't like school was because Ididn't get along with other children. But, my sister fit
in the school situation perfectly.

She loved every aspect of school.

Every Sunday

afternoon when we had to go back to school, Ialways felt sad, while she could hardly
wait for the moment to leave the house.

Ididn't understand her.

We were very

different.
Inever had achance to be aleader in class.

Iwas not interested in leadership

because I was an ordinary boy, quiet, not aggressive, with average grades.
collective activities, especially group competitions.
strong sense of collectivism. (c8, s101)

Iliked

My generation of children had a
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102. Teacher Mi
I, generally speaking, was afraid of teachers.
requirements.

Ididn't dare to object to their

My parents often told us to obey teachers.

Most teachers in my school

lived in the school, as did the students during weekdays. Teacher Mi was amodel in my
childhood because he was a good story teller.

In the early 60's there were extra-

curriculum activities, such as storytelling, choir, and reading groups everyday after school.
Ijoined storytelling group and Teacher Mi was in charge of the group. Iremember many
stories that Teacher Mi told us.

For example, "To Catch A Spy", "The Story of the

Guerrilla Forces", etc. Iespecially liked war stories. (c8, s102)

103. Spiritual enjoyment
Our class had asmall piece of the experimental farm in our school. We planted
vegetables and grains. To work in the experimental farm was the happiest thing during
my school years.

We vied with each other for the hardest job, such as watering

vegetables with night soil.

We were trained to have the belief that labour work was a

glorious thing. Every time we went to the toilet pit to get excrement and urine, we felt
happy. It was akind of "spiritual" enjoyment. During the 60's the idea of the spirits of
creation and labour work without thinking of oneself had aprofound influence on my
generation. (c8, s103)

104. Two teachers were beaten to death
Iwas very excited when the Cultural Revolution started. Everything was different.
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There was no school, no homework.

We were totally free from any -kind of control.

However, two teachers in my school were beaten to death by the Red Guards.

It was

very scary for us young children. We did not dare to go out alone. One of the teachers
used to be very strict with students.
her or did something wrong.

She beat students whenever the student disobeyed

Another teacher joined a youth organization which was

regarded as anti-Communist before the Liberation of 1949. There was no law to protect
human rights at that time. These two teachers died and no one would question the reason
for their deaths. Iremember that we younger children just watched what was going on
in school and could not do anything by ourselves because we were too young to
understand and to join the fight physically. (c8, s104)

105. Ispit on a teacher
There was afemale teacher who was titled as aGuomingdang spy at the beginning
of the Cultural Revolution. She was asked to clean the gate of the school every morning.
One day Ispit on her when Ipassed her in the gate because Iwanted to act as areal
revolutionary Little Red Guard.

After the Cultural Revolution Iwent to asecondary

school, and she was my teacher again. Ifelt terribly sorry for what Idid to her and went
to apologize. Isaid to her that Ilost my humanity when Idid that, but she asked me to
forget what happened in the past.

She said, "you were just a little boy and didn't

understand what was going on so Iforgive you". Idid not really know why Ispit on her.
There might be two reasons: one was that Ihated those who were counter-revolutionaries,
and another was because achild's anxiety and curiosity about revolutionary actions. Istill
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feel sorry for what Idid and would never forget this. (c8, s105)

106. Felt remote from parents
I felt I was remote from my parents.

They were both busy doing their

revolutionary movements which were the priority of their lives. There seemed to be no
close relationship between my parents and us children. Irarely saw my father when Iwas
achild. He was ahigh ranking cadre in the government and always stayed out. Inever
had aclear picture of him. When the Cultural Revolution started, he was arrested and the
opportunity to see him was even less.

Then, he died.

Father only had one serious

conversation with me in my memory. One day, Ihad just learned about cells in school
and showed this to my father at home. Itold him to never work too hard with his hands
because he would kill the cells of his hands. Father criticized me as abad learner. (c8,
s106)

107. Five stitches on my head
My father was very strict and we never saw him smile.

Mom had a strange

personality and often was in abad mood. When we were young, she often beat us.

I

didn't understand why. Icould guess they probably had abad relationship between them
but in Chinese society, especially because of their position, they could not show their
broken relationship publicly.
My mom liked to clean the house and put everything in order.

She asked my

sisters and me to make sure everything was clean and tidy before she came back from
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work. If not, she would beat us; in most cases she beat me rather than my sisters. When
mom beat me, Ialways tried to figure out what Idid wrong. Of course, Inever thought
that she was wrong.
One day, mom was sick. She asked me to go to the drug store to buy aspirins and
gave me five dollars. Idid not remember whether she told me how much Ishould buy.
Ibrought five dollars worth of aspirins home. Mom was very angry and started beating
me.

Iran out to the yard and fell.

blood.

Ireceived abig out to my head and lost alot of

Mom was terribly frightened by the accident.

Iwas sent to the hospital and

received five stitches. (Look here, is the scar.) After the accident, mom regretted what
she had done and said many times that she was sorry for what happened to me.

She

thought the accident was the result of her beating me, but Ididn't think so. (c8, s107)

108. Homework
I had homework everyday before the Cultural Revolution.

When I was in

boarding school, we had review time every evening, from 7 to 8.30 pm.

The teacher

called our names to make sure everyone was there. At home, Mom asked us to first do
homework after school, then we were allowed to play. After Ifinished my homework,
Iliked to sit with my grandma to watch her sewing because she always sung nice folk
songs when she was doing that. When the Cultural Revolution started, Iwas free from
endless homework. (c8, s108)
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109. Stealing
My family life was quite comfortable in terms of living conditions and my parents'
income because they were both in high positions. However, when Iwas achild, Iseldom
saw my parents spending any money on us and Idid not have apenny myself. Only once
Iwas given five cents to buy abook, but afriend of mine and Iwent to buy an ice stick
instead of abook.

When we finished the shared ice stick, we thought about the book.

What could we do? We went to abook store and took abook away without paying. We
were happy because no one caught us. However, after amonth, there was amovement
called, "Learning from Lei Feng". One of the goals of the movement was to expose bad
people and bad deeds among us children.

My friend wanted to be praised in the

movement so he reported my stealing to the school. My mom received aletter from the
principal which indicated my bad behaviour. Iwas prepared to be beaten badly by my
parents because they beat us often whenever we did things wrong. However, they didn't
beat me this time; instead they took me back to the book store where I"stole" the book.
Ihanded my self-criticism paper and five cents to the book store assistant. She put a
stamp on the back of the book that indicated Ihad paid for the book. This was the most
embarrassing thing in my childhood. (c8, s109)

110. Mao was greater than parents
Iloved Mao with my whole heart when Iwas achild. He was just the greatest
saviour in my life and Ithought that every Chinese believed the same as me at that time.
He could be greater than my parents. Whatever was said by Mao, Iwould follow without
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any doubt. Iwould do anything to show my faith to him even to give, up my life if he
required it. When Iwas accepted to be aLittle Red Guard, Iwas so excited that Icried.
Iwas very proud that Iwas Mao's Little Red Guard. Ieven had athought that if Mao
said my parents were bad people, Iwould end the relationship with them.

There was

nothing more important for me than to be arevolutionary.
Learning about Mao was along term process. In my childhood, the first language
text in school was "Long Live Chairman Mao". The first song learned was "The East is
Red". Everything we were taught had relationships with Mao, his greatness, his words,
and so on. Even nowadays, Ican't say from my heart that Idisrespect Mao. He became
amain part of our childhood experiences. (c8, s 10)

111. My roots were from the countryside
My parents were both from the countryside. They often talked about their roots.
They taught us to love labour and to love working class people. They always considered
themselves to be country people. When the Cultural Revolution started, my parents were
criticized and arrested. My grandma took us children back to her village where we had
apeaceful life. The countryside was aparadise for me, Ilearned alot from there. (c8,
sill)

9. Teller 9
112. Revolutionary grandma
Grandma was my childhood guardian. When my parents were sent to amountain
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in the countryside to be re-educated, my three older brothers and Istayed with my
grandma in the city. My grandma was illiterate but very understanding. Grandma was
from aearly liberated area and understood alot of things about revolution.

She saved

many revolutionary peoples' lives in the Chinese/Japanese war of the late 1930's by
hiding them in her home.

So she was called "revolutionary old lady". At her funeral

there were many high ranking officials from the Party and the Government.

Grandma

was also agood storyteller. We brothers all loved her, respected and never disobeyed her.
Our grandma and parents applied strict family rules and values to us. These rules
and values included to be honest, be modest, be ambitious, be self-respectful, and don't
lie, don't take advantage of others, don't fight or argue with others. We four brothers all
respected and followed these family values. We all went on the road which we expected
through our personal efforts.

Our success was very much related to our early family

education and personal lived experiences. (c9, si 12)

113. Naughty boy
My kindergarten was attached to alocal Normal University, which was a well
known kindergarten in terms of staff quality and facilities. Iwas the naughtiest boy in
the class and often broke collective rules. One day, Idisobeyed ateacher in the class and
she grounded me by putting me into aroom which was full of cotton quilts. Iwas so
happy to be there because Icould do alot of fun things by myself. Iused quilts to block
up the door and played hands-ups. It was great fun. When the teacher remembered me
and asked me to come out, she could not open the door.

Iheard that she asked the
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director of the kindergarten to report this to my parents. Iwas very angry for what she
did so when Icame out Ikicked her very hard.
I was still very naughty in elementary school, but my grades were always
outstanding.

Iwas assigned to be a member of a learning committee in charge of

studying in the class. Ihad good relationships with my elementary classmates. We were
close friends.

One of the reasons for this was we were all from a similar family

background. Ikeep in touch with many of my elementary friends even today. (c9, si 13)

114. Boys set free
My parents were not with us for most of our childhood, but Iloved them and
never felt remote from them.

Iknew that they loved us very much too.

During that

historical period parents had a serious obligation to the revolutionary course, which
required the commitment of most of their time.
socialist country.

Their obligation was to build anew

They did not have time to think about family life or their children's

education. They dedicated themselves to the socialist construction entirely. In their eyes
the revolutionary work was the priority, and private life was the last consideration.
Another reason that they did not pay close attention to us was because we were
boys. In Chinese opinions, boys could be set free but not girls. Our parents' carelessness
gave us many chances to play without restrictions.
not able to closely supervise us.

Grandma was quite old so she was

We had awonderful time without parents.

At the

beginning of the Cultural Revolution, there was no school. We were very free, but, we
paid too much to have this freedom. (c9, si 14)
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115. A little revolutionary
At the beginning of the Cultural Revolution, our parents were called "counterrevolutionary" and their salaries were stopped by the government. We had avery difficult
life at that time. Grandma tried very hard to ensure that we boys had enough food to eat
for our fast growing bodies. Iremember that at the dining table grandma always ate little
and never touched the meat dishes.

She did not eat her share so we would have more

food.
Our lives changed dramatically during that time.
remote mountain area and we saw them only once ayear.

Our parents, were sent to a
Our family was forced to

move out of our comfortable house to astrange environment. In addition, there was not
enough food to eat at home. However, we children quite enjoyed this change and had a
happy time. Although there was not enough food, it was not aproblem for us. My older
brothers organized children of the compound to fish in the rivers and also stole corn from
the nearby village. Then we distributed them to each member equally. My oldest brother
was awonderful guy who always let other children have food first. Sometimes he gave
his share to those who needed more. We were practising Socialism. Iloved my brother
and respected him for his deeds.
When Iwas eight, the Red Guards started to "exchange revolutionary experiences"
(cuan han) with long trips to travel around the country. My two older brothers joined this
significant movement and brought me with them.
really learned a lot.

Iwent many places with them and

At that time Iwore a green army uniform top which was long

enough to cover me from head to feet. My parents worried that Iwas too young to join
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the long trips, but when they saw my brothers and me in front of them after atwo week
journey, they were relieved. After two months of travel Iwas toughened enough to be
able to do many things by myself. Igrew up alot. (c9, si 15)

116. New neighbourhood
Before the Cultural Revolution, my family lived in atwo-storey house which was
the dormitory for high ranking officials of the provincial government. When the Cultural
Revolution started, we were moved out by the revolutionary teams into a compound
building occupied by ordinary working class families. This was avery special experience
in my childhood. Iused to play with children who were from the so called "high class"
families. In the new place, our lives changed.

Our new neighbours were vegetable

salesmen, labourers and teachers. Ibegan to play with the children whom Iused to have
no chance or was not allowed to play with.

This new environment had asignificant

influence on my life, and on my outlook of life. (c9, s116)

117. Special friends
Imade two friends in the compound. Ma's father was avegetable salesman, and
Chen's was avender. We did alot of things together, for example, cleaning the yard, and
picking wood. One day we went to anearby hill to collect wood for the fire, but there
were no more wood to collect. Chen decided to break tree branches so he climbed atree.
Because Chen was too heavy for the small tree, he fell and his arm was broken. We were
all terribly frightened not only because he was injured but also we would be discovered
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as thieves stealing public property.

Chen was sent to the hospital and my grandma

criticized me for learning to be bad with those "wild" children.

Iwas advised by my

family not to play with Chen and Ma any more. (c9, si 17)

118. Smashing Four Olds
Ijoined the Little Red Guard at the beginning of the Cultural Revolution.

The

duty of the Little Red Guard was to break with the Four Olds: Old Tradition, Old Culture,
Old Customs, and Old Ideas.
There was a teacher who was a Buddhist.
outmoded custom during the Cultural Revolution.
revolutionary target.

Religions were regarded as an

Therefore, this teacher became our

We criticized and denounced her at a school meeting.

Some

students even beat her. But she was very strong and even explained to us what Buddhism
was. At the end we gave up criticizing her. Idon't remember whether it was because
we were convinced by her or we just obeyed her as usual again. (c9, si 18)

119. Reading revolutionary books
There were some books in my family: Chinese classic novels and revolutionary
books. Istarted reading at seven years old.

Iread alot of novels about revolutionary

heroes, such as Wang Jie, Dong Chuirui, and Ou Yanghai. Idon't remember whether I
had read any children's books in my childhood. Ithink that Iwas satisfied with those
revolutionary books. Children of our generation were brought up with these revolutionary
books. We were indeed deeply influenced by them. (c9, s119)
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12 0. A chance changed one's life
By chance, Iwas assigned as the class leader. It was the rule that as aleader one
had to do something for the collective. Once, there was aschool athletic competition and
no one registered to join long distance running in my class.

Because Iwas the class

leader, Ihad an obligation to fill this vacancy so Iput my name down. Although I. was
the youngest and smallest in the game, and never ran in the game before, Iwon the
championship. Isurprised not only the school but also myself in this unusual event. The
physical education teacher considered that Ihad asports talent and encouraged me to join
the school team. After that Ipersisted in practice and training in long distance running
for years. Ifinally achieved afourth place in the provincial games.
To attend athletic training was very hard because it needed a great deal of
persistence and willpower. Iam really grateful to my physical education teacher. It was
he who led me into a new life in which I learned to be strong, brave, and to be
independent.

Ibelieve in chances.

Although Ibecame asports person by chance, the

chance changed my life significantly. (c9, s120)
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Chapter Six
What Do the Stories Tell?

As noted in the preceding chapter, nine individual participants in collaboration
with the researcher, shared stories on how they perceived, understood and interpreted
their lived childhood experiences during the Cultural Revolution. These stories were the
result of aseries of open-ended interviews.
Five themes emerged from the interpretation of the data in this study.

These

themes include: family and tradition, socialist education and schooling, children in the
revolution, ghost stories, and other related issues. The emergence of the themes involved
several stages. First, the data were presented in astory format describing and exploring
the lived experiences of children during the Cultural Revolution. Second, the recurring
topics and concerns of the participants emerged as possible themes. Third, the data were
interpreted and analyzed based on the historical, philosophical, cultural, and political
backgrounds discussed in Chapters Two, Three and Four. The literature review in this
study establishes the foundations for the stories.

As well, the researcher's background

and rationale for the study in Chapter One provided acontext for abetter understanding
of the stories.
An analytical framework (see Chart 6.1) emerged and developed in the on-going
process of repeated interviews, data collection and analysis.

Within this process, the

researcher also reflected on the review of literature, inclusive of the Chinese traditional
philosophy, historical ideology of the Cultural Revolution, and the Chinese childhood
education.

The framework discusses, in sequence, the theme, context (traditional or
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revolutionary), policy, and the content and process.
In Chart 6. 1, the theme of the "Impact of Authority Figures" is used as an
example to describe the steps in this analysis.

In this example, children experienced

authority figures in both traditional and revolutionary contexts.

However, in the

traditional context, the policy for the authority figure was the father. In the revolutionary
context, it was the political leaders representing Mao Zedong. The content included the
traditional values of the Chinese philosophy and the process involved the interpretation
of these values by the authority figure which was the father. In contrast, the content of
the revolutionary values of the Cultural Revolution included Mao Zedong's political
morality of the Communist doctrine and the process involved the teaching of the morals
by prescription.

The final analysis focused on the relationship (continuity and change)

between traditional and revolutionary values of childhood education during the Cultural
Revolution.

Chart 6.1 Analytical Framework: Participants' Stories
Theme

-

Content

-

Policy

Content/Process

Continuity and
Change

Tradition— Authority— Father interprets
of Father
Classical morality
for family

Tradition

Impact
of
Authority
Figures

Childhood
Experience

Cultural
Revolution

Authority —
of Mao

Mao supersedes
father authority
and prescribes
political-morality
for society

Revolution

Note: Example of Impact of Authority Figure in Participants' Stories
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6.1 Family and Tradition
Family and tradition is an important theme throughout participants' stories. This
theme includes three dimensions in the analysis: continuity and change in the family;
family expectations of children; and punishments.

1. Continuity and Change in the Family
Family is acore unit in Chinese culture and society.

The traditional concept of

family encompasses an extended family structure, which includes grand parents and
grand-children living in ahousehold. This type of family structure created aclose bond
between the family and society. What happened to the society also impacted the family.
Thus, the family as afundamental social unit played an important role in the Cultural
Revolution.
The participants' families were all involved in the Cultural Revolution and the
Revolution changed the family lives dramatically (s14, s27, s39, s42, s55, s72, s87,
s106, si 16). Most of the participants' parents committed themselves to the Revolution.
As aresult, their children were often peripheral and neglected. A few parents, accused
as counter-revolutionaries or capitalist sympathizers, were criticized and taken away from
their families at the beginning of the Cultural Revolution (s39, s42, s73).

Many

children, as aresult of broken families, had lonely childhoods, such as in the stories of
"the son of the landlord" (s27), "what happened in my family" (s42), and "home alone
for two years" (s74).

The family was no longer a safe and comfortable place for the

children during the revolution.
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It was noted, however, that the traditional family values remained during the
Cultural Revolution.

The value of filial piety in Chapter Two (pp.32-3) continued to

play an important role in the family structure and life.

For example, parents were

described as the absolute authority in children's lives (s 17, s70, s84). All the participants
in the study were very obedient to their parents in their childhood.

Although many

children grew up in residential kindergartens or schools, most of them remained obedient
towards their parents (s46, s79, s107).
Grandparents played a significant role in child-rearing practice and children's
education.

Many participants had the experience of having grandparents as their

guardians in their childhood (s28, s42, s80, s84, s100, si 12). Since most parents were
busily involved in the revolutionary movement, grandparents became surrogate figures
in children's lives at home. They carried and passed on family and traditional values to
children through storytelling and family disciplines, such as in the stories of "being hot
is better than being cold" (s46), "grandma's past" (s 100), and "revolutionary grandma"
(si 12).

Therefore, grandparents as children's direct guardians were an important part

of the children's lives during the Cultural Revolution.

2. Family Expectations of Children
Family expectations reflect asociety's value system.
long and deep tradition.
expectations.

China is acountry with a

Traditional values occupy an important place in family

There were three apparent family expectations or values for children in

participants' stories.

The first was the value of filial piety, in which the children were
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expected to be obedient and submissive to adults, especially to parents, teachers and
political leaders. The children were taught to be tolerant whenever there were conflicts
(s94). Selflessness was highly valued in family education (s28, s64). The children were
asked to yield themselves to adults all the time, such as in the story of "father's choice
was my choice" (s79), and the childhood motto "we are different from others" (s89).
In order to realize the expectation of being obedient and tolerant, the children were
taught to be honest, respectful, and modest in their lives (s36, s112). These became their
childhood goals.
The children were also expected to be revolutionary and political beings.

The

definition of being revolutionary taught by parents as drawn from the participants' stories
is as follows: to love and be loyal to Chairman Mao and his revolutionary movements,
to love and imitate the revolutionary heroes, to love physical labour, to hate and criticize
feudalism, capitalism and revisionism (s67, s92, sill).

It was interesting to note that

the traditional value of filial piety played an important role in fulfilling the revolutionary
expectation for children at home during the Cultural Revolution. Since the parents were
natural authority figures, the political expectations were followed obediently by the
children at home.

The parents forced their children to read political books (s77) to

ensure their children were politically correct.

Some families set up Chairman Mao as

afamily god and asked children to pray to Mao's pictures at home, such as in the story
of "pray to Mao for forgiveness" (s92).

Even though most of the families might not

have understood the impact of Mao's "spiritual" influence on their children, they did
what they could to prevent their children from being politically incorrect during that
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period (s89).
Finally, the children were required to be hard workers and ambitious.

This

expectation came from an old belief that children should aspire to behave virtuously and
achieve academically (see Chapter Three).

The participants of the study recalled that

they were taught by parents to grow up to be strong people with special knowledge and
aspirations, such as in the stories of father was only beaten twice by his teacher" (07),
"

and "a reading habit developed" (s9 1). High expectations for children in their academic
studies remained strong during the Cultural Revolution. Thus, the tradition of diligence
and hard work also served to fulfil the purposes of the Cultural Revolution.
Many parents continued to pass on the value of filial piety to their children at
home, and the same parents taught their children to be politically correct in the
revolution (06, s46, s70, s84). However, adifference emerged between adult authority
in traditional filial piety and the adult authority as superimposed and applied within the
context of the Cultural Revolution.
concept of authority in children.

There appeared continuities and changes in the
Father (parents) authority interpreted traditional

morality within the family context (07, s79).

Whereas Mao superseded the father

authority and prescribed political morality to society during the Cultural Revolution (s 11,
s73).

This was a special phenomenon of family education during the Cultural

Revolution.
In short, although the Cultural Revolution dominated family life significantly,
many parents continued to play an important role in their children's education and
socialization.

The expectations of the children seemed to be adult in nature and
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concerned mainly with political correctness.
as children in many situations (09).

Children were not valued for themselves

They had no say and there appeared to be alack

of respect for the child at home, such as indicated in the story of "father's choice was
my choice" (s79).

The children were expected to be small adults who were to realize

the dreams of parents and society. This illustrates an important fact, namely, the family
was not only asocial unit, and an educational unit, but also used as apolitical instrument
in children's lives in order to promote the Cultural Revolution.

3. Punishments
An old Chinese saying goes, "to beat your children means to care about them; to
scold your children means to love them". Without beating and scolding, parents would
spoil their children.

Punishments of children can be seen as a part of the filial piety

tradition in Chinese society.

It was found in this study that many parents physically

punished their children during the Cultural Revolution (s17, s38, s61, s68, s107), and
many of this study's participants accepted this without question.
had the right to physically punish their children.

Parents felt that they

Punishments for disciplinary reasons

were apart of the growing up experiences of the participants. Although mistreated, the
children did not complain (s 17, s38, s6 1, s68, s107). They fulfilled their filial piety role
of obedience to adult authority.
A crucial distinction emerged between the authority structure in traditional society
and the authority as structure in the political society of the Cultural Revolution. Parents
were absolute authority figures in children's lives through the practice of filial piety.
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The participants respected their parents, especially the fathers, who played aleading role
at home (s38, s67).

This respect, in many cases, was accompanied by fear.

The

children were afraid of making mistakes (08), and dared not to try new things, because
any mistakes would bring not only punishments but also shame, such as in the story of
"personality reform

-

jiaoqi" (08).

China's political situation strongly affected the family authority structure. The
Cultural Revolution created power shifts in the home, school, and society, and Mao and
his revolution became the authority. Although parental authority never faded in its power
over the young children, the parental authority was modified to meet the political needs
of the Cultural Revolution.

6.2 Socialist Education and Schooling
Education in China, as in all societies, aims to inculcate the knowledge, skills,
values, attitudes and behaviours necessary to function in society. After the Communist
victory in 1949, the new government sought to build anew society, with new values and
norms.

From the beginning of the People's Republic, great emphasis was placed on

educating everyone in new ways of acting and thinking. Teaching children to be socialist
citizens occupied aprominent place in the curriculum of schools. Such education, which
the Chinese call daode jiaoyu, is commonly translated as "moral education", inclusive
of values, attitudes and behaviour of the socialist revolution. The term moral education
had abroad meaning in the Chinese context, especially during the Cultural Revolution.
Some participants in the study were brought up in political surroundings and
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indoctrinated with socialist moral values in school (slO, s32, s69, s88, sl.O1). The school
was an intensive political training institution where the children were taught to become
political and revolutionary beings.

The socialist education included four meanings for

the participants: political-moral education, collective upbringing, teachers, and the
importance of (students) being special in school.

1. Political-Moral Education
Political-moral education, highly emphasized and developed during the Cultural
Revolution, trained children to be politically correct revolutionary rebels.

The "Five

Loves" policies were used as the goal of political moral education (see Chapter Four,
p.113, p.125). However, the emphasis of the "Five Loves" was shifted from loyalty to
socialism and the country in general, loyalty to the Communist Party and Chairman Mao
in particular.

It was seen from the stories that the school curriculum and learning

materials were inclusive of political content (slO, s32, s97).

The children spent hours

in school studying Mao's teachings and political documents, and practising writing
criticisms (07).

They were also encouraged to be involved in revolutionary actions,

such as in the stories of "the little Red Sharp Guards" (s12), and "I spit on ateacher"
(s105).

Although academic studies seemed to continue in schools during that time, the

dominant trend of school education was occupied by politics.

Training young political

and revolutionary beings formed the characteristic of Chinese childhood education during
the Cultural Revolution.
A sense of political selflessness was stressed in school. Although selflessness was
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an important trait of traditional Chinese education, it was filled with new content during
the Cultural Revolution. The children were taught to be politically selfless (s64). This
meant that the children were to believe the revolution was their only way of life. They
were not allowed to think otherwise and to do things for themselves in the revolution.
In other words, to be politically selfless was to be loyal to Mao and his revolutionary
movements rather than being an individual child.
One of the socialist goals was to reduce the differences between the rich and the
poor in order to achieve an egalitarian world.
expected to be equal with no social classes.

In this egalitarian world, everyone was
Since China had serious economical

constraints during the early years of the new socialist reconstruction, the practice of
purging the rich and helping the poor seemed to become a priority in the aim of
education.
It is necessary to mention that in Chinese culture, the term "rich" was not
assumed to be apositive word either in ancient times or the Communist period.
term rich was always associated with the exploitation of the poor.

The

The rich were

categorized as landlords and capitalists (see Chapter Two, p.47). They were viewed as
the enemies of the Chinese Communist Revolution. This way of thinking had aprofound
impact on school curriculum, education, and children's lives. For example, in the story
of "rich is abad thing" (s6), the children learned that to be poor was more acceptable
than to be rich.

They learned to appreciate old clothes.

suppress their desires for having abetter material life.

The children were trained to

This policy during the Cultural

Revolution had hoped to ensure the children would be satisfied with the consequence of
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the Communist society.
During the Cultural Revolution, manual labour was regarded as an inseparable
component of socialist education. Many schools developed their own vegetable gardens
and school-based factories.

The children were organized to do manual labour in the

school environment as part of their school curriculum (s52, s75, s103).

The children

were taught to love manual labour and to respect the working class (s103).

Although

there were different responses from the participants regarding their early labour, many
of them enjoyed the opportunities of being part of the working class and the hardships
of working in the fields (s 103).

Labour education was aimed to create ageneration of

children with socialist values and manual labour skills who would, in turn, become
members of the working class.

As a consequence, academic knowledge and teaching

were devalued in school education during the Cultural Revolution (slO, s51, s97). In this
regard, labour education can be seen as an attempt to take advantage of the continuing
traditional value of perseverance, diligence and hard work in order to promote the ideals
of Socialism and the Cultural Revolution. It also can be regarded as adevelopment of
Mao's ideology on knowledge. Mao believed that knowledge came from the productive
struggles and through practice (see Chapter Two, pp.49-50).
Very few participants in the study expressed an interest in doing chores at home.
On the other hand, they never complained about manual labour in the school, such as the
story of "a lazy girl" (s61).

This tendency for favouring labour away from home may

have created aweakness in the traditional parental authority. As it was stated previously,
"loyalty to Mao" occupied the highest priority in the educational goals of the Cultural
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Revolution. Although the home may have been more relaxed, the better explanation for
the lack of doing labour at home maybe due to the deteriorating effect of the parental
authority (filial piety) in the home.

One reason for this may be that the revolutionary

Little Red Guards would not accept any other authority except Chairman Mao, an
important part of the school curriculum.
The Cultural Revolution attempted to purge the "Four Olds"

-

old culture, old

tradition, old ideas and old customs, but the participants' stories revealed that some of
the traits of Chinese tradition were still retained in schooling. The textbooks continued
to include traditional fables and stories, even though they were slightly altered to include
new revolutionary contents (s18).

It was interesting to find that both the political and

traditional moral values taught in the school were not far apart from the families'
traditional expectations of children.
school programs,

Although political training was dominant in the

traditional moral education still played an important role as

undercurrents in Chinese schools. It was noted that aunified political value system was
created and the traditional moral values were modified in order to meet the purpose of
the Cultural Revolution.
In short, two important points of Chinese political-moral education can be drawn
from the stories.
component.

First, the educational process was always accompanied by a value

Therefore, during the Cultural Revolution, most of the educational

objectives had moral implications.

Textbooks and teaching materials, for example,

conveyed more than simply skills or intellectual knowledge in the revolutionary context.
Second, real knowledge was learned only through doing, or by practice.

Education as
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a process must be tied to real social situations, especially those -which furthered
revolutionary goals. These two points explain the educational goals, curriculum, and the
learning processes during the Cultural Revolution.

2. Collective Upbringing
According to Chinese tradition, individuals are considered as members of agroup
(see Chapter Two, p.32-3). The group-centredness is one of the fundamental structures
in traditional Chinese society.

While the collective is accepted as an ideal structure of

the Communist society (see Chapter Two, pA.8).

The group starts from one's family,

then the school, neighbourhood, and finally extending to the society. A family group is,
by its very definition, afundamental component of Chinese society.

Since the school

environment is convenient for the State to control, the true beginning of aselected group
life,

-

collective, usually takes place when the child leaves the family setting on adaily

basis for an institutional experience.

The notion of collective education was fully

developed and promoted during the Cultural Revolution.
Collective upbringing was an important experience for the Chinese children during
the Cultural Revolution. They were brought up by the ideology of collective education.
Some common values and concepts of collective education which were described by the
participants in this study can be summarized as follows:
First, the collective was described as an environment in which children could feel
related to each other and to the country (s4, s29).

The members of the collective

(schools) were trained to share the same purpose and value system. The children were
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encouraged to help each other and to share their happiness and sadness with other
members in the collective (s2, s3 1). As aconsequence of this education, children formed
feelings for and developed a sense of responsibility to the collective.

In addition, the

collective was also described as a place in which the members were equal (02).
Equality was afundamental principle in collective education.
Secondly, one of the principles of the collective was the relationship between the
individual and the collective. It was noted in participants' stories that the interests of the
collective transcended the interests of the individual (s3 1, s53, s69). For example, in the
collective an individual was encouraged to suppress his/her own desires and interests in
order to meet the collective's needs, such as in the stories of "a new life in kindergarten"
(s53) and "be obedient and never show self" (s70).

In other words, the children were

fostered to have ahabit of living in the collective. This habit included always thinking
of the collective first, being aware of one's position in the collective, and doing whatever
the collective wanted the individual to do.
Finally, rules and regulations in school were strictly set up for the classroom as
a collective (si, s31, s32, s53).

There were many regulations in schools, and the

children were trained to follow the rules exactly and to obey authorities. Breaking rules
would result in disciplinary actions (si, s53).

The collective discipline played an

important role in the formation of children's revolutionary habits and attitudes.
Collective education can be seen as an emergent concept of the group-centredness
tradition. It was noted in the stories that the Cultural Revolution attempted to apply this
group consciousness into the collective system.

The traditional group centredness was
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based on the group members' mutual respect and understanding, while the revolutionary
collective was formed by the political power and fear. These can be seen as one of the
differences between the group-centredness and the collective.
In short, collective upbringing was an important experience of Chinese children
during the Cultural Revolution. This experience laid the fundamental framework of the
participants' attitudes and beliefs about their lives and the surrounding world.

The

participants in the study thought of their childhood collective experiences and considered
them to be the beginning of their journey of life (s2, s29, s32).

The idea of collective

education for children was both attractive and ideologically sound so that it became an
established feature of the Chinese child rearing practice. The collective was aconcrete
example of the socialist way of life. The members of the collective had become aware
that the interests of society and the individuals were identical. Children were encouraged
to become involved in the collective at an early age.

As aresult, the school collective

became not just acollection of individuals but an integrated social unit in which some
of the participants in this study felt asense of belonging and happiness.

3. Teachers

-

Authority and the Object of the Revolution

Teachers were highly respected in traditional Chinese culture.

There are two

factors related to teachers' status in China. First, teachers were regarded as masters of
learning.

They hold knowledge and methods to teach students.

intellectual ability make them an authority in school.

Their position and

Second, teachers' authority is

considered as an extension of *
parental authority, that is, a supplement to parents (see
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Chapters Two and Three).
continued.

After the 1949 Communist Liberation, this tradition

Teachers were given arespectful social status in socialist China.

It was noted in the stories that schools were very strict and rigid in terms of
regulations and studies before the Cultural Revolution. There was homework everyday,
even at kindergarten level. Therefore, children had little free time to play or to do things
themselves.

A strict relationship persisted between the teachers and students, in which

the teacher was the authority and students were subordinates.

In the story of "my

kindergarten" (s69), for example, the children were not allowed to express their desires
and feelings. They were also discouraged to challenge the teachers in any situation (s3,
s5 1, s70). Physical punishments, as an important component of teachers' authority, were
commonly used in school in the early 1960's (s3, s7, s34, s51, s58).
Tradition and social status made teachers adifferent class with dignity in China.
"Teacher's dignity" was defined being the principal authority in the school.
this image changed dramatically during the Cultural Revolution.
authority base and became objects of the Revolution (0).

making mistakes (s26, s104, s118).

Teachers lost their

Some of the teachers were

criticized as being "capitalists" because they held knowledge (s8).
"Confucians" for using traditional teaching methods (s5 1).

However,

Others were called

Some were even beaten for

In addition, many teachers were forced to stop

teaching and sent to the countryside to be re-educated (s8, s33, s43).
the teacher's authority was weakened.

In other words,

The students played an important role in the

teacher's loss of status. The students tried to break down the authoritarian system in the
schools by seeking more freedom and by showing they have power in the revolution.
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In addition to the students's role, teachers and the curriculum became regarded as part
of the old culture, thus criticized and shunned.
Many participants expressed their gratitude to their childhood teachers.

These

teachers played their roles well as teachers, authority figures, and caregivers during the
participants' early years of schooling (s33, s59, s88).

They maintained traditional

methods and followed the old curriculum. Although many children suffered from family
tragedies during the Cultural Revolution (s39, s42, s87), it was the childhood teachers
who took care of these children and their needs (s50, s88). Interestingly the authoritative
teachers were respected by children. These teachers ignored the political pressures and
continued teaching subjects (s33, s59, s102).

The participants felt grateful for the

teachers who dedicated themselves to teaching in revolutionary times. The teachers who
continued teaching and used the traditional methods were the most respected in the
children's eyes (slO, s33, s59).
In short, there seemed to be three kinds of teachers in participants' stories. First,
some teachers represented the old side of the tradition.
authoritarian roles in school.
and students.

These teachers played

There was alack of mutual respect between the teachers

When the Cultural Revolution advocated students to rebel the counter-

revolutionaries, these teachers became the objects of the revolution.

Second, many

teachers continued to play traditional roles in children's lives. These roles included being
a teacher as authority figure, parent substitute and in some cases, the object of the
revolution. These teachers gained respect of the participants of this study because of not
only their roles in children's lives but also the value of filial piety they were taught at
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home. Finally, the revolutionary teachers who took the new politics as. their priority, in
many cases, created fear in children. This can be seen as an important characteristic of
Chinese teachers during the revolutionary movement.

4. The Importance of Being Special in School
Many participants in the study had adesire to experience being special in their
childhoods (00, s57, s95, s120).
the leadership of children.

This raises an interesting issue about the status and

Why did children want to be special in school?

How did

"being special" influence their socialization process?
Traditionally, children were seen as recipients in education (see Chapters Two and
Three).

They accepted whatever was taught and did not question.

passive and submissive position.

Children were in a

They were expected to be obedient, or submissive to

teachers, work hard and get good marks.

Most Chinese children lived their traditional

childhoods in this way. However, the Cultural Revolution brought on changes and made
the children live their lives as special beings. To be special meant to children that they
could do different things, and further, do things independently.
This "being special" phenomenon relates to the problem of relationship and
leadership in children. There were different definitions of leadership among the children
in the participants' stories.

For example, traditional leadership was seen as a good

"obeyer" or "follower" of teachers and school rules (05).

The criteria for selecting

children of traditional leadership in school included: being obedient and submissive,
being good at academic studies (00), and being physically strong (07).

In contrast,
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active and assertive children were not given leadership positions in school (s5).

These

criteria reflect traditional Chinese values on the obedience and submission of children.
Therefore, although the children wanted to be different and had opportunities to change
their positions during the Cultural Revolution, they continued practising old traditions.
In other words, traditional practices played an important role in the determination of
children's positions during the Cultural Revolution.

6.3 Children in the Revolution
The Cultural Revolution was one of the most disruptive movements in modern
Chinese history.

The Children growing-up during that period had a unique lived

experience: (1) felt free from traditional authority, (2) suffered and experienced conflicts
in the Revolution, (3) became children of Mao, and (4) learned from the countryside.

1. Felt Free from Traditional Authority
The Cultural Revolution brought about tremendous changes in children's lives.
The most obvious change was that the children "felt free" from traditional authority.
Aspects of feeling freedom can be summarized as follows: first, the children felt free
from traditional authority figures, especially school teachers and principals, when the
Cultural Revolution took place. Many teachers lost their authority over children during
that time (s8, s43).

As aresult, there seemed to be no real authority figures to guide

children in many schools. The children were encouraged to do whatever they wanted to
do in order to become revolutionary rebels, as told in the story of "experienced
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freedom" (s9).

Feeling free from teachers' authority was aspecial experience for the

children who grew up in the revolution.

On the other hand, it was found that since

everything was controlled by the politics of the revolution, the children were too young
to understand the constraints of the Cultural Revolution.
Second, feeling free was seen as an adventure in children's lives. It was found
in participants' stories that the feeling of freedom gave children opportunities to explore
new worlds (s9, s115).

The children learned about different social classes, life-styles,

and ways of acting (s71, s76, s116).

Most importantly, they experienced freedom in

revolutionary actions inside and outside of schools. As aconsequence, the children were
led to "revolutionary" and "freedom" actions, such as stealing, cheating, spitting on
teachers, and even beating teachers (s26, s105).
happened in traditional settings.

These actions would never have

On occasions, the children even became authority

figures over their teachers and other adults (s23).

In short, the Cultural Revolution

provided children with opportunities to learn and do things by themselves which had
rarely been given before.

The children's experience of feeling free, as an adventure,

permitted them to hurt and even destroy people.
Third, the Red Guards were seen as asymbol of freedom of the revolution in the
eyes of young children (si 1, si 15).
childhood heroes and models.

Most young children saw the Red Guards as their

Many participants joined the "Little Red Guards" to

prepare themselves for adulthood in the Cultural Revolution (s11, s105). The children
wanted to grow up faster to become Red Guards, so that they could be truly free and to
dedicate themselves to Chairman Mao and his revolution (s 11).
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To summarize, many of the participants in this study spent their early years
observing and wondering what was going on in the revolution. Although they were too
young to be involved in any decision-making and action processes, they felt more
freedom than before the Cultural Revolution. They experienced freedom from traditional
authority and changes in life style.

They also suffered because of the revolution..

2. Suffered and experienced Conflicts in the Revolution
Many children suffered because of the Cultural Revolution.

Some of them

witnessed their parents and teachers being beaten and criticized by the Red Guards (s 11,
s26, s39, s43, s73, s104).

Some suffered from injury or illness which was caused by

being neglected (s55, s74). Others were mistreated because their parents were criticized
as counter-revolutionaries (s39, s76). More specifically, the children were victims of the
Revolution. They felt lonely, unsafe and fearful not only at home but also in school and
in their neighbourhoods.
The Cultural Revolution also created conflicts and confusion within children. It
was found in the stories that the dominant doctrine of education during the Cultural
Revolution was to train children to have faith in Mao and his revolutionary cause (s16,
s65, s92, si 10). A popular slogan went at the time, "whoever is against Mao, we will
be against him".

However, this doctrine resulted in conflicts among children.

On the

one hand, the children were trained to be totally selfless revolutionaries who would do
anything for Mao and the revolution.

On the other hand, because they were continued

to be taught filial piety at home, they did not know how to cope with the conflicts
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between the revolution and their own lives. This was especially true when their parents
and teachers were targeted as the enemies in the revolution.

As aconsequence, some

children felt confused when their parents were criticized by the Red Guards (s27, s106).
Some felt deep confusion in their lives, as told in the story of "why were the people I
respected criticized" (s72). They did not know whom or what they should trust and did
not know what to do in the situation. However, it was interesting to find that although
the children had faith in the revolution, they still privately respected and loved their
parents (s27, s39). The stories told of young children's secret lives in which there was
always aplace for their parents deep inside their hearts.
The Cultural Revolution created a special phenomenon in children who,
ironically, enjoyed and suffered from this significant movement.

This generation of

children lived through the most difficult period of the Chinese socialist revolution. They
learned about the Cultural Revolution through their personal experiences of being free
as a revolutionary, as well as experiencing obedience and suffering.

This "special

generation of children" should not be compared with the Red Guards who were regarded
as the smash-and-grabbers in the revolution (s15).

Nor were they aspoiled generation

compared with the current generation of "only children" who grew up with everything.
The lived experience laid the foundation for the participants' understanding of the reality
of their surrounding world.
Finally, the distinctive descriptions of the children's lives before, during, and
after the Cultural Revolution appear in the stories (s27, s83).

Many participants

expressed their feelings about the life before the Cultural Revolution as being peaceful
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and enjoyable.

The Cultural Revolution suddenly changed the children's peaceful lives

into alife of confusion and disruption.

3. Became Children of Mao
Mao Zedong was the most powerful political figure and authority in modern
Chinese society. His power was spiritual and political. First, Mao was regarded as the
saviour and the only God in Communist China.

In traditional Chinese culture, it was

said that there were many gods rather than one God (see Chapter Two, pp.41-3). During
the Cultural Revolution, Mao changed the traditional way of thinking and became the
only "God" of China.
people.

His red books became the sole truths to be accepted by the

The worship of Mao was commonly conducted, especially for children .(s16,

s65, s92).
Second, Mao was regarded as an absolute political authority in China. His words
were the supreme teaching of political education during the Cultural Revolution.
Everything was dominated by revolutionary politics, and the policies were translated to
be Mao and his revolutionary cause. Disagreement with Mao was not allowed (s65, s92,
silO). The political power of Mao reached its peak during the Cultural Revolution.
To be Chairman Mao's children was the most honourable childhood goal during
the Cultural Revolution (s16, silO). Children were trained to have faith only in Mao and
his revolutionary cause.
school curriculum.
Mao's children.

Mao's teachings dominated the content and process in the

The children were encouraged to make efforts to be selected as
Mao transformed the traditional father figure to be himself, thus
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becoming the God, the authority, and the father of the Chinese people.
feared by the children (s92).

Mao was also

Mao's Cultural Revolution was a special process of

political education for children, and therefore, the children were called the Children of
Chairman Mao.

4. Learned from the Countryside
Living in the countryside was another important childhood experience for the
participants of this study during the Cultural Revolution (s22, s23, s28, s43, s63, s86,
sill).

There were different reasons for them to go to the country.

Some went to the

countryside to avoid serious political struggles in the city (s28, s43, sill). Others were
sent to the country to be re-educated (s63).

Still others went to the country for

revolutionary reasons, such as to learn from the peasants (s63).

No matter what the

reasons, they all had extraordinary experiences. Escaping from political struggles in the
city, some children felt relaxed and fresh in the countryside. The participants considered
this experience as an adventure in their childhood (s22, s63, s86).

They had pets,

worked in fields, learned how to plant grains and vegetables. They even played with the
country kids, who formerly were looked down upon by the city people.

These

experiences and explanations enriched their early lives.
As these children lived in the countryside, they learned about the gap between life
in the city and in the countryside (s22, s28).

The discovery presented striking

contradictions to what these city children were taught in school about the life in the
countryside. The children were told that peasants were having ahappy life under Mao's
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revolution.

However, the reality of poverty in country life shocked the children.

To

experience contradictions was atypical phenomenon in the lives of children during the
Cultural Revolution, but they dared not question it.

Living in the country produced

dramatic changes in children's lives. They learned much about the country through first
hand experiences (s22, s44, s86).

These experiences made them think about the two

different worlds in socialist China.

The countryside also became a lively classroom

where the children learned from the world of work.
In summary, the Cultural Revolution represented disasters for the Chinese cultural
and economic development.

It was also a disaster in the lives of children as they

suffered badly. However, it must be remembered that the children viewed the Cultural
Revolution as a great opportunity to experience different things and to do things by
themselves. Joining the Cultural Revolution was like playing agame, sometimes exciting
and enjoyable while at the same time, hurtful and disappointing. Although the children
did not understand what the revolution was about, they enjoyed the new opportunities
which previously did not exist.

These experiences were part of their education and

socialization processes.

6.4 Ghosts Stories

-

a popular culture of children

Ghosts have a long history in Chinese culture.

According to Confucian

philosophy, a fundamental human relationship is built between gods and men (see
Chapter Two, pp.41-3).

There were many gods including ghosts and ancestors in

traditional Chinese beliefs and literature. Centuries ago, ghosts were exercised as power
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and rights, and were viewed as authority figures in people's lives.

1. Why Ghosts were Popular in Children?
After the 1949 Communist victory, belief in ghosts and gods was regarded as a
backward idea which would hinder socialist development.

Besides blaming ghosts and

gods as being part of the old and bad culture, new enemies of socialist movements were
listed and criticized.

These enemies included "international imperialism, modem

revisionism, serious natural calamities, and the landlord and bourgeois classes" (Yang
and Yang, 1979, p.9).

All these enemies were called "ghost-like things" (ibid).

The

Communist government asked people not to be afraid of ghosts and the ghost-like
enemies because they either did not exist, or were "the paper tigers", which appeared
frightful but actually were not (Mao, 1961). As aresult, counteracting "ghost-fearing"
ideas became an important task for the revolutionaries after 1949.
During the Cultural Revolution, however, ghost stories continued to be shared
with the children. All of the participants in the study had learned about ghost stories in
their childhoods (s41, s66, s81, s99). The political unrest created the continuance of the
ghost stories.

Although the anti-ghost propaganda taught children to fight against the

ghosts as socialism's enemies, a new uncertainty grew among children.

Children,

worried about their future, were afraid of the new political order which played a
threatening role in their lives. In the children's eyes, ghosts were less threatening, and
consequently, allowed children to distance themselves from the realities of the Cultural
Revolution.
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Ghost stories, therefore, constituted an important part of children's socialization.
The children found room for themselves in the ghost fantasies (s4 1, s66). Through the
ghost stories, children could find life relatively relaxed and enjoyable. As aresult, ghost
stories became popular during the Cultural Revolution.

2. Children and the Ghost Stories
Three themes appeared from the participants' stories regarding the relationship
between the children and ghost stories. First, the ghost stories were mainly delivered by
the children to other children (s41, s66, s81, s90).

In many cases, the older children

played an important role in passing ghost stories on to the younger children (s66, s81).
In few cases, grandparents and nannies told the stories to children. It was also noted that
most of the participants' parents were not part of the ghost story phenomenon, and the
ghost stories were never told in school environments (s41). This indicates that the ghost
phenomenon, although not approved by the Cultural Revolution, occurred among children
in secret.
Second, there were many popular ghost stories shared by children throughout the
country, such as toilet ghosts, long tongue ghosts, ceiling ghosts, and dark ghosts (s66).
The participants in the study not only had similar feelings for these stories, but also lived
with the ghost as fear-and-favour through their childhoods (s66). The ghosts became the
children's secret, friend, and companion. They were an important part of the children's
lives.
Finally, many participants in the study recalled that their lives were controlled by
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fear of ghosts during their childhoods (s41, s81, s99). Ghosts were powerful and fearful
to children.

They were used to make children obedient and for discipline.

This

phenomenon was acontinuity of the traditional ghost functions: namely, ghosts were used
as acontrol tool in child rearing practice.
To summarize, the popularity of ghost stories emerged from the Chinese political
movements.

Children used ghosts as substitute figures to distance themselves from the

political pressure.

Ghosts, as an artificial authority, created a reprieve from both

traditional authority figures and the political order and pressures of the society.

As a

result, a popular culture of the ghost fear-and-favour phenomenon was created among
children during the Cultural Revolution.

6.5 Education and Socialization Issues
Issues

related to

children's

education and

socialization

appeared

in the

participants' stories. These issues include early reading and books, the formation of the
political self, model imitation process, friends and spare time, and naughty things in
childhood.

1. Early Reading and Books
Education was defined as reading in ancient China (see Chapter Three, pp.74-5).
According to tradition, the level of children's education was measured by assessing how
many Chinese characters (writing symbols) children knew, and how many books they had
read.

Thus, early reading was highly emphasized in ancient times.

There were many
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children's primers, poems and books available. In addition, there are historical records
of young children who were gifted in reading (ibid). The imperial examination system
focused on the selection of the gifted readers.
In Communist China, early reading was also encouraged, but with a new
emphasis on Mao's revolutionary thought and political consciousness. Mao's politicalmoral training became the basic content for reading materials.

Children's traditional

story books and other .entertainment books were abandoned or destroyed.
The participants in the study read few traditional children's literature during their
childhoods (s18, s40).

Many of them never heard about fairy tales and did not have

books which were suitable to their age at home or school (s18, s54, s77). An important
reason for this was because children's literature and books were not valued as political
educational tool.

During the Cultural Revolution, the old traditional folk stories were

criticized as part of the "Four Olds", and the fairy tales were regarded as motivating
"Capitalism".

The only things that children were encouraged to read were Chairman

Mao's teachings and revolutionary hero stories.

All families of the participants had

collections of political books. Many parents required their children to read these books
in order to fulfil the needs of revolutionary movements (s18, s45, s77, 119). Although
a few families had traditional children books, they kept them hidden.

Some families

were forced to destroy their books at the beginning of the Cultural Revolution (s45).
Many participants in the study recalled their desire for reading in their childhoods (s18,
s40). Some of them tried to read everything they could find at home and in school, for
example, old school textbooks (s18). Some used different ways of getting information,
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such as "listening to the radio" (s40), to achieve their early learning needs. Few children
were lucky to have atraditionally-oriented teacher who taught them children's literature
and lent them books to read (s60). Although the children had few opportunities to read
children's books when they were young, they were able to study political books and
Mao's teachings (s18, s77, s119).

This was a typical feature of Chinese childhood

education, that is children learned about politics, not only through witnessing real life,
but also by reading political books.
There were only afew children's stories recollected in the study

(s1 8,

s45, s77,

s102, sli9), which were mostly morally and politically oriented. The stories were part
of political and moral training at home and school, some of which were included in
school textbooks. In these stories, the political morals were told, such as to share things
with others, to help elders and the youngsters, be diligent in studies, and to learn from
revolutionary heroes.
In summary, early political readings were amajor part of childhood education and
socialization.

Children were encouraged to read political books in order to raise their

revolutionary consciousness. As aconsequence, the process of children's early learning
became adult in nature.

There was a lack of opportunities to develop child-like

imagination and activities through their early readings during the Cultural Revolution.

2. The Formation of the Political Self
Political education and socialization is viewed largely as opening up the world of
politics for individuals (Dawson and Prewitt, 1969). The Cultural Revolution provided
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an opportunity to politically socialize children.

Children were discouraged to develop

a sense of the individual being or a self-concept.
through this special experience.

Instead, a political-self developed

This political-self included the following two aspects:

loyalty and patriotism, and identification with political groups and activities.

(1) Loyalty and patriotism.
During the Cultural Revolution, political loyalties were highly emphasized and
indoctrinated within children. Many participants in the study remembered their special
feelings of being political (s32, silO, s114).

These feelings, often very intense, were

directed towards the nation or the political leader in the form of slogans: "I am a
Chinese", or "We are Chairman Mao's children" (s16, s65).
The children were also acquiring asense of loyalty and the virtues of obedience.
They were trained to be absolutely obedient and compliant to the political authorities
(s16, silO).

They were not allowed to question political orders and dared not think

about anything that was contrary to the thoughts of the political leaders.
learned to express their loyalty- by obeying laws.

The children

However, loyalty and obedience to

authorities were not easily distinguished by the children. Goodness equalled compliance
or obedience. In other words, the political-self would be characterized by asense of the
appropriateness of obedience, and thus, loyalty to the political order.

(2) Identification with political groups and activities.
The political-self also included one's views towards groups and the groups'
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activities which took on apolitical meaning. This, in time, shaped the political self. To
be part of a political group was important for the children during the Cultural
Revolution.

All the participants in the study were involved in various revolutionary

groups and activities, such as Little Red Guards.

This became part of their political

socialization during that time (s11, s39, s88, s105, s115). Although the children were
too young to understand, the revolution made them identify with the politics of the
revolution.

The children also exercised the power and right to be political beings

through the action and the excitement of the revolution, such as joining the Little Red
Guards (s11, s12, s26, s105).

These direct revolutionary experiences helped shape a

child's political-self.
The Cultural Revolution formed certain political personalities and behaviours.
These included being loyal and responsive to political orders and leaders, being
unquestioningly supportive about the peer group and their actions, being sensitive about
one's position in the revolution (s 11, Si 15). The strong-willed children behaved bravely
and persistently in the political world. However, the revolution made young children feel
confused (s27, s65, s72) and left wondering with unanswered questions (s8, s104).
Family and school were two key institutions through which political socialization
occurred during the Cultural Revolution.

The family passed on political values to its

offsprings through examples and direct teaching. Since parents influenced their children
so deeply in the early years, the political lessons a family chose to teach were very
effective at times (s77, s96, s112).

In addition, family played an important role in

developing achild's personality and his nonpolitical social attitudes and values (s36, s91,
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si 12).

These attitudes and values became part of children's political socialization as

well, even though the "Four Olds" were not encouraged.
School was another key institution in the formation of the political-self.

The

school system carried on intensive political indoctrination during the Cultural Revolution
(s 10, s31, s97). School programs, curricula and textbooks were fully politically-oriented.
The chief goal of the educational experience was to inculcate loyalty and support for the
political order, its leaders and their policies.

A major part of this politically-oriented

process was accomplished through the school curriculum.
To summarize, the children lived through apolitical childhood during the Cultural
Revolution.

It shaped their beliefs and understanding of the revolution through direct

political experiences and doctrines.

During the Cultural Revolution, children formed

their political orientations and behaviours, and developed apolitical-self.

3. Model Imitation Process
There is along tradition, going back 2500 years to the sayings of Confucius and
Mencius, which stresses both the efficacy and necessity of appreciating modelling as a
way of teaching moral education (see Chapters Two, pp.39-40 and Three, p.71-3).
Mencius, as Chinese children learn today, looked at the capacity of the dye to change
white cloth into whatever colour it contacts, and concluded that the same principle could
apply to human beings (see Chapter Two, pp.26-7).

Thus Mencius believed that

association with virtuous people would lead to agood character and, on the other hand,
association with evil people would result in abad character.
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From the beginning of the Communist regime, politically correct models were
selected by governmental units and presented to the public.

Model imitation was then

used as one of the most effective methods for teaching moral education.

It was found

in participants' stories that model imitation served three functions in their childhood
education and socialization (s 16, s2 1, s33, s65, silO, s119). First, the models presented
certain values and attitudes which the government wished to disseminate. For example,
during the Cultural Revolution political leaders, such as Mao Zedong, occupied aspecial
place as anational model (s16, s65, silO). Other national models included military and
civilian heroes of the Communist revolution and of the post-Revolutionary period. Lei
Feng was set up as a national hero because he sacrificed his life to the revolutionary
cause (s109, s119).

The models' behaviour and attitudes became the example for

children to imitate. However, it was also noted in the stories that negative models were
selected and publicized. These models were set forth as examples of bad behaviour and
erroneous thought (0, s51).

In model imitation, the children were urged to compare

their thoughts and actions with not only those of the positive models but also those of the
negative models.
models (s5 1).

Humiliation played an important role in children's understanding of

This model imitation process was seen as a special feature of Chinese

childhood education, namely, children learned from the actual exemplars set for them in
their lives.

The second function of models included demonstrating technical skills and

innovative ability.

People who displayed these characteristics were called "advanced

people" (Wang, 1988). An advanced person was not only technically proficient, but had
the proper political-moral character, which was popularly called "Red and Expert" (ibid).
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Scientists, specialists, and teachers who had revolutionary consciousness were regarded
as part of this model. The children were expected to learn from these models, especially
the working class people and the teachers, so they could contribute to the revolutionary
cause (si 1, s5 1, s59, s82).

To be useful for the revolution was the most important

children's goal during the Cultural Revolution.
The third function of models was to spur people on to greater efforts.

The

possibility of becoming a model was an incentive to children in the school (00, s57,
s120). Group respect was aworthy goal for children to seek and this goal was achieved
by being agood model for others (s57, s120). The children who were selected as class
leaders gained agreat deal of peer respect. This respect, in both Chinese traditional and
Communist thinking, was a greater reward than material gain.

This can explain why

wanting to be special (class leader) was a common goal among children during the
Cultural Revolution.

4. Friends and Spare Time
Many participants in the study did not have close childhood friends during the
Cultural Revolution (00, s76, s93, s101). There are two reasons for this phenomenon.
First, the revolution divided children into different groups, such as the children of the
revolutionaries, the children of the "black background", or the children of the ordinary
family (s 14, s39, s76). This artificial division separated children and made them become
suspect and unfriendly to each other. In many cases, the children did not have friends,
nor did they trust other children either.

Second, since the revolution caused tragedies
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in the lives of children, they felt unsafe and uncertain about making new friends which
may get them into trouble (s19, s76, s89). In short, not having childhood friends became
acommon phenomenon.
There was little spare time in participants' childhoods during the Cultural
Revolution.

Helping the family occupied most of the children's spare time.

In many

cases, the children seemed to be responsible for taking care of their families when
parents were busily involved in the revolution (s20, s38, s47, s48).
washed and cleaned for the family when they were very young.

They cooked,

In addition, many

children were involved in the organization and activities of the revolution. For example,
they joined the Little Red Guards and read political books (s 11, s77, s119).

Much

homework continued to be assigned in schools during the Cultural Revolution (s5 1,
s108).

The stories show that there was little spare time for children to play or to do

activities for themselves.

5. Naughty Things in Childhood
The term 'Naughty' has two meanings in the Chinese context.

One refers to

children who are disobedient. The other means children who are clever or mischievous.
As the old saying goes, when naughty children get proper training, they could become
talented people (He, 1990). In the real life, however, naughty was never accepted as a
proper behaviour.

Naughty children were labelled as misbehaving children.

Most of the participants in the study had done some naughty things in their
childhoods. For example, they skipped school, stole, made fun of teachers, some even
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cheated on their parents (s13, s34, s35, s58, s62, s85, s98, s105, s109, s113).

All of

these naughty behaviours were regarded as misbehaviour and, further, disobedience to
authorities. It was also interesting to find that being naughty was viewed differently by
children themselves.

The children saw naughty behaviours as a natural part of their

exploratory, adventurous and enjoyable experiences in their childhoods (05, s98). Being
anaughty child meant to have more chance to discover and do things by oneself (s85,
s117).

The stories of the participants' childhood presented alively picture of children

during the Cultural Revolution. They were adventurous, alive, active, making mistakes,
and mischievous in their lives.

6.6 Discussion
Four significant points regarding childhood education during the Cultural
Revolution emerged from the interpretation of the stories:
(1) The stories revealed the continuity and change of traditions in childhood
education during the Cultural Revolution (see Chart 6.2). Continuity and change can be
described in the following areas: first, there was a conscious continuance of tradition
with little or no change in terms of both content and process of child rearing practice,
such as the concept of filial piety and group-centredness, the importance of early
childhood education as well as in the process of model imitation (see Chapter Two).
Second, there was a conscious continuance of tradition in terms of process but
dramatic change in content, or correlatively, in terms of content but dramatic change in
process.

For example, the children's unquestioned obedience to Mao and to his
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revolutionary cause can be seen as an extension of traditional human. relationships in
which children were obedient to authority. Although children behaved obediently in both
societal contexts, the meaning of obedience changed.

Traditional obedience was based

on children's respect and acceptance by the authority figure in the group, and the new
political obedience involved fear and submission without question.

In addition, the

emphasis on labour education can be regarded as the practice of diligence and hard work
of tradition in terms of personal achievements and filial piety. The emphasis of manual
labour for the Revolution was on the collective and for the political purposes.
Third, there were changes in societal roles in terms of authority, parenting,
children, group-centredness, and education. Parental authority was the absolute authority
in traditional society (see Chapter Two, pp.32-3), while Mao's political power
transcended parental power. There was no God or there were many gods in old China,
whereas in the Revolution there appeared

the one God

-

Mao. Knowledge and teachers

were highly respected in traditional education, whereas classical knowledge and teachers
were criticized and devalued during the Cultural Revolution.
2). The stories revealed the dynamics between Mao's Cultural Revolutionary
doctrine and the traditional Confucian values on childhood education.

The interaction

between the traditional values of childhood education and revolutionary values of
childhood education were described and explored in the stories.
central theme, continued through the study.

This dynamics, as a

Chart 6.2 Content and Process of Traditional and Revolutionary Childhood Education, 1966-1976

Traditional Childhood Education
(Symbol of Continuity)

Revolutionary Childhood Education
(Symbol of Change)

Content

Process

Content

Process

Confucian Ethics
Morality
Human Relationship
Beliefs in Ghosts and Gods

Filial Piety
Authority
Group-centredness
Obedience

Mao's Communist Teachings
Political Morality
Collectivism
Human God Mao

Political Correctness
Political Authority
Collectives
Loyalty

Traditional Education
The Five Classics
The Four Books
Folk Stories

Expectations
Disciplines
Early Reading'
Diligence and Hard Work
Proper Moral Training
Obedience
Role Modelling

Revolutionary Education
Mao's Red Books
Political Documents
Revolutionary Heroes

Five Loves (goals)
Disciplines
Early Political Reading
Manual Labour
Political Moral Training
Submission
Role Modelling
Little Red Guards

-
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3). The data in this study suggested that Chinese culture and tradition, although
severely criticized, still played a role during the Cultural Revolution.

As told in the

stories, the children were continually taught and urged to respect adults, elders and
teachers.

They were reminded to study hard at home and in school.

Although the

Cultural Revolution was regarded as arevolution to purge the old culture and tradition,
it could not completely break away from tradition itself. Chinese Communism, with all
its stipulated radicalism, was still influenced by the two thousand-year old Confucian
tradition.

The study showed that Chinese traditional values and culture were modified

and manipulated by Mao in order to meet his revolutionary needs.
4). China's childhood education was politically dominated during the Cultural
Revolution. This study showed that there have been many political movements in China
after 1949.

Each movement added its political tone to the revolution, and yet did not

contribute to the development of Chinese education.

The Cultural Revolution was the

most extreme among the movements. More and more political content was added to the
curriculum through these revolutionary movements.

However, the written goals of

Communist education which had been set, in the earlier years, were not altered
explicitly.

What happened in education during the Cultural Revolution was not the

beginning and it also' will not be the end of the system of education evolved in
Communist China.

It is within this context that education in the People's Republic of

China can be better understood.
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6.7 Summary
As meaning was attached to the themes that emerged from stories it became
apparent that the participants had a unique childhood experience during the Cultural
Revolution.

The themes show that the participants' lived experiences were rich and

significant.

The richness of the stories embodied in the following aspect: the stories

revealed the continuity and change of the tradition in childhood education during the
Cultural Revolution. The continuity of tradition in childhood education was seen in the
aspects of the concept of filial piety, group-centredness, model imitation, and the
emphasis on education.

The emerging change in childhood education included the

content of authority figures, the concept of political morality as well as labour and
collective education.

Therefore, the meaning of the stories presented not only alively

picture of how the children were educated and socialized during the Cultural Revolution,
but also described the dynamic relationship between Chinese traditions and Communist
revolutionary movements.
Childhood education during the Cultural Revolution was politically-motivated and
activity-driven.

The children, who grew up during the Cultural Revolution, learned

about their lives through both early political training and their first-hand experiences.
These experiences have had asignificant influence on these children's later education and
socialization processes.

Although the Cultural Revolution created difficult times in

children's lives because they suffered agreat deal, they viewed these experiences as an
adventure.

Thus, the children's experiences of the Cultural Revolution can be seen as

aspecial phenomenon.
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Chapter Seven
Conclusions

7.1 Review of the Study
Confucian philosophy laid the foundation for the social structure of the Chinese
society and the way of thinking of the Chinese people. Human relationships occupied a
central place in this tradition. Unequal relations between men and women, between old
and young, and between parents and children were emphasized and practised as basic rules
in traditional Chinese society. Traditional moral values and ethics, such as respect to the
elders, harmony, sincerity, selflessness, and righteousness, were passed on from generation
to generation. They have become deep-rooted cultural elements of Chinese society and
ingrained in people's lives.
It is clear from the review of research and literature that China has had along
tradition of emphasizing education. In particular, childhood education was very important
in traditional China.

A systematic theory and practice of childhood education was

established as early as the time of Confucius. Prenatal education was emphasized in order
to have healthy and intelligent babies. Family precepts were written down for the purpose
of providing guidelines for children's education in ancient China.

Family education

played an important role in traditional Chinese education.
The literature further suggested that Chinese education had gone through many
difficulties and faced many challenges.

During the Republican period (1911-1949),

Western ideologies, such as Deweyian pragmatism, and Marxism-Leninism were
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introduced to China and exerted asignificant impact on Chinese society and education.
A number of Chinese intellectuals went to the West to study education and returned to
apply Western ideology of education in Chinese classrooms. During this period, childcentred education was proposed and practised in urban schools. Generally, however, these
Western-trained Chinese educators did not play an influential role in Chinese education,
because there were strong resistance coming from both the conservative tradition and the
radical Communist movement.
Under the influence of Marxism, the Chinese Communist Party was established in
1921. Within twenty-eight years, Mao Zedong emerged as the most powerful leader of
the Communist movement.

Drawing on a combination of Communist ideas and his

Confucian educational background, Mao developed the theory of continued revolution (see
Chapter Two, pp.55-7). Since the Communist victory on the mainland in 1949, aseries
of political campaigns was launched by Mao to put his theory of continued revolution into
practice, and to enhance his personal power and prestige. The Cultural Revolution (19661976) was the last and the worst of such campaigns.

It inflicted horrendous damages

upon all aspects of Chinese society.
Education in Communist China encountered many setbacks during the political
struggles; the most serious setback occurred during the Cultural Revolution.

Schooling

was suspended and the curriculum was replaced by political involvement by all of the
students.

Schools became the arena for the revolutionary battles.

The students were

urged to be rebels. This upheaval profoundly influenced Chinese education.
The participants' childhood stories revealed that children who grew up during the
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Cultural Revolution had unique and rich childhood experiences in terms of their education
and socialization processes. The stories indicate that to be politically correct during the
Cultural Revolution was not just simply aCommunist mandate.
became an internal force in children.

But the mandate also

Children of the Cultural Revolution experienced

freedom due to the sudden removal of constraints, such as the traditional authority figures.
As aconsequence the children experienced inner conflicts and confusion in the school and
at home. On the other hand, the Cultural Revolution also created new opportunities for
children to learn, discover, and explore.

Although the Cultural Revolution has been

documented as the worst upheaval in modern Chinese history by many writers (see
Chapter Two, pp. 55-60), it was viewed as agreat opportunity for adventure and even
enjoyment by some participants in this study.

7.2 Summary of Findings
Childhood education during the Cultural Revolution involved three basic
dimensions: traditional values, revolutionary values and childhood education.

The

tradition (traditional values), revolution (revolutionary values), and childhood education
are represented by the three circles in Chart 7.1.

The context, the larger circle and

background area in the diagram, describes the unique setting from which the participants'
stories emerged.

The overlapping dimensions in the diagram suggests that there were

continual dynamic interactions, or more specifically, movements, encounters, and changes
occurring between these dimensions.

After careful reading of the stories, events, and

episodes within the stories, themes emerged for further analysis.

The final analysis
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Chart 7.1

Dynamics of Childhood Education During the Cultural Revolution

Traditional
1. Confucian ethics and
morality.
2. Classical teachings
Four Books
Five Classics
3. Society and filial piety
-

Revolutional
1. Mao's ethics and
morality
2. Revolutioary teachings
Mao's Red Books
Five Loves
3. Society and the collectives
-

-

Childhood Education
1. Policies and Goals
2. Implication
content
process
-

-

-
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resulted in an understanding of the relationship between traditional education and
revolutionary education through childhood experiences within agiven context (Chart 7. 1,
see darkened area).

1. Tradition and Childhood Education
For centuries, traditional values evolving from Confucianism, Daoism, and
Buddhism have influenced away of life and the education process of the Chinese society.
Some of the more important traditional values included quality of human relations,
concept of filial piety and the notion of group centredness, and work ethics in one's life.
These values were subsumed into the foundation for the traditional approach to childhood
education (Chart 7. 1, [TE], the area of the intersecting dimensions of tradition and
childhood education).
These traditional values were often transmitted, as an example, through the classic
children's stories, such as the Diary Stories (see Chapter 3, p. 81). One story tells about
how Li Bai learns the importance of the work ethics of perseverance and diligence as
these related to the process of teaching and learning. The traditional authority figure of
the father, emerging from the concept of filial piety, interpreted the daily experiences of
young children as it related to the traditional values such as respect for authority and
elders, an example of value transmission. These examples illustrate the significant role
of traditional values in the determination of the basic goals and expectations for childhood
education in traditional China before the Communist rule which began in 1949.
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2. Revolution and Childhood Education
The Cultural Revolutionary values emerged from the Communist theory as adapted
from Marxism and Leninism. These revolutionary values provided the foundation for the
education of children in Communist China (Chart 7. 1, [RE], area of intersecting
dimensions of revolution and childhood education).
egalitarianism, collectivism, and socialism.

The revolutionary values included

In the Communist society, everyone was

expected to share the wealth of the country's material resources which idealized an
ultimate society of no socio-economic classes, selflessness by individual participants who
were part of the collectivity, and loyalty to the country.
In Communist China, the Cultural Revolution was regarded as aperiod of extreme
revolutionary practice.

This revolutionary practice was considered by Mao to be

continuous, that is, the revolution as asocial process would repeat itself over and over.
It's educational policy mandated "political correctness."

Political correctness of the

children meant to be informed about the purposes of the revolution and to behave in an
appropriate manner based on Mao Zedong's teachings.

Some of these teachings were

taken directly from Mao's Red Books, political documents, and stories of revolutionary
heroes which exemplified model social behaviour. These teachings also included concepts
such as political morality and the participation in political activities.

Political morality

as avalue included submission and obedience to political authorities, especially to Mao
Zedong.

Participation in political activities meant that children were expected to learn

about the revolution through direct involvement and practice, that is learning by doing.
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3. Continuity and Change Affected by Traditional and Revolutionary Values
The significance of the study resulted in continuity and change as impacted by
traditional and revolutionary values in childhood education (see Chart 7. 1, the dark
overlapped area). The concepts of continuity and change in childhood education, relative
to traditional and revolutionary values, created new and different meanings within each
unique context of the participant's stories.
The concept of continuity relates to the established traditional Confucian values.
It was found that traditional Confucian morals and values continually played astrong role
in childhood education during the Cultural Revolution.

Some basic traditional values,

such as filial piety, emphasis on childhood education and model imitation, continued to
form the framework for education during the Revolution. For example, the participants'
stories reflected the continuity of the old traditions.

While most of the participants'

stories indicated more influence by the traditional ways of thinking and living, other
stories indicated less influence. In the participants' stories, the old traditional way of life
at home and in school was described as an important and avery foundational part of their
childhood experiences during the Cultural Revolution.
Continuity of the traditions was an important phenomenon during the Cultural
Revolution. Although Mao urged aban on the old culture and traditions which influenced
education, Mao as aleader revealed that he still valued traditions and used some of the
old ways to practise his new revolutionary cause. Therefore, continuity of the traditions
emerged in many forms in the face of resistance from the Cultural Revolution became
significant in the study of childhood education during that period.
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Second important concept emerged from this analysis was the concept of change.
The concept of change, impacted by the Cultural Revolution, attempted to bring about a
new political-morality within the society.

These new morals were taken directly from

Mao's red books, political documents and revolutionary heroes which exemplified model
social behaviours. This change had significant influence on childhood education.. The
study found that change appeared in the areas of the purposes of education, content of
curriculum, and activities. For example, during the Cultural Revolution political-moral
activities were seen as a means of educating children to obtain the goals of political
correctness (behaviour) and political morality (value) based on Mao's teachings.
The change in morality was also described as modifying the traditional values in
the participants' stories. For example, father authority was regarded as the fundamental
authority in the tradition according to the long established structure of human relationship.
Mao through the Cultural Revolution created himself as the only authority figure for
children. Mao not only transferred father authority power into himself, but also modified
the meaning of authority within the context of the Cultural Revolution. He became the
absolute authority figure in China just like the father in the family of the old tradition.
He also modified the concept of the group centredness in family into the collectivity of
the political-social groups. As aconsequence, political morality of loyalty and correctness
replaced the traditional morality of respect to parents, teachers and elders.

This

modification process of traditional ways presented aunique phenomenon of childhood
education and experience during the Cultural Revolution.
The study revealed that Chinese Communism, with all its radicalism, was still
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influenced by the long established old Confucian tradition. Mao launched the Cultural
Revolution with the purpose of eliminating the influence of the old culture and tradition,
but he could not completely break away from tradition himself. This was simply because
he, himself, was part of Chinese traditional upbringing.

The study suggests that the

Chinese traditional values and culture were modified and manipulated by Mao in order
to achieve his revolutionary objectives during the Cultural Revolution.
The dynamic interaction between tradition, revolution, and childhood education
during the Cultural Revolution resulted in aunique and complex phenomenon. Continuity
and change (modification) were interpreted with varying degrees of emphasis by the
participants, that is on the role of the traditional and revolutionary values. As an example,
the story themes of the traditional value appeared similar in terms of content and process.
However, each story of the participants was different due to the dynamic interaction
created by the context.

This made the participants' traditional and revolutionary

childhood educational experience unique in the study. An analytical framework for the
stories was developed based on this dynamic of childhood experiences (see Chart 6.1).
In conclusion, the centuries-old traditional Confucian values and morality were an
established way of thinking and living of the Chinese people. They laid the foundation
for Chinese education. Mao wanted to establish anew society very quickly during the
Cultural Revolution. He included traditional morals and values into his teachings.

He

could not escape from tradition, nor could the people and the Red Guards.
The study found that the nature of childhood education during the Cultural
Revolution was politically motivated and adult in nature.

Although Mao Zedong, as a
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trained teacher, understood the importance of education, he ignored the basic principle of
early childhood education, that is to recognize children as children.

Often, the

participants' stories revealed that the political implications of the revolution was too
abstract for them as young children.

During the Cultural Revolution the political

correctness and participation in the revolution were the major goal of education.

Since

teacher authority in the traditional sense did not continue in the Revolution, the children
behaved disruptively in order to become "good" rebels in school.

These were

contradictory to the philosophy of early childhood education and how young children
learn.

Therefore, the educational foundation building for the early years was not fully

realized during the Cultural Revolution.
There have been studies in the areas of Chinese culture, philosophy and childhood
education in both China and the West, but few have focused their research on Chinese
childhood education as reflected and re-told in story form by the participants.

In this

study, Chinese childhood education was studied within a framework of the cultural,
historical and political background on which Chinese educational theory and practice were
built.

It was an attempt to include the recollection of the lived experience of Chinese

children during the Cultural Revolution.

7.3 Implications for Future Study
There are basically three implications for future study which could be considered:
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1. To explore and determine the impact of traditional values on China today, and how that
role influences the education of young children.
As this study concluded, many of the traditional values from the Confucian
philosophy continued to be practised by the Chinese people, despite the pressure from the
Communist government to resist the old ways. Further studies can explore and discover
ways in which traditional values still play arole in the Communist society in China and
how it may still influence policy in the formulation of curricula for the education of
young children.

2. To study how traditional and contemporary (Communist) content and processes
interacted to not only create anew society, but to lay the foundation for socializing and
educating young children.
The research in this study discovered that traditional and contemporary
(Communist) content and processes had impacted one another in very unique and
independent ways.

This resulted in compromising the essence of traditional as well as

Communist values, while influencing the lives of young children.

Future studies may

want to focus on the crucial questions of how traditional and contemporary (Communist)
content and processes have affected the family, the education and socialization process of
children.

3. To further and enhance the research methodology.
The study began with athorough review of literature on Chinese traditional as well
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as Communist society and culture as they applied to the lives and education of young
children. It then proceeded to select the nine participants for the interview process. All
participants had experienced their childhood in mainland China during the Cultural
revolution. The selection criteria had imposed the limitations to the scope of the study.
Future studies may want to broaden the scope by selecting awider range of participants
from which amore representative sample may be chosen.
In summary, there are three basic implications for future study. These include the
role of traditional values in China today, the impact of traditional and Communist content
and process on the education of young children, and finally the refinement of the
methodology of research.
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONS FOR RESEARCH

GENERAL QUESTIONS:
1. As a growing-up Chinese, how do you view your childhood? How was your
childhood? Could you describe your feeling of your childhood as you reflect as an adult?

2. Were there special experiences for you to reflect in your childhood? Would you share
these experiences in detail?
3. How did your childhood experience influence your growing up process?

LIVING
-

Where were you born and raised as achild?

Have you been to other places outside of your hometown? Why and how was
that?
-

FAMThY
What was the expectation of your parents to you in your childhood?
-

-

-

-

describe your relationship with your parents when you were young?
Would you describe your family environment and atmosphere?
Explain how your parents control your work as it related to the school?

How did your parents spend time with you when you were young? What did
you do together?

-

Do you remember any particularly happy time with your family in your
childhood?
-

What are some of the important values that your parents have passed down to
you?

-

-

When you had aconflict with your parents, how did you vent your anger?

294
-

Did you have real confrontations with your parents when you- were young?

What were the things that your parents encouraged and disencouraged
you to do in your childhood?
-

SCHOOL
What was aregular school day like? Would you describe it?
-

-

Could you describe your learning experiences in kindergarten and elementary

school?
-

Could you describe your schooling during the Cultural Revolution?

Could you talk about your teachers?
they relate to the status?
-

How did they impress you? How did

Did you have amodel teacher in your childhood? If yes, who was it and why
was he/she?
-

PLAY
What kind of games did you play when you were young? Would you describe
them in detail and tell me how did you play them?
-

-

-

Did you have leisure time? What did you do with it?
What did you do for fun when you were young?

Would you describe the main activities of children during the Cultural
Revolution?
-

READING AND STORIES
Would you tell me some stories in detail that you heard in your childhood?
Who told you these stories and in what situations you heard them or were told?
-

-

what were your favourite childhood stories?

When did you started reading?
childhood?

-

What kinds of book did you read in your

POLITICAL LEARNING AND ACTIVITIES
How did you learn about Mao and his revolution?
-

-

What do you think about the Cultural Revolution in your childhood?
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-

What did your parents tell you about the Cultural Revolution?

How did you feel about being arevolutionary child or acounter-revolutionary
child during the Cultural Revolution?

-

-

Did you discuss political issues with your friends when you were young?

Did you have arguments with your friends about what happened during the
Cultural Revolution?

-

What kinds of behavior were considered as
you were young?
-

"good" or "violating

the rules" when

What were some of the topics that you studied in political lessons?
Did you have heroes or exemplary models in your childhood? Would you tell
me something about them?

-

-

PERSONAL EXPERIENCES
What was the goal of your childhood?
-

-

What were you expected to do the most in your childhood?

Did you have abest friend when you were young? Why was he/she What did
you do together?
-

Were there anything that made you particularly angry or happy during the
Cultural Revolution?

-

Do you remember some of the naughty things that you have done in your
childhood?

-

What were some of the things you have done that you were proudest of in your
childhood?
-
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APPENDIX B

Written Consent Form
Research on Lived Childhood Experience
during the Cultural Revolution

Date:

Address:

Dear Chinese Colleague,
Iam writing to invite you to participate in my research: A Study of Chinese
Childhood Education during the Cultural Revolution. The purpose of this study is to
explore the meaning and the significance of the lived childhood experiences of Chinese
children during the period of the Chinese Cultural Revolution.
This study is a qualitative investigation. I will conduct informal interview
conversation with participants regarding what it was like to be achild growing up during
the Cultural Revolution. The participation of the study is strictly voluntary. The identity
of participants will remain confidential. If you are interested in sharing your childhood
experience with me and willing to participate in my research, please contact me by
telephone within seven days. Iwill gratefully appreciate your participation.

Sincerely yours,

Cen Huang
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APPENDIX C
Chapter Five
The Recollected Lived Childhood Stories
of the Participants

A Title List of the Stories:
Page
Teller 1
si. Night games in kindergarten
s2. Collective atmosphere
s3. A circle apunishment
s4. A painful but warm experience
s5. An active child was not given aleadership position
s6. "Rich" is abad thing
s7. An experimental school and its teachers
s8. The Cultural Revolution in school
s9. Experienced freedom
slO. What was taught in school
during the Cultural Revolution?
sil. The little Red Sharp Guards
s12. Distributed propaganda sheets
s13. New math teacher
s14. "If father is ahero, his son will be ahero too."
s15. A lucky generation
s16. Chairman Mao's children
s17. Sticks produce good sons
s18. Idreamed to have some children's books at home
s19. Influential things
s20. Housework, spare time
s21. Iwanted to join the Army
s22. The countryside acity boy's funny things
s23. Always awinner in the country
-

-

131
132
132
133
134
135
135
137
137
138
139
141
141
142
142
143
143
144
145
146
147
147
148

Teller 2
s24.
s25.
s26.
s27.
s28.

A boy who interrupted the play
Took achair to go to school
Xia beat the teacher
"The son of the landlord"
Ilearned to be upright

149
150
150
152
153
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Teller 3
s29. Kindergarten was my home
s30. Reaching ears from back as
atest for entering school
s31. An Army-attached school
s32. Everyone was equal in school
s33. Irespected male teachers
s34. The teacher cried
s35. Make fun with girls
s36. My family's value: to be ahuman with respect.
s37. Father was only beaten twice by his teachers
s38. Icooked for the family when Iwas eight
s39. My father was arrested
s40. Listening to the radio my early reading
s41. Fear of ghost stories
-

154
154

.

155
155
156
158
158
159
160
160
160
162
163

Teller 4
s42.
s43.
s44.
s45.
s46.
s47.
s48.
s49.
s50.
s51.
s52.

What happened in my family
The Cultural Revolution took place in school
A boy hope of country people's life
My parents' books
Being hot is better than being cold
Heavy family responsibility
Little family labourer
Influence of Confucian hometown
"Outsiders"
The authoritarian teacher was the best teacher
The younger one is, the more
he/she obeys authority

164
165
167
167
168
168
169
170
170
172
173

A new life in kindergarten
The window of my parents' bedroom
They were involved in the Cultural Revolution
"Which grade are you in?"
Being aclassroom leader
Against teachers' authority
New language teacher
My sister, an advanced reader
A lazy girl
Stealing arubber band

173
175
175
177
177
178
179
180
181
181

-

Teller 5
s53.
s54.
s55.
s56.
s57.
s58.
s59.
s60.
s61.
s62.
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s63.
s64.
s65.
s66.

My friend, adog
Selflessness
My childhood idol Chairman Mao
Scared by the ghost stories

182
182
183
184

Boys were treated different from girls
Boys were often punished
My kindergarten
Be obedient and never show self
There were different worlds of life
Why were the people Irespected criticized?
Witnessed parents' sufferings
Home alone for two years
The hardest way to learn independence
The uncivilized children
Early political training
Personality reform Jiaoqi
Father's choice was my choice
My nanny
Ghost fears
My childhood model
Life before the Cultural Revolution

185
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
194
196
197
198
199
200

An ordinary child
"Look after" or "Look"
The thought illness
Parents contributed to the country
Beijing accent
"We are different from others"
"Being it but not doing it"
A reading habit developed
Pray to Mao for forgiveness
Being shy and isolated
Always withdrew
The leader, an obeyer
An obedient child made acomplaint in school
Learning to be rebels
Broke family rule once
Growing up with fear of ghosts

200
201
202
203
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
210
211
211
212

-

Teller 6
s67.
s68.
s69.
s70.
s71.
s72.
s73.
s74.
s75.
s76.
s77.
s78.
s79.
s80.
s8 1.
s82.
s83.

-

Teller 7
s84.
s85.
s86.
s87.
s88.
s89.
s90.
s91.
s92.
s93.
s94.
s95.
s96.
s97.
s98.
s99.
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Teller 8
s100.
s101.
s102.
s103.
s104.

213
214
215
215
215

s107.
s108.
s109.
silO.

216
217
217
218
219
219

Grandma's past
My school
Teacher Mi
Spiritual enjoyment
Two teachers were beaten to death
s105. Ispit on ateacher
s106. Felt remote from parents
Five stitches on my head
Homework
Stealing
Mao was greater than parents
sill. My roots were from the countryside

220

Teller 9
si 12.
s113.
s114.
s1 15.
s116.
s117.
si 18.
s119.
s120.

Revolutionary grandma
Naughty boy
Boys set free
A little revolutionary
New neighbourhood
Special friends
Smashing Four Olds
Reading revolutionary books
A chance changed one's life

220
221
222
223
224
224
225
225
226

